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Non-Disclosure Notice

The information and/or data contained in this document was developed in support of a contract
with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Its content requires the recipient to have a
specific and obvious need to know related to the satisfactory completion of the NRC Contract
requirements. Permission is not granted, nor shall it be presumed, to publish, use, reproduce,
transmit or disclose to another, any information and/or data contained herein, for any purpose
other than in the satisfactory completion of the aforementioned NRC Contract work.
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INTEGRATED SAFETY ANALYSIS (ISA)

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This introduction to the document reviews the background of this project and gives the purpose,
scope, and approach of the document.

The working definition of integrated safety analysis is as follows. Integrated Safety Analysis
(ISA) is 1) a systematic examination of a fuel processing or fabrication facility and its processes
to ensure that all relevant hazards which are associated with normal processing, and credible
accidents which could result in unacceptable consequences, have been adequately evaluated, 2)
appropriate protective measures capable of performing the desired function have been identified,
3) assurance is provided that the protective measures are maintained, and 4) assurance is
provided that the ISA is complete.

1.1 Background

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulates nuclear fuel cycle facilities under the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 40 and 10 CFR Part 70 by the mechanism of a license. The
specifics of this license largely form the basis for assessment, inspection and necessary
enforcement. The Regulatory and International Safeguards Branch in the Office of Nuclear
Material Safety and Safeguards is currently developing regulatory guidance and technical
requirements to be used to identify information needed for, and direction to evaluate the safety
analysis supplied with, fuel cycle facility license applications for initial approval, amendment,
and renewal.

The necessary content of an application for a license includes (10CFR70.22 a[8] ): "Proposed
procedures to protect health and minimize danger to life or property (such as procedures to avoid
accidental criticality, procedures for personnel monitoring and waste disposal, post-criticality
accident emergency procedures, etc.)."

The requirement for procedures implies a need for the applicant and the Commission to assess
the adequacy of the bases for these documents and practices. This can be accommodated by
provisions of 70.22, especially 70.22(d): "The Commission may at any time after the filing of
the original application, and before the expiration of the license, require further statements in
order to enable the Commission to determine whether the application should be granted or
denied or whether a license should be modified or revoked."

The Commission requires a safety demonstration or safety analysis for license actions.
As the commercial fuel cycle industry is a mature industry, the focus of the Regulatory and
International Safeguards Branch has been on license renewals. Regulatory Guide 3.52,
Reference 1, was developed to provide a standard format and content for the health and safety
sections of license renewal applications for uranium processing and fuel fabrication. This guide
identifies the components of the ISA as:

* Analysis of each step of the process
* Identification of design features, systems, and procedures important to safety for

both normal and abnormal conditions
v Adequacy of administrative controls.
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Then, Regulatory Guide 3.57, Reference 2 was issued to endorse ANSI Standard ANS-8.19,
which outlined minimum administrative programs to support a criticality safety program. This
standard specifies a safety analysis with:

* Analysis of normal and credible abnormal conditions
* Identification of clear and adequate controls
* Documentation of analysis and controls
* Independent review

A review of recent renewal applications and the findings of recent incident investigations
demonstrate that more guidance for licensees and NRC staff review is necessary. Renewal
applications do not show evidence of an ISA that demonstrates that the scenarios which could
result in an unacceptable accident are well understood or have been comprehensively compiled.
Inasmuch as the issue of accident identification is not well developed, the effectiveness and
comprehensiveness of the controls cannot be evaluated. Hence, the basis for procedures does not
exist to a necessary or sufficient degree.

1.2 Purpose of the Document

This document is intended to provide technical guidance to the major fuel cycle licensees and
license applicants on methods and criteria for conducting Integrated Safety Analysis (ISA). This
will assure licensee management and the NRC that the health and safety risks of operation are
understood and controlled by the licensee.

1.3 Scope of Applicability

The methods of analysis to be presented here apply to uranium hexafluoride production, uranium
enrichment, nuclear fuel fabrication, and the processing of scraps, offgases, and wastes
therefrom. Thus, the part of the fuel cycle of concern begins at the start of the uranium
hexafluoride production process and ends with the delivery of fuel for transportation to the
reactor site.

1.4 Approach

A range of types of safety analysis methods is available for the ISA. The extent of the ISA is
governed by an approach that is commensurate with the perceived degree of risk and/or
complexity of operation of the subject facility or unit operation being analyzed. A complete ISA
can be expected to be an integration of many documents, or differentials, into composite system.

Described below are approaches of increasing complexity to ISA that may be appropriate to a
specific facility. In general, the approaches may be categorized as the Qualitative Method (for
lower-risk, simpler systems) and the Quantitative Method (for higher-risk, more complicated
systems). It is anticipated that most ISAs can be accomplished using qualitative methods.

However, in a few cases, an analysis that begins with the Qualitative Method, based on perceived
risk, may yield a result that necessarily leads the analyst toward the more-rigorous Quantitative
Method in order to provide a comprehensive, defensible ISA for the facility.

Differences between these methods are described in detail in Section 3.1.

The flow of informition associated with an ISA begins with the hazards and accident analysis; a
determination of those safety related items that detect, prevent, or mitigate events; incorporation
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of controls and limits into a document that defines the envelop of authorized operation; and safe
operation of the facility.

1.5 References

1. Standard Format and Content for the Health and Safety Sections of License Renewal
Applications for Uranium Processing and Fuel Fabrication, USNRC Regulatory Guide 3.52,
Revision 1, November 1986.

2. Administrative Practices for Nuclear Criticality Safety at Fuels and Materials Facilities,
USNRC Regulatory Guide 3.57, October 1986.
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2.0 DEFINITIONS

2.1 Terms

Accident: An unplanned sequence of events that results in undesirable consequences.

Administrative controls: Provisions relating to organization and management, procedures,
recordkeeping, assessment, and reporting necessary to ensure the safe operation of the facility.

Checklist: An experience-based list of hazards, potential accident situations, or other process
safety concerns used to stimulate the identification of hazardous situations for a process or
operation.

Common cause failure: The occurrence of two or more failures that result from a single event or
circumstance.

Consequence: The direct, undesirable result of an accident sequence usually involving a fire,
explosion, or release of toxic material.

Credible accidents: Those accidents with a conservatively estimated frequency of occurrence
>10-6 per year.

Event tree: A logic model that graphically portrays the combinations of events and
circumstances in an accident sequence.

Facility: Any equipment, structure, system, process, or activity that fulfills a specific purpose.
In practical terms, this definition often reduces to the identification of buildings and other
structures, their functional systems and equipment, and other fixed systems and equipment
installed therein to delineate a facility.

Facility worker: Any individual located within the defined facility

Failure modes and effects analysis: A systematic, tabular method for evaluating and
documenting the causes and effects of known types of component failures.

Fault tree: A logic model that graphically portrays the combinations of failures that can lead to a
specific main failure of interest (top event).

Frequency: The number of occurrences per unit time at which observed events occur or are
predicted to occur.

Hazard: A source of danger (i.e., material, energy source, operation) with the potential to cause
illness, injury, or death to personnel or damage to an operation or to the environment.

Hazard analysis: The determination of material, system, process, and plant characteristics that
can produce undesirable consequences, followed by the assessment of hazardous situations
associated with the process or activity.

Page 4
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Hazard and Operability analysis: A systematic method in which process hazards and potential
operating problems are identified using a series of guide words to investigate process deviations.

Hazardous material: Any solid, liquid, or gaseous material that is toxic, explosive, flammable,
corrosive, or otherwise physically or biologically threatening to health.

Initiating event: The first event in an event sequence. An initiating event can result in an
accident unless engineered protection systems or human actions intervene to prevent or mitigate
the accident.

Limiting conditions for operation: The lowest functional capability or performance level of
safety-related structures, systems, or components, and their support systems required for normal,
safe operation of the facility.

Limiting control settings: Settings on safety-related structures, systems, or components that
control process variables to prevent exceeding safety limits.

Mitigative feature: Any structure, system, or component that serves to mitigate the consequences
of a release of hazardous materials in an accident scenario.

Operational Safety Requirements: Those requirements that define the conditions, the safe
boundaries, and the management or administrative controls necessary to ensure the safe
operation of a nuclear facility, reduce the potential risk to the public and facility workers from
uncontrolled releases of radioactive materials or from other hazardous material and from
radiation exposures due to inadvertent criticality.

Preventive feature: Any structure, system, or component that serves to prevent the release of
hazardous material in an accident scenario.

Rare event: An event or accident whose expected frequency is very small. The event is not
statistically expected to occur during the normal life of a facility or operation.

Risk: The combination of the expected frequency (events/year) and consequence (effects/event)
of a single accident or a group of accidents.

Safety limits: Limits on process variables associated with those physical barriers, generally
passive, that are necessary for the intended facility functions and which are found to be required
to guard against the uncontrolled release of radioactive and other hazardous materials.

Top event: The undesired event or incident at the "top" of a fault tree that is traced downward to
more basic failures using Boolean logic gates to determine the event's possible causes.
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2.2 Acronyms

ALARA - As Low As Reasonably Achievable

APET - Accident Progression Event Tree

ANSI - American National Standards Institute

CCDF - Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function

CEDE - Committed Effective Dose Equivalent

CERCLA - Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act

DOT - U. S. Department of Transportation

DP - Defense Programs (U.S. Department of Energy Office)

EPA - U. S. Environmental Protection Agency

EPCRA - Emergency Planning and Right -to-Know Act

ESS - Engineered Safety Systems

FMEA - Failure Modes and Effects Analysis

HAZOPS - Hazards and Operability Study

HBT - Hazard-Barrier-Technique

HIT - Hazard Identification Technique

ISA - Integrated Safety Analysis

MIL - Military (U.S. Army)

MORT - Management Oversight and Risk Tree

MOX - Mixed Oxide

NFSC - Nuclear Facility Safety Committee of the Westinghouse M&O Committee

NPRDS - Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NUCLARR - Nuclear Computerized Library for Assessing Reactor Reliability

ORNL - Oak Ridge National Laboratory

OSHA - U. S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration
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OSR - Operational Safety Requirements

PHA - Process Hazards Analysis

PID - Piping and Instrumentation Diagram

PRA - Probabilistic Risk Analysis

PSA - Probabilistic Safety Analysis

QA - Quality Assurance

RCRA - Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

THERP - Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction

WHC - Westinghouse Hanford Company

WIN - Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company

WSRC - Westinghouse Savannah River Company
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3.0 BASIC ELEMENTS OF THE INTEGRATED SAFETY ANALYSIS

This section discusses the basis elements that comprise an ISA. These elements include: (1) the
identification of hazards and accidents potentially affecting a facility, (2) assurances that controls
are in place and capable of controlling hazards or accidents, (3) assurances that these controls are
maintained, and (4) assurances that the ISA is adequate.

3.1 Identification of Hazards and Accidents Potentially Affecting Facility

This section discusses elements of the analysis that are expected regardless of the analysis
methods used. These elements include: (1) thorough descriptions of the facility and the
processes, (2) a precise definition of the systems to be considered in the analysis, (3) careful
identification of all hazards in the process, and (4) complete identification of potential, credible
accidents that can result in radiological consequences. It is essential to an integrated safety
analysis that a strong basis be provided at the outset, and these four items form such a basis.

3.1.1 Facility Description

This section provides guidance on the contents of the description of the facility. The objective of
this description is to define the boundaries of the analysis and identify those facility-specific
factors that could have a bearing on potential accidents and their consequences. A thorough
understanding of the facility, as demonstrated by documentation, is vital to assure that a
complete, accurate analysis can be accomplished.

3.1.1.1 Environs

Give the facility location and the population of the surroundings. Include other industries.

Describe the histories of pertinent natural phenomena, such as winds (tornado, hurricane
histories), floods, and other severe weather. Give the seismic activity history of the area.

3.1.1.2 Plant Structure(s)

Describe all of the buildings in the facility that are provided to meet the processing mission of
the facility. Information of the design of the principal structures should be furnished in such
detail as to support the identification of seismic-resistances and resistance to the other natural
phenomena. The materials of construction of the buildings are important regarding fire
resistance. Use drawings as necessary.

3.1.1.3 Work Force

Indicate the number of workers in the force, the different skills necessary for operation, and
training provided for normal, abnormal, and emergency conditions.

3.1.2 Process Description

Discuss the process elements which involve radioactive material, the associated equipment, and
the safety features. A thorough description of these items is important to an ISA. The objective
is to identify all factors that could have a bearing on the initiation of accidents and on the
consequences of those accidents.
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If possible, describe the process in sections (or unit operations) that are essentially isolatable so
as to establish a foundation for modeling activities later in the analysis. If dependencies exist
between systems, they should be described and analyzed as one large system.

3.1.2.1 Process Operations

Provide a general description of the overall process from the standpoint of how the process
works and its chemistry, if any. Identify feed materials, intermediates, and products. Discuss
offgas treatment and waste treatment here. Include actual and potential energy sources (such as
elevated temperatures, high pressure, high vacuum, high voltage or amperage, microwaves,
lasers, reactive chemicals, flammable materials, etc).

3.1.2.2 Process Equipment

Describe each unit operation in some detail and identify its support systems. Include methods
and equipment for recycle (e.g., of scraps) and for waste handling.

3.1.2.3 Safety Features

Recognizing the hazards in each unit operation and the potential for initiation of an accident,
describe the safety features of the plant that control each hazard and thereby prevent accidents.
Include those safety features to detect the accidents, e.g., fire alarms, detectors. Then, describe
those safety features that mitigate the accidents, that is, reduce their potential consequences e.g.,
sprinklers.

Safety features can be passive (such as containment) or active (such as a flow-control valve).

Procedures important to safety should be identified for administrative control.

Safety features should be adequate to reduce the risk of accidents to acceptable levels. Safety
features and controls will have to be reviewed and upgraded or processes redesigned, and another
iteration of the ISA should be performed, if the ISA cannot conclude that the risks are acceptable.

3.1.3 Definition of Systems to be Analyzed

Systematically establish the boundaries or limits to be analyzed. Determine if material or energy
can be transferred away from an accident in a manner that can adversely affect people,
equipment, processes, or the environment. The distance outward is governed by the limits
established by various regulators or by consequences judged to be significant by the analyst.
Regulations generally are not specific regarding minimum values.

Next, decide on whether a single, all encompassing analysis should be made or whether to
subdivide the analysis into smaller increments. Large, single analyses are typically complex and
cumbersome but enable the analyst to include all interactions that can occur among systems.
Dividing the overall analysis into small independent studies reduces the complexity; however,
this increases the possibility of omitting common cause effects or failures. The pragmatic
approach is to perform several separate analyses but ensure that both output and input of
materials and energies that can affect each analysis are properly considered. This is illustrated in
Figure 3. 1-1.
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In system A, the energy (E) released by an accident does not have an impact beyond the system
boundary. The materials (M) released do not impact other systems but do contribute to the
impact on the overall analysis. System A is, therefore, a candidate for an analysis independent of
the other systems to be considered.

In system B, the energy released by an accident adversely impacts system C. The materials
released do not impact other systems but do contribute to the impact on the overall analysis. The
effects of the materials released from this system define the envelop of the overall analysis.
Because system B is unaffected by the other systems, it too may be analyzed independently.
However, the energy impact from system B to system C must be considered in the analysis of
system C.

In system C, the energy released by an accident adversely impacts system D, and the materials
released from system D adversely impact system C. Because of the interactions of the two
systems, consideration should be given to analyzing both systems together to avoid omitting
common cause effects that the interactions might have.

Examples of accidents that might fall into the various categories could be an uncontrolled
chemical reaction in system A, an explosion in system B that damages equipment in system C,
and a fire in system C that releases flammable gases in system D which, in turn, intensifies the
fire in system C and propagates to system D.

Each system must be analyzed separately for each accident. Overall risk is determined later as
discussed in Section 3.1.8.
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OVERALL ANALYSIS BOUNDARY

Figure 3.1-1 Selection of Overall and Individual Analyses
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3.1.4 Qualitative Hazards Identification Techniques

Describe methods of hazard identification in detail with appropriate examples to aid the analyst
or user. The objective is to identify all of the hazards associated with the process or unit
operation being analyzed. The hazards should be characterized in the level of detail needed for
the analysis and for the report.

A hazard is a source of risk. Usually, it is a necessary part of the process. The hazards of
concern here are associated with process startup, operation, shutdown, and maintenance
activities, not construction of the facility nor equipment installation.

The hazards to be considered in the ISA are those deriving from the processing of radioactive
materials and those that can affect radiological safety, including fire. Ordinary industrial
hazards, chemical hazards, and occupational hazards are not included unless they have potential
radiological consequences. A discussion of hazards in chemical processes is found in Reference
1.

Natural events, such as earthquakes, and external events, such as aircraft crashes, should be
considered and may be screened out only if the risk is negligible.

Ideally, all hazards have been identified during the design of the process, and appropriate safety
features have already been incorporated into the facility. However, new hazards may have been
introduced along with process changes, enhancements, or improvements in the versatility of the
process.

Examples of various techniques are presented in this document except where the examples are
voluminous; then references to source documents are given.

3.1.4.1 Checklist

A checklist is a predetermined list of hazards that are generally present in a particular process or
unit operation. The analyst needs only to identify and specify which items on the checklist are
present and which are not.

The list of generic hazards is short. A simple example is given in Table 3.1-1. The left column
in the table is the checklist in generic form. The middle column would be filled in by the analyst
to identify the specific form of the hazard in the process in question. The right column is for
information only; it identifies the concern (accident) should controls over the hazard fail and
provides information later when the accidents are identified. This checklist can be copied by the
analyst and expanded to include other hazards and/or examples applicable to the specific
analysis.

Checklists are most useful for relatively simple systems where common cause effects are
minimal. They are less effective for systems involving chemical reactions.
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Table 3. 1-1 Example Hazards Checklist

Hazard Tvye

1. Hazardous Material

Fissile Material

Powdered RAMa

Liquid RAM

Dissolved RAM

Combustible Solids c

Combustible LiquidsC

Flammable Vaporsd

Flammable Gas

Unstable Chemicalsd

2. Hazardous Operation

3. Hazardous Event

Example

Uranium

Uranium Oxide Powder

UF6

Scrap Uranium
Recovery

Recovery Trash

Recycle Extractant

Recycle Extractant Diluent

Hydrogen

Red Oil
Ammonium Nitrate
Nitric Acid

Welding
Torch-Cutting
Machining Zr Alloy

High Pressure Vessels

Earthquake
Tornado

Potential Accident

Criticality

AA Releaseb

AA Release,
Liquid RAM Release

Criticality,
Liquid RAM Release

Fire

Fire

Fire

Explosion, Fire

Explosion

Fire

Explosion

RAM Release,
AA Release

aRAM = Radioactive Material
bAA = Airborne Activity
cContaminated with RAM
dInside process vessels
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3.1.4.2 Matrix

The matrix used in this method is a representation of all possible combinations of hazard and
operation that could produce radiological consequences. To the extent that this method uses a
checklist as one starting point, it can be considered an extension of the method described in
Section 3.1.4.1. The difference is that the matrix identifies where the hazards are located in the
process as well as the number of locations.

From the descriptions of the process and equipment, a list of unit operations is prepared. These
form one side of the matrix. The list of hazards forms the other side. An excellent source of
input is the Process Hazards Review (or similar review) conducted for new projects and
periodically updated for existing operations. At this point, a meeting should be held with the
design engineers or operations engineers to fill in the details of the matrix. Once it is agreed that
the lists (unit operations and hazards) are complete, the matrix is filled in to show where
combinations of hazard and operation exist. Obviously, many of the matrix nodes will be left
blank, because a given hazard will not occur in every unit operation.

Where matrix nodes identify a hazard and its location in the unit operations of the process, the
potential for an accident exists. The product of the matrix method is a list of areas for further
study, (e.g., "Flammable Solvent in Scrap Recovery-Solvent Extraction"). An example matrix is
included in Appendix A.

A second type of matrix is the chemical interaction matrix that shows whether or not the
chemicals used, stored, or produced in the facility will react. Such a reaction might release
radioactive materials dissolved in the chemicals or in the release of toxic reaction products. An
example chemical interaction matrix is shown in Appendix A.

3.1.4.3 Process Hazards Analysis

A process hazard is a hazard that is associated with (1) the facilities and functions needed to
manufacture a product or (2) the byproducts of that manufacture, or (3) the wastes generated.
These hazards are not associated with the construction of the facility, but are those associated
with startup, operation, and shutdown.

The hazards are usually identified from lists of potentially hazardous materials, energy sources or
equipment. Use the analyst's experience, expert opinions, facility walk-throughs and reviews of
the accident histories of similar facilities. Include likely natural phenomena, such as high winds
and low temperatures. In general, this is a "brainstorming" process to focus all available
knowledge on the subject, so as to leave no hazard unidentified.

Such an approach will, in all likelihood, generate a list of hazards that should be screened before
analysis. The objective of this screening is to eliminate unnecessary analyses. Some screening
criteria that have been useful in the past are:

* Willful acts, such as sabotage, should be excluded.

* External events, such as aircraft crashes and meteorites, may be excluded if the risk is
negligible. For example, aircraft crashes may be screened out if the facility is not located
near an airport. Generally, beyond about five miles distance from an airport, aircraft crashes
may be considered as random.
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* Hazards addressed by other programs and regulations (e.g., OSHA, RCRA, DOT, EPA)
should be included if loss of control may release radioactive materials to the environment.

* Unlikely natural phenomena, such as has never occurred in the history of the site, should be
excluded, except for their possible contribution to the criticality analysis. Criticality is in a
special category. It represents an accident unique to the fuel manufacturing industry. It is
given special treatment because its consequences are not acceptable.

* Hazards routinely accepted by the public are not considered.

The potential consequences of a given hazard should be considered for both normal or abnormal
operation. The resulting list of identified hazards is used as a starting point for the next step in
the analysis, accident identification.

An example process hazards analysis can be found in: "Example Process Hazards Analysis of a
Department of Energy Water Chlorination Process," DOE/EH-0340, September 1993, Reference
2. This method is very good where chemicals are used.

Section 3.1.4.4 Hazard Identification Technique (HIT)

This section explains and demonstrates by example a technique for analyzing systems and
operations to identify hazards and needed controls. The HIT method, Reference 3, can be used
both as a design tool and as a risk analysis tool. As a design tool, this method identifies
requirements for design criteria. This method will define where the critical control points are and
will allow the designer to determine under what conditions the controls and Engineered Safety
Systems (ESSs) must function. As part of a risk analysis effort, HIT identifies potential accident
sequences, which can become part of the safety analysis documentation. As a risk analysis tool,
the technique will find the accident initiators, and weak links in the control of the operation. The
HIT method can also be used in the design and review of standard/safe operating procedures.
Normal, unusual, and maintenance operations can all be analyzed by using this technique.

This method is also known as the Hazard-Barrier-Technique or HBT.

All components of an operation are listed, and a complete set of initial condition interfaces is
created to begin the process. Although tedious, it is important that this setup be done thoroughly.
It defines and bounds the operation and determines the completeness of the subsequent analysis.

Interfaces, both initial condition and subsequent, are created by pairing each item on the
component list with other items on the list. Every pairing that is physically possible is a viable
interface.

The setup complete, the next steps of the method follow:

(1) Assign an "active" and a "passive" role to each component of an interface.

(2) Ask if the active component can cause the passive component to change state.

(3) Ask if the change of state results in new interfaces being created.

These three steps are repeated until some logical endpoint is reached. Any "yes" answer to
questions in Steps (2) or (3) identifies a hazard and a potential accident.
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The HIT method is described in detail in Appendix A with emphasis on application of the
technique. Following the description is an example to illustrate this method. The HIT method is
very good where interfaces among equipment, energy, and personnel can be readily defined.

3.1.5 Qualitative Accident Identification Techniques

Accidents are events that involve the loss of control over a hazard with resulting consequences.
Without consequences, an event is considered only an unusual event or an operating incident.

Accidents generally fall into one of three categories. These are operational events (e.g., fires,
spills), natural phenomena (e.g., earthquakes, high winds), and external events (e.g., aircraft
crash). The latter two are not usually subject to preventive measures.

In this section, some methods of accident identification will be discussed, followed by a
recommended format and content for each accident analysis. Guidance is provided on the
threshold for considering rare and unlikely events in Section 3.6.

The methods below have been used successfully for a number of years. The identification of
potential accidents is a task for a multi-disciplinary team. The use of more than one method can
provide reassuring confirmation.

Some lists of accidents are given in Appendix B.

3.1.5.1 Brainstorming

After a list of hazards is identified by either the checklist or matrix methods above, conduct a
brainstorming session to identify the potential accidents associated with each hazard.

A "What if.. .?" meeting is an excellent source of this kind of information. The structure of a
"What If' meeting is as follows:

e The process operations and equipment are described so that all participants are prepared.

* A system for analysis is selected.

* The process operations and equipment are identified.

* The discussion leader selects a hazard from the working list.

* Causes of an accident are proposed and discussed.

* Ways to prevent the accident by avoiding its causes are proposed. (These are the safety
features for prevention.)

* Potential consequences are explored to determine the effects of the accident under the
assumption that the facility has no mitigating safety features.

* Safety features for mitigation are proposed until the expected consequences are considered
acceptable or it is decided that additional research and development are required.

* Methods are suggested to detect the accident, either by detecting its causes or its
consequences.
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A written record of these proceedings is made to preserve the causes, consequences, safety
features, and the consensus as to the efficiency of available safety features or the need for further
research and development work. In the process of identifying causes and consequences, new
accidents may be identified and accident sequences established which can be used in the
construction of fault trees. Also, additional safety features for inclusion in the design are
identified. See Appendix A. I for an example for fuel fabrication.

The strengths of this method are:

* Covers a broad range of hazards

* Requires little prior training and is relatively easy to use

* Is effective as a learning tool

* Challenges design

* Recognizes effects of adjacent processes

* Compares process with previous experience

Limitations are:

* Shortcuts lead to weak review

* Limited depth of analysis

* Works only if the right questions are asked

3.1.5.2 Hazards and Operability Study (HAZOPS)

The Hazards and Operability Study (HAZOPS) is a structured analysis that uses a list of "guide
words" to help focus on the effects of, detection of, and controls for all situations that are
deviations from normal operation. It may be applied to any drawing, schematic, or model at any
stage of facility design as a rigorous approach to the identification of potential problems. The
procedure systematically questions every part of a process to discover how deviations from the
intention of the design can occur and helps reviewers decide whether these deviations can result
in accidents. HAZOPS are particularly valuable for determining instrumentation, fail-safe
controls, and administrative controls that are needed in new facilities.

The HAZOPS procedure starts at the beginning of the process flow in a Piping and
Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID), model, or other flow schematic. For each pipeline or vessel,
the design intent is reviewed, and all of the guide words are used to identify deviations from each
parameter that could have some effect on the system. A matrix is developed from applying the
guide words to the different process parameters such as temperature, pressure, and flow. The use
of the guide words ensures that the design is explored in every conceivable way. Example guide
words are given in Table 3.1-2.

The guide words and deviations are charted, and the causes, consequences, existing protection,
and Action Items or Recommendations are listed for each deviation. An example record is given
in Figure 3.1-2.
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The HAZOPS method works well for a continuous process. For a batch process, the guide words
and parameters must be applied to each step in the process. The same is true for preparation of
equipment for operation ("cold runs"), start-up, shutdown, and preparation for entry or
maintenance. For these batch processes, an additional parameter, time, should be used to
indicate such deviations as too long, too late, too short, too soon, missed actions or steps, extra
actions or steps, steps taken out of order, and wrong time.

Unlike the "What-If" method, which relies on experience-based knowledge of a process, the
HAZOPS method is a guide word stimulated brainstorming approach that focuses on previously
unrecognized situations. The HAZOPS method is basically a structured "What-If' analysis that
leads the reviewer systematically through the review. Overall, HAZOPS should be considered as
the most versatile and applicable method of accident identification for most fuel cycle analyses.
HAZOPS examples are presented in Appendix B.

The strengths of this method are:

* Provides a methodical assessment of all deviations from design intention

* Is good for unique situations and processes

* Is easy to document

* Is creative, flexible, free-ranging

* Is well adapted to chemical processes

Limitations are:

* Assumes design is correct for normal situations

* Requires an accurate model or diagram

* Needs a strong leader to keep the team on track
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Table 3.1-2 HAZOPS Guide Words

Guide Word Meaning Example (Use)

NO or NOT Negation of Intention

MORE Quantity Increased

No flow of A (pump P2 stops);
no cooling

Flow of A greater than design
(control valve V2 fails open);
high pressure; higher temperature

Less of A (Flow sensor for valve
V2 fails high); lower pressure;
lower temperature

LESS Quantity Decreased

AS WELL AS Qualitative Increase

PART OF Qualitative Decrease

B mixed with A (cross tie valve
opened); impurities

Failure to add all of C to A (Flow
control valve sticks closed);
missing component/reactant

REVERSE Logical Opposite

OTHER THAN/
SOONER/LATER/
INAPPROPRIATE

Substitution

Back flow of A (Check valve
fails)

Addition of C instead of A
(Incorrect delivery of A -
operator error); materials
added in wrong order

BREACH Structural Failure Pipes, vessels
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Closed loop steam generator and piping header

To generate steam and deliver to press steam header

PV
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None No flow Low of stnam heat for No 260 psig supply Low pressure aarm" Locate PT 2220 next lo
prOcess reactions. steam frot H Area. 7680. steam generator (R).

LoSJ of seam heat for Line blockage in 260 Low pressure alarm Same as above.
process reactions. psig stean. 2220.

Loss of steam hea for No condensate return Low pressure alarm None identified.
process reactions. low. 2268. low level aiarm
Steam generator may 2220. Redundant
overheat. automatic feed pump.

More Of More flow Process steam pressure Too much 260 psig High pressure alarm None identified.
rises. stcan. 2221.

More atmpertture Overheat reactants. Steam generator tube High pressure alarm None identified.
Overpessure filure. 2221.
generator. Fatality.

Lea Of Las, flow Inadequate steam heat Line restriction in 260 Low pressure alarm None identified.
required for process psig steam. 7680.
reactions.

Inadequate stam heat Line restriction in 260 Low pressure alarm None identified.
required for process pig Steam. 2220.
reactions.

Lass temperature Inadequate steam hea Header kak. None. Routine inspection. (R)
required for proceas
reactions.

Figure 3.1-2 HAZOPS Examination Record
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3.1.5.3 Event Tree Analysis

The event tree is an analytical tool which allows the analyst to organize and characterize
potential accident sequences and provide a graphical logic model for quantifying outcomes of
initiating events.

3.1.5.3.1 Introduction

The benefit of developing an event tree logic model is that it can provide a concise overview of
all postulated accident scenarios considered in the ISA. Using it as a model can allow the analyst
the means to describe in a comprehensive manner important aspects of the accident sequences,
specifically:

* The mitigative system features which can be employed by an operator to safely shut down,

* The numerous alternative plant systems (and strategies for their use) available to the operator
for achieving critical safety functions,

* The dependency among these systems and strategies relative to sequence progression
(including describing their effects on the plant relative to the various initiating events
postulated in the analysis), and

* The effects on the plant should these functions not be satisfied.

Consequently, the primary use of the event tree model is to aid the analyst in presenting the
spectrum of significant accident sequences, including describing their effects on the plant relative
to the various initiating events postulated in the analysis.

Based upon plant design information, potential accident initiating events are identified. Event
trees are developed to depict the ability of the plant to mitigate or prevent the potential effects of
these events. This comprehensive approach provides reasonable assurance that the significant
causal factors affecting the safe operation of a plant have been accommodated in the analysis and
that the results reflect a realistic bounding of potential accidents.

Once the initiating events have been described, functional event trees are developed. These
event trees describe the functional relationships among safety and non-safety related systems,
operator actions, and plant behavior into a binary event tree logic structure. When these
functional relationships have been established, the events are expanded to depict the response of
these various constituents which may mitigate the effects of a particular accident initiator. These
detailed event trees define specific system and operator response requirements which are
translated into top events. Event trees are developed to determine the probability of success or
failure in achieving these requirements for mitigating the scenario.

It should be noted that the various analytical activities represent an interactive process.
Information from each of the tasks is fed back to other on-going activities, and the individual
analyses are refined and modified to reflect the acquisition and understanding of information as
the overall analysis progresses. The following paragraphs provide detailed information on the
event tree analysis technique.
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3.1.5.3.2 Functional Event Tree Description

Evaluation of plant response using the event tree approach requires development of the event tree
logic model where plant safety features (i.e., mitigative) are ordered and depicted according to
the functional requirements for each initiator group. The functional event tree headings consist
of statements of plant safety functions which can be translated into terms of associated systems
and system logics for their use in emergency procedures. These provide the necessary
information on plant response to allow the preparation of the more detailed system event trees
that delineate the system accident sequences.

Functional event trees are developed for each initiator group because each group generates a
distinctly different functional response. The functional event tree is not an end product, but an
intermediate step which provides a baseline of information and permits a stepwise approach for
describing the complex relationships between potential accident initiators and the response of
mitigating features. It is the initial step in structuring plant responses to accident conditions in a
time based format.

A functional event tree is developed for each class of initiating events based on the accident
mitigative functions. The event tree headings consist of the initiating event group and the
required functions. The event tree is constructed considering the functional relationships
necessary to preclude the occurrence of a defined end state (e.g., explosion).

The functional event trees serve as guide for the development of system event trees. The
determination of potential equipment damage consequences in the system trees must be
consistent with the structure of the functional event trees. However, structural differences from
the functional trees will occur in the system trees when accident sequence definitions include
system hardware and operator performance considerations.

3.1.5.3.3 Event Success Criteria

Each function which is identified as an event tree heading is satisfied by the implementation of
various systems. Some systems may perform more than one function or portions of several
functions, depending on plant design. It is necessary to identify which systems are required to
successfully perform each accident mitigative function for the definition of headings for the
system event tree.

Some functions will be performed by different systems, depending on the nature of the accident.
Information about the level of detail to which the systems are specified is fed iteratively back
into the classification of accident. For example, purge to a tank is normally supplied by the
vessel vent system, but is backed up by bottled nitrogen gas. In an accident that involves the loss
of electrical power, the tank would then be purged by the bottled nitrogen gas.

The definition of functional success in terms of systems and operator response include primarily
the engineered safety features of the plant. However, other systems may also provide necessary
or backup mitigating actions. Systems that provide support functions, such as component
cooling water and electric power, but do not directly perform the necessary safety functions are
not explicitly included in event tree top event definitions.

Specific success criteria for each system which performs support or safety functions must be
identified. Although success criteria for each system includes a functional definition (e.g., flow
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rates, response time) they must also be stated in discrete hardware terms, such as the number of
required pumps, flow paths, instrument trains, or power buses. This hardware definition will
support fault tree analysis of the systems and construction of the system event trees.

Comprehensive definitions of success criteria will allow the analyst to identify the minimum
complement of equipment necessary to achieve a function. Timing definitions will help
determine the order of the event headings. The required complement of equipment for each
system will identify when the failure of one mode of system operation may not result in the
failure of a subsequent operational mode. This system success information, along with the
functional relationships, will determine which sequences are to be included in the system event
tree.

3.1.5.3.4 Systemic Event Tree Analysis

For the systemic event trees, the classes of accidents according to safety functions will serve as
the starting point for classification according to mitigating systems. However, two main factors
associated with system design and accident initiation will usually result in more classes being
defined on a system basis than were identified for accidents when considering safety functions
alone. These factors are:

* Design capability of systems: Although the same set of functions must be performed for two
sets of initiating events, different systems may be employed to perform the same function due
to the nature of the initiating event.

* Initiating event/system interaction: Some initiating events will occur in such a way as to
impact either the function or the availability of potential mitigating systems. Therefore, the
available set of mitigating systems for these events will be different from initiators that do
not have interactions.

A system event tree will be developed for each class of accidents identified. Each event tree will
identify the meaningful potential accident sequences consisting of the accident initiator type and
various combinations of system success and failure states in response to the accident.

The system event trees will utilize the information on the effects of loss of various safety
functions identified in the functional event trees. However, it is likely that the sequences on the
event trees developed for the systems will differ somewhat from the functional event trees. This
is due to the fact that in some cases, system faults may fail multiple functions. Even if its
primary safety function may have failed due to other system failures, a system's operation may
be of interest due to its impact on consequences.

Each system event tree will have a specific system or group of systems as event tree headings.
The exact order of the headings is crucial to the presentation of the accident sequence model and
the efficiency of the analysis. The number of sequences can be reduced by a judicious selection
of the order of the headings: temporal, functional, and hardware relationships. Usually,
phenomonological events are not explicitly included in an event tree.

Time sequence considerations are a good starting point for ordering the headings. This involves
placing those systems on the event tree in the order in which they are expected to respond to an
accident with those systems responding immediately (e.g., emergency power system) placed first
and those responding later listed in order of response (e.g., emergency power then cooling water
to cool a dissolver). Functional and hardware relationships between systems should also be
considered when selecting the order of the event tree headings. Systems that depend on the
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operation of other systems to perform their function should be listed after those systems. For
example, pneumatic valves require the compressed air system. Since failure of one mode may
imply failure to other modes, subsequent dependent modes should be listed later.

The event tree analysis proceeds by postulating the success or failure of each system in the
context of all the previous system states. Only those unique combinations of success/failure
states which have physical meaning (i.e., relative to achieving the functional success criteria) are
included in the event tree. This understanding of the implications of each event tree sequence
comes from the previous steps of the event tree development process. For each potential system
success/failure state in the event tree a decision is made to postulate both states or to eliminate
the choice and proceed to the next poinL Only those system success/failure states which have
potential significance in terms of accident sequence outcome or subsequent system operation are
postulated.

Success/failure choices in the event tree can be eliminated based on a negative response to all of
the following questions:

* Does the success or failure of the system impact the outcome (e.g., explosion)?

* Can the system hardware operate in this context?

* Does operation of this system contribute to a safety function in this context?

* Does operation of this system at this point impact the need for or operation of other systems?

If any of the responses are positive, the particular system success/failure state should be
explicitly included in the event tree. It is important to examine each of these questions in the
context of each potential accident sequence, for the importance or physical impact of a system
success/failure can change depending upon the states of other systems. The convention used in
drawing event tree models is that successful implementation of the top event is shown as the up
branch of the binary nodal point; whereas failure to achieve the top event configuration is the
down-branch path.

Table 3.1-3 describes various sources of information available to the analyst for developing event
tree models.
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TABLE 3.1-3 Specification of Desired Data for Event Tree Analysis

Analysis Task Desired Data

System operation review System descriptions
System flow diagrams
Operating instructions
Procedures

Accident sequence timing Plant-specific calculations
Emergency Operating Procedures

System/functions interrelationships System logic diagrams
System flow diagrams
Functional block diagrams
Overall schematics and functional drawings

showing interface areas
Plant layout drawings

3.1.5.3.5 Example Event Tree

In the preparation of an event tree, the first step is to determine which systems are designed to
mitigate the event. As an example (Figure 3.1-3), given the initiating low energetic event, the
systems which affect the subsequent course of events are the vessel, the ventilation system, and
the HEPA filter. Each of these barriers is ordered in its sequence across the top of Figure 3.1-3.
The upper branch of the tree represents failure of the system to fulfill its confinement function.
In the absence of other constraints, there are 2(fl1) accident sequences where n is the number of
headings (functions or systems) included on the tree. However, there are known relationships
(constraints) between system functions. For example, if the vessel contains the solution, then no
consequence will occur. Once these relationships are determined, some of the sequences can be
eliminated because they represent success paths. These reduced event trees are used in the
analysis. If the event sequences are independent, then the expected frequency of occurrence of a
given sequence is the product of the initiating event frequency and the individual demand
probabilities of the individual systems in that sequence. Because the failure demand
probabilities are almost always 0.1 or less, it is common practice to approximate success (I-p) as
l. It should be noted that, as indicated in Figure 3.1-3, the study developed event trees in which
each branch point provides only two options, system failure or success. No consideration is
given to the fact that partial system success may occur within an accident sequence. Thus, an
accident sequence is conservatively assumed to lead to the total release. The effects of partial
system failure are accounted for by adjusting the release (in curies) to compensate for partial
failure. A second example of a qualitative event tree is presented in Appendix B.

The strengths of this method are:

* Defines various damage states

* Quantifies probability of reaching various damage states
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* Provides objective information for decision making

- Analyzes combinations of subevents

* Analyzes human errors

* Data readily available from incident data banks

Limitations are:

* Not readily understandable to reader, use without training is limited

* Focus is on initiating event versus the process; therefore, scope is limited

* Requires more training or practice than most of the other techniques

* Can be time-consuming

3.1.5.4 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis

A Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) tabulates failure modes of equipment and their
effects on a system or plant. The failure mode describes how a piece of equipment fails (open,
closed, on, off, shorted, etc.). The effect of the failure mode is determined by the system's
response to the equipment failure. An FMEA identifies single failure modes that either directly
result in or contribute significantly to an accident. Human errors are not normally a part of an
FMEA. However, misoperation as a result of an operator error is usually indicated as a part of
the appropriate failure mode. An FMEA is not efficient for identifying an exhaustive list of
combinations of equipment failure that lead to accidents. The knowledge gained in performing
an FMEA (as a minimum it should include the major components of important systems) provides
a detailed understanding of the function of each component and provides a solid basis for
constructing event trees and fault trees.

A FMEA generates a qualitative, systematic reference list of equipment, failure modes, and
effects. A worst-case estimate of consequences resulting from single failures is included. FMEA
results are usually documented in a column-format table. Using the FMEA approach requires the
following data and information sources: a system or plant equipment list or piping and
instrumentation diagrams, knowledge of equipment function and failure modes, and knowledge
of system responses to equipment failures. These studies can be performed by a single analyst,
but needs detailed review by knowledgeable individuals to assure completeness.

Each accident description should include the following items.

e Initiators

These are the proximate causes or root causes of the accident. They may be a human failure,
an equipment failure, or a system failure.

* Enablers

Usually, these are some combination of failures of preventive safety features, including
human failures or failures in the administrative control systems.
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Initiating Vessel Ventilation HEPA Sequence
Event Contents System Filter Frequency

Lost Fails Fails

If~~IYES

NO

Figure 3.1-3 Example Event Tree for Airborne Releases
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* Means for detection

These are typically alarms or instruments that alert operating personnel that the event is in
progress. They may or may not fail in the course of an accident.

* Qualitative potential consequences

The perceived consequences of the accident should be described in detail.

* Means for mitigation

These are typically those design features of a facility (or procedures) that reduce the
consequences of accidents. passive mitigating features do not usually fail in an accident, but
active features may or may not fail.

* Failure modes for each safety feature

For each safety feature, the ways and conditions for failure should be described for
information and for a basis for evaluation of the failure probability.

An example FMEA is presented in Appendix B.

The strengths of this method are:

* Provides a methodical approach to failure modes and consequences

* Segments unusual processes for fine, in-depth critical analysis

* Is easy to use and document for simple systems, with proper training

Limitations are:

* Very time consuming for complex systems

* Requires an accurate model or diagram

* Places focus on "Go - No Go" situations (e.g., instrument and equipment)

* Assumes design is correct
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3.1.5.5 Fault Tree Analysis

For qualitative determination of the detailed combinations of events that can lead to an accident,
fault tree analysis can be used. The fundamentals of fault tree analysis are abridged from the
Fault Tree Handbook, Reference 4, and are presented below. Reviewers are referred to the
Handbook for complete details. Examples are presented in Appendix B.

3.1.5.5.1 General Description

A fault tree analysis is an analytical technique by which an undesired state of the system is
specified (usually a state that is critical from a safety standpoint). The system is then analyzed in
the context of its environment and operation to find all credible ways in which the undesired
event can occur. The fault tree itself is a graphic model of the logic representing various parallel
and sequential combinations of faults that result in the occurrence of the predefined event. The
faults can be events associated with component hardware failures, human errors, or any other
pertinent events which can lead to the undesired event. A fault tree depicts the logical
interrelationships of basic events that lead to the undesired event, which is the top event.

A fault tree is not a model of all possible system failures or all possible causes for system failure.
A fault tree is tailored to its top event which corresponds to some particular system failure mode,
and the fault tree thus includes only those faults that contribute to this top event. Moreover,
these faults are not exhaustive; they cover only the most credible faults assessed.

A fault tree is not, in itself, a quantitative model. It is a qualitative model that can be evaluated.
This qualitative aspect is true of virtually all varieties of system models. The fact that a fault tree
is particularly convenient to quantify does not change the qualitative nature of the model.

A fault tree is a complex of entities known as "gates" that serve to permit or inhibit the passage
of fault logic up the tree. The gates show the relationships of events needed for the occurrence of
a "higher" event. The "higher" event is the "output" of the gate; the "lower" events are the
"inputs" to the gate. The gate symbol denotes the type of relationship of the input events
required for the output event. Thus, gates are somewhat analogous to switches in an electrical
circuit or to valves in a piping layout.

3.1.5.5.2 Concepts

The concepts which are needed for the proper selection and definition of the fault tree events
and, thus, for the construction of the fault tree are described in the following paragraphs.

3.1.5.5.2.1 Initiators

An accident begins with an initiator, that is, the failure to control a hazard as intended.
Development of fault trees, therefore, must begin with identification of the possible initiators,
those failures of the controls that prevent accidents. It should be pointed out that the word
"initiator" is used differently in fault trees than in event trees. For event trees, the method
typically implies time sequencing. The initiator refers to the first event to occur in the time
sequence which results in an accident. For fault trees, the initiator is the event that actually starts
the accident (essentially the end result of an event tree type series of events). A simplistic
example of the difference in these two methods, is a leak in a tank, failure of the alarm, and
ignition by a spark source. The leak in the tank would be seen as the initiator in an event tree
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sequence. However, for a fault tree, the ignition source would be seen as the initiator of the
explosion.

The controls that prevent accidents are usually ranked qualitatively as follows:

* Design

* Safety Systems

* Warning Systems

* Administrative

In the special case of the criticality analysis, the initiators may be called contingencies, if they
meet these sufficiency tests:

* Independent - The violation or the cause of the violation of one contingency can in no way
increase the probability of violation of any other event involved in the same scenario.

* Unlikely - The unlikely event is one whose violation is not expected, but may occur
sometime during the operating life of the facility.

* Concurrent - In order to preserve these criteria, neither contingency may be in a failed state
for an extended period of time. Otherwise, as soon as the contingency fails, "concurrency"
results.

3.1.5.5.2.2 Enablers

Enablers, like initiators, are failures of controls, in this case, the controls that prevent the incident
from proceeding to another, larger state or accident. Some examples are:

* Detection devices to warn of radioactive material escaping from primary containment

* Radiation monitors to warn of airborne radioactive material escaping from primary
containment

* Procedural responses to alarms from monitors and detectors

Examples are presented in Table 3.1-4 to illustrate how hazards, initiators, and enablers are
related.
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TABLE 3.1-4 Typical Hazards,

Hazard

Initiators, and Enablers

Infitotnr Trnahlpr
........-

_ a

Fissile materials

Powdered RAMa

Dissolved RAM

Combustible solids

Combustible liquids

Flammable vapors

High pressure

Procedural violation

Loss of ventilation/leak

Leak

Ignition source

Ignition source

Loss of ventilation

Block valve failure

Neutron monitor failure

Monitor failure

Sump liquid-level detector
failure

Sprinkler system failure

Fire alarm failure

Flow monitor failure

Relief valve fails closed

aRAM - Radioactive material
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3.1.5.5.2.3 Mitigators

Mitigators are features that reduce the magnitude of the potential consequences of accidents.
Most accident scenarios consist of an initiator and one or more enablers. For high-consequence
accidents, more mitigator (failures) can be added to the scenarios.

3.1.5.5.2.4 Faults and Failures

A distinction is made between the rather specific word "failure" and the more general word
"fault." Consider a relay. If the relay closes properly when a voltage is impressed across its
terminals, this is called a relay "success." If, however, the relay fails to close under these
circumstances, this is called a relay "failure." Another possibility is that the relay closes at the
wrong time due to improper functioning of some upstream component. This is clearly not a relay
failure; however, untimely relay operation may well cause the entire circuit to enter an
unsatisfactory state. An occurrence like this is called a "fault" so that, generally speaking, all
failures are faults but not all faults are failures. Failures are basic abnormal occurrences, whereas
faults are "higher order" events.

The proper definition of a fault requires a specification of not only what the undesirable
component state is, but also when it occurs. These "what" and "when" specifications should be
part of the event descriptions which are entered into the fault tree.

A fault may be repairable or not, depending on the nature of the system. Under conditions of no
repair, a fault that occurs continues to exist. In a repairable system, a distinction must be made
between the occurrence of a fault and its existence. Actually, this distinction is of importance
only in fault tree quantification. From the standpoint of constructing a fault tree, one is
concerned only with the phenomenon of occurrence. This is tantamount to considering all
systems as nonrepairable.

3.1.5.5.2.5 Active and Passive Components

In most cases, it is convenient to separate components into two types: passive and active (also
called quasi-static and dynamic). A passive component contributes in a more or less static
manner to the functioning of the system. Such a component may act as a transmitter of energy
from place to place (e.g., a wire or bus-bar carrying current or a steam line transmitting heat
energy), or it may act as a transmitter of loads (e.g., a structural member). Additional examples
of passive components are pipes, bearings, journals, and welds.

An active component contributes to the functioning of its parent system by modifying system
behavior in some way. A valve which opens and closes, for example, modifies the system's fluid
flow, and a switch has a similar effect on the current in an electrical circuit. To assess the
operation of an active component, parametric studies of operating characteristics and studies of
functional interrelationships are performed. Examples of active components are relays, resistors,
and pumps.

A passive component can be considered the transmitter of a "signal." The physical nature of this
"signal" may exhibit considerable variety; for example, it may be a current or force. A passive
component may also be thought of as the "mechanism" (e.g., a wire) whereby the output of one
active component becomes the input to a second active component The failure of a passive
component results in the non-transmission (or, perhaps, partial transmission) of its "signal."
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In contrast, an active component originates or modifies a signal. Generally, such a component
requires an input signal or trigger for its output signal. In such cases the active component acts
as a "transfer function," a term widely used in electrical and mathematical studies. If an active
component fails, there may be no output signal or there may be an incorrect output signal.

From a numerical reliability standpoint, the important difference between failures of active
components and failures of passive components is the difference in failure rate values. As shown
in WASH-1400, Reference 5, active component failures in general have failure rates greater than
that of passive components. In fact, the difference in reliability between the two types of
components is often two to three orders of magnitude.

In the fault tree discussion, definitions of active and passive components apply to the main
functions performed by the components; and failures of the active component (or failures of the
passive component) apply to the failure of that main function. (There are, for example, "passive"
failure modes of active components, e.g., valve rupture, if there is an attempt to classify specific
failure modes according to the "active" or "passive" definition.)

3.1.5.5.2.6 Fault Classification

It is also useful for the fault tree analyst to classify faults into three categories: primary,
secondary, and command. A primary fault is any fault of a component. that occurs in an
environment for which the component is qualified (e.g., a pressure tank designed to withstand
pressures up to and including a pressure PO, ruptures at some pressure P<PO because of a
defective weld).

A secondary fault is any fault of a component that occurs in an environment for which it has not
been qualified. In other words, the component fails in a situation which exceeds the conditions
for which it was designed (e.g., a pressure tank designed to withstand pressure up to and
including a pressure PO, ruptures under a pressure P>PO).

Because primary and secondary faults are generally component failures, they are usually called
primary and secondary failures. A command fault, in contrast, involves the proper operation of a
component but at the wrong time or in the wrong place (e.g., an arming device in a warhead train
closes too soon because of a premature or otherwise erroneous signal origination from some
upstream device).

3.1.5.5.2.7 System Definition

The definitions of system, subsystem, and component are relative, and depend upon the context
of the analysis. A "system" is the overall structure being considered, which, in turn, consists of
subordinate structures called "subsystems," which, in turn, are made up of basic building blocks
called "components."

For example, a dissolver cooling water system may consist of two redundant pumping
subsystems which pump water to the cooling coils of the dissolver. Each of these subsystems in
turn may consist of an arrangement of valves, pumps, piping, etc., which are components. In a
particular analysis, definitions of system, subsystem, and components are generally made for
convenience in order to give hierarchy and boundaries to the problem.

In constructing a fault tree, the basic concepts of failure effects, failure modes, and failure
mechanisms are important in determining the proper interrelationships among the events. When
speaking of failure effects, the concern is for why the particular failure is of interest (i.e., what
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are its effects (if any) on the system). When detailing failure modes, aspects of component
failures are exactly specified. When listing failure mechanisms, the concern is for how a
particular failure mode can occur and also, perhaps, what are the corresponding likelihoods of
occurrence. Thus, failure mechanisms produce failure modes which, in turn, have certain effects
on system operation.

The system analyst defines the system (i.e., determines its boundary) and then selects a particular
system failure mode for further analysis. The latter constitutes the top event of the fault tree. He
next determines the immediate, necessary, and sufficient causes for the occurrence of this top
event. It should be noted that these are not the basic causes of the event but the immediate
causes or immediate mechanisms for the event. This is an extremely important point which is
clarified and illustrated in later examples.

The immediate, necessary, and sufficient causes of the top event are now treated as sub-top
events and the analyst proceeds to determine their immediate, necessary, and sufficient causes.
In so doing, the analyst is placed in the position of the subsystems person for whom the failure
mechanisms are the failure modes; that is, the sub-top events correspond to the top events in the
subsystem fault tree.

In this way, proceeding down the tree, the point of view is continually transferred from
mechanism to mode, and the mechanisms and modes are more finely resolved, until ultimately
the limit of resolution of the tree is reached. This limit consists of basic component failures of
one sort or another. The tree is now complete.

3.1.5.5.2.8 Common Cause Analysis

Dependent failures are an extremely important aspect of risk quantification and must be given
adequate treatment to avoid gross underestimation of risk. Risk estimates can be in error by
many orders of magnitude if the possibilities for the so-called common-cause failures and
systems interactions are overlooked. These common-cause events can be categorized into three
types:

Type 1. Common-cause initiating events (external events)

Type 2. Intersystem dependencies (including human interaction)

Type 3. Intercomponent dependencies

3.1.5.5.3 Fault Tree Construction Rules

Successful fault trees are drawn in accordance with a set of basic rules. Observance of these
rules helps to ensure successful fault trees so that the process is now less of an art and more of a
.science. The basic rules for successful fault tree analysis are presented as follows:

Write the statements that are entered in the event boxes as faults; state precisely what the
fault is and when it occurs.

The "what condition" describes the relevant failed (or operating) state of the component. The
"when condition" describes the condition of the system, with respect to the component of
interest, which makes that particular state of the existence of the component a fault.
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* If the answer to the question, "Can this fault consist of a component failure?" is "Yes,"
classify the event as a "state-of-component fault." If the answer is "No," classify the event as
a "state-of-system fault."

If the fault event is classified as state-of-component, add an OR-gate below the event and look
for primary, secondary, and command modes. If the fault event is classified as state-of-system,
look for minimum necessary and sufficient cause or causes. A state-of-system fault event may
require an AND-gate, or an OR-gate, an INHIBIT-gate, or possibly no gate at all. As a general
rule, when an event originates from a point outside the component, the event may be classified as
state-of-system.

* If the normal functioning of a component propagates a fault sequence, then it is assumed that
the component functions normally.

In the course of a system analysis, the propagation of a particular fault sequence can be blocked
by the totally unexpected failure of some component. The correct assumption is that the
component functions normally, thus allowing the passage of the fault sequence in question. If
the normal functioning of a component acts to block the propagation of a fault sequence, then the
normal functioning must be defeated by faults if the fault sequence is to continue up the tree.
Another way of stating this is to say that if an AND situation exists in the system, the model
must take it into account.

* All inputs to a particular gate should be completely defined before further analysis of any one
of them is undertaken.

* Gate inputs should be properly defined fault events, and gates should not be directly
connected to other gates.

The Complete-the-Gate Rule states that the fault tree should be developed in levels, and each
level should be completed before any consideration is given to a lower level.

3.1.5.5.4 Computer Code for Fault Tree Analysis

Application of the preceding theory can be made by manual effort; however, as a matter of
practicality, the analyses of complex fault trees should be performed using fault tree evaluation
computer programs. The CAFTA program developed by Science Applications International
Corporation Inc., the FTAP/Importance programs developed by Howard Lambert, BRAVO by
JBF Associates Inc., and IRRAS by the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory are but a few of
the programs available.

CAFTA, for example, is a microcomputer-based program designed to meet the many needs of
reliability analysts performing fault tree analysis on a system or group of systems. The program
includes a fault tree editor for building and updating fault tree models, and a reliability data base
for storing all of the basic events used in the models. The reliability data base is really two data
bases. One contains the basic events for all the fault tree models and a second contains the
failure rate data for each type of basic event. Once a fault tree model is built and failure
probability data obtained, CAFTA provides a versatile formatting package to support many large
mainframe fault tree evaluation codes. In addition, CAFTA's fault tree evaluating processor can
be used to obtain the model cut sets.
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The strengths of this method are:

* Identifies various causes for an accident

* Quantifies frequency/probability of various accidents

* Provides objective information for decision making

* Analyzes combinations of equipment failures

* Analyzes human errors

* Data readily available from incident data banks

Limitations are:

* Not readily understandable to reader, use without training is limited

* Focus is on an accident versus the various outcomes of a single event; therefore, tends to
obscure dependencies between accidents

* Requires more training or practice than most of the other techniques

* Can be time-consuming
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3.1.6 Quantitative Accident Frequency Analysis Techniques

3.1.6.1 High-frequency events

When data on events are available, it is usually preferable to use the data, rather than the methods
described below in Section 3.1.6.2

For those process-related events that occur frequently, an abundance of data usually exists on
both component and system failures. Site-specific data for the Savannah River Site can be
obtained from the data bank, discussed in Reference 6. Statistical analysis of events sorted from
the data bank can be performed using a statistical analysis the computer code such as SAS,
Reference 7, to determine the frequency and other statistical parameters.

Data on the failure rates of components and systems can also be obtained from safety analyses
for similar facilities or from generic sources, such as:

* Arthur H. Dexter and William C. Perkins, Component Failure-Rate Data with Potential
Applicabilitv to a Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing Plant, DP-1633, July 1982.

* Reactor Safety Study. WASH-1400 (NUREG-75/014) Appendix m, October 1975.

* A. D. Swain, and H. E. Guttman, Handbook of Human Reliability Analysis with Emphasis
on Nuclear Power Plant Applications, NUREG/CR-1278, August 1983.

* Alan D. Swain, A Shortened Version of the TherplHandbook Approach to Human
Reliability Assessment for Probabilistic Analysis. Proceedings of the ANS/ENS
International Topical Meeting on "Advances in Human Factors in Nuclear Power Systems,"
Knoxville, TN, April 1986, Conf-860415.

* Barbara Jean Bell and Alan D. Swain, A Procedure for Conducting a Human Reliability
Analysis for Nuclear Power Plants, NUREG/CR-2254, Mary 1983.

* Alan D. Swain, Accident Sequence Evaluation Program. Human Reliability Analysis
Procedure, NUREG/CR-4772, February 1987.

3.1.6.2 Low Frequency Events

Low-frequency events are treated somewhat differently from high-frequency events. For
example, they tend to be more complicated, their data are harder to develop empirically, and
system failure data becomes more important. The two most popular methods of developing
frequencies and probabilities for this category are fault trees and event trees, as discussed below.

3.1.6.2.1 Event Tree Analysis

The event tree is an analytical tool for organizing and characterizing potential accidents so as to
provide a logic model that can be used to quantify the outcomes of accident-initiating events.
This analysis uses a logic diagram (the tree) to identify the ways the initiating event can lead to
major accidents (i.e., it identifies the other events that are necessary and sufficient). The
fundamentals of event tree construction were presented earlier in Section 3.1.5.3 with further
details.
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3.1.6.2.1.1 Event Tree Quantification

An event tree is constructed to show graphically the possible outcomes of the chosen initiating
event. The tree is composed of the responses of safety systems and operators to the initiating
event. Each end point represents a combination of successes and failure with a corresponding
outcome. To determine the probability/frequency of each outcome, the probability of each
branch point (equipment failure or human error) must be determined. If these branch point
probabilities are high, their value can be obtained from the sources described in Section 3.1.6. 1.
If they are low probability events, a fault tree can be constructed whose top event is the failure of
the system of interest. Fault tree methodology is described in Section 3.1.6.2.2.

Once all of the initiator and branch point data are obtained, the frequency of any single outcome
can be determined by multiplying the initiator frequency times the probability of each success or
failure in the sequence which resulted in the outcome. Normally, the outcomes can be grouped
or put in to bins (i.e. a number of different sequences result in the same outcome). The
frequency for this bin can be found by adding the frequencies of all the sequences that were
combined into these bins. The results are then reported as the frequency for each accident bin.
An example of a quantified event tree is presented in Appendix C.

3.1.6.2.1.2 Determination of relevant failure experience

There are a number of references to relevant failure experience available to the risk analyst.
Although developed primarily for power reactors, NUREG/CR-4639 provides a Nuclear
Computerized Library for Assessing Reactor Reliability (NUCLARR). Reference 8, much of
which can be applied to non-reactor facilities. The Savannah River Site Generic Data Base
Development, WSRC-TR-93-262, Reference 9, contains failure rates and error factors for a
variety of components associated with waste management activities. Component Failure-Rate
Data with Potential Applicability to a Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing Plant, DP-1633, Reference 10,
contains failure rates for valves, instruments, pumps, electrical components, and ventilation
systems derived primarily from the chemical industry literature. The Idaho Chemical Processing
Plant Failure Rate Database, WIN-330, Reference 11, contains pedigree failure rate data on
components for the Idaho facility, much of which would be of general utility.

Other sources of failure rate data include References 12-20. NPRDS, Reference 12, data are
largely for nuclear power plants, but has utility for non-reactor facilities. Cramer, References 12,
14, published data on valve and check valve reliability, Rossi's, Reference 15, data is for
nonelectronic parts, Cadwallader, References 16, 17, 18, published generic data on tritium
system failure rates generally associated with fusion studies, Wykoff s data. Reference 19, is for
emergency diesel generators, and Derdiger, Reference 20, discusses component failure and repair
data for coal-fired power plants.

Preanalyzed data for many non-reactor facilities may be found in References 21-27. Daling's,
Reference 21, work is primarily associated with waste repositories, irradiated fuel storage, and
transportation and includes frequencies, consequences, and risks of a wide variety of accidents.
Cohen and Dance, Reference 22, published frequency and dose calculations for milling,
conversion, enrichment, fuel fabrication, and reprocessing. Erdmann's, Reference 23, data is
associated with mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel refabrication, irradiated fuel storage, reprocessing,
waste disposal, and transportation.
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Fullwood and Jackson, Reference 24, present accident frequency and dose data for MOX fuel
refabrication, reprocessing, transportation, and waste handling. Cooperstein, Reference 25,
published a limited amount of data on the frequency and dose of accidents for reprocessing.
Karn-Bransle-Sakerhat, Reference 26, shows a small amount of data for irradiated fuel storage
accidents. Smith and Kastenberg, Reference 27, published data on frequency and doses
associated with solidified high level waste storage. Much of the material contained in
References 21-27 may be found in the Regulatory Analysis Technical Evaluation Handbook,
Reference 28.

The Savannah River Technology Center maintains data banks, Reference 29, containing
chronological abstracts of equipment failure, process upsets, contamination events,
environmental releases, injuries, etc. for a large number of non-reactor facilities including
reprocessing, fuel fabrication, analytical laboratories, research and development laboratories, and
waste management facilities. These data banks contain approximately 400,000 events which are
available through the Savannah River Operations Office of the U.S. Department of Energy,
Aiken, SC.

3.1.6.2.1.3 Other Means of Obtaining Quantitative Data

Rare Event Theory

For events that have not occurred in a facility and do not lend themselves to fault/event tree
analysis, a method based on Rare Event Theory may be used. This method is useful only if a
very conservative estimate of frequency is appropriate, because this method usually overstates
the frequency of an event in order to provide a high-confidence estimate.

In simple form, if an event has not occurred in t years, a conservative upper limit of the failure
frequency (at the 95% confidence level) is given by:

Upper Limit Frequency = 3/t

It should be noted that the value of t should be very large for practical application of this method.
Otherwise, the upper limit value may be overly conservative, i.e. too large to be useful,
Reference 30.

* Human Reliability Analysis

Human errors can act as accident initiators, propagators, and mitigators. Often, human errors are
more important in accident analyses than equipment failures. A useful method of evaluating the
human factors for an analysis is the Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction (TERP). The
method, models, and human error probability values are contained in a handbook of human
reliability prepared for the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Reference 31.

Additional resources on human reliability, human error probabilities, and analytical procedures
include the following:
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* Barbara Jean Bell and Alan D. Swain, A Procedure for Conducting a Human Reliability
Analysis for Nuclear Power Plants. NUREG/CR-2254, May 1983.

* Alan D. Swain, "A Shortened Version of the THERP/Handbook Approach to Human
Reliability Assessment for Probabilistic Analysis", Proceedings of the ANS/ENS
International Topical Meeting on "Advances in Human Factors in Nuclear Power Systems."
Knoxville, TN, April 1986, CONF-860415.

* William C. Perkins, The Probability of Process Laboratory Errors Affecting Reprocessing
Operations," Proceedings of the ANS/ENS International Topical Meeting on "Advances in
Human Factors in Nuclear Power Systems." Knoxville, TN, April 1986, CONF-860415.

* William C. Perkins and William S. Durant, "The Human Factor in First-Year Operations,"
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society. Volume 57, Washington, DC, October 1988.

* Alan D. Swain, Accident Sequence Evaluation Program. Human Reliability Analysis
Prcdu, NUREGICR-4772, February 1987.

* Delphi

Where little or no data exists, it is possible to generate acceptable data by utilizing the opinions
of experts or personnel highly experienced in the area of interest. Frequently, these individuals
have knowledge of qualitative or quantitative information that has never been formally
documented. Basically, a group of these people can be solicited to assess the question and to
reach a consensus regarding the appropriate information. A consensus of experts is more highly
regarded than the opinion of an individual. The Delphi method, Reference 32, is a simple
method that can be perfonned with a number of variations. The process is iterative and can
involve the following steps:

* A group of three or more experts is selected.

C In isolation from one another, the independent estimates of the value in question is solicited
along with the reason for the choice.

* All experts are supplied the initial results and revisions that might ensue.

* The average of the final estimated provides the best estimate of the value in question and the
standard deviation provides a measure of uncertainty.

It is acceptable to assemble the experts to discuss their choices in order to reach a consensus.
Weighting of opinions is also acceptable depending on the experience of the individuals. Also,
the highest and lowest values may be discarded before averaging if a sufficient number of
opinions have been solicited, keference 1.

3.1.6.22. Fault Tree Analysis

For process-related events for which no data (or insufficient data) exist, a popular method of
frequency determination is fault tee analysis. Basically, this method uses the frequencies and
probabilities of the more-frequent proximate causes of major events, such as fire and criticality,
to construct the frequencies of rare and very rare events.
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This analysis also uses a logic diagram (the tree) to identify the ways the cause event can lead to
the major event, (i.e., it identifies the other events that are necessary and sufficient for the "top"
event. The fundamentals of fault tree construction are found in the Fault Tree Handbook,
Reference 4, and were presented earlier in Section 3.1.5.5.

Some worked examples of fault tree analysis are presented in Appendix C.

3.1.6.2.3 System Failure Analysis

If a system failure is to be analyzed, it must first be determined what type of analysis should be
used for the system. For complex systems, a detailed fault tree and/or event tree is required to
understand and appropriately predict system failures. These techniques are discussed in the
following sections. Care should be taken in the decision to create a fault/event tree. No analysis
should be driven below the level of the data. For example, if an analysis is required for transfer
errors in a given process, it would be possible to construct a fault/event tree which would
delineate all of the cause of transfer. Data could be obtained for each of the
components/branches and an overall transfer error rate estimated. However, if data is available
on this specific process, it should include all of the pathways for transfer errors, as well as reflect
the human performance of the operators involved. The subtleties of human performance,
effectiveness of human engineering, and clarity of procedures are difficult to model in an event
tree, but readily reflected in site specific data.

If a fault tree/event tree is not required, the next step is to search for failure data. The search
should begin with any site specific data which exists. If data is not available on the specific
system of interest, failure information of similar systems could be used. If known differences
exist between the two systems, an adjustment (either up or down) could be made in order to
account for these differences. These adjustments should be made carefully to assure that
conservatism is retained.

If site specific data is not available, it is necessary to resort to generic sources of data. These
range from data on similar equipment at other sites to generic component type data (e.g., IEE-
500 for electrical equipment). It is often necessary to settle for information that is not a perfect
match for the system being analyzed. As stated above, if sufficient information exists,
adjustments can be made to these failure frequencies to account for their differences.

3.1.6.3 Non-Credible Accidents

Credibility of a potential accident is based on the annual frequency at which the accident is
expected to occur. Credibility limits in the range of 10-8 to 3 x 10-5 occurrences per year have
been used, References 33, 34, 35, 36, 37. Reference 38 suggests an annual frequency of 10-6 be
used to establish the credibility of potential accidents. The selection of 10-6/yr is based primarily
on a consensus among risk analysts for non-reactor nuclear facilities to consider a frequency of
I() 5Iyr as a frequency which should cause concern if the accident consequence is high;
conversely, a frequency lower than lO7/yr is considered so low as to be almost indeterminate or
nonsensical. Therefore, any postulated major accident which has an estimated annual frequency
approaching 10-6/yr should be considered credible.

In reporting of events with an annual frequency of less that 10 6/yr, it is appropriate to
acknowledge their existence for completeness and to provide the estimated frequency; however,
consequences of these events should not be specifically analyzed.
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3.1.7 Quantitative Accident Consequence Analysis Techniques

An ISA should contain a risk determination, where risk is a function of event frequency and the
consequences at the points of interest. Thus, assessment of the consequences of accidents is an
integral part of risk determination and ISA. The objective in carrying out this assessment should
be to keep the process simple by not trying to be too rigorous in subdividing consequences. The
level of detail should be consistent with the risk and with the chosen method of the analysis.
Qualitative estimates based on expert opinion may be appropriate or quantitative calculations
may be required.

Consequence assessment in the context of nuclear fuel cycle facilities may be defined as the
evaluation and interpretation of postulated radiological (or other hazardous material) releases to
provide a basis for decision making.

Consequence assessment for safety analysis differs from consequence assessment for
emergencies. As described in the DOE Emergency Management Guide for Consequence
Assessment, Reference 39, consequence assessment for emergencies includes planning,
preparedness, and response.

Planning involves development of postulated scenarios and consequence projections for hazards
assessment; developing procedures for consequence assessment during an emergency; and
identifying resources to provide an effective response.

Preparedness includes personnel training; acquisition and maintenance of resources; exercises;
and essential procedures, personnel, and resources for consequence assessment.

Response represents the results of planning and preparedness during an emergency.

Consequence assessment for safety analysis, on the other hand, identifies credible accident
scenarios which can lead to the onsite or offsite exposure of people (or can cause significant
property damage), followed by identification and quantification of the source terms associated
with each scenario and estimation of the magnitude of the exposures at the different receptor
points (or the magnitude of the property damage).

Each scenario can then be associated with a qualitative severity rank, which enables a
determination of acceptability to be made. This then becomes the basis upon which further
decisions (e.g., introduce administrative controls, restrict inventory, upgrade design, change
process, etc.) are made.

For quantitative assessment, this estimation of the magnitude of the exposures at the different
receptor points (or the magnitude of the property damage), is coupled with its projected
frequency of occurrence to give a risk estimate for each accident scenario. This risk is then
compared with fixed criteria to guide protective action decisions.

3.1.7.1 Accident Selection

There are several well-known techniques in routine use in industry for developing a
comprehensive list of events or accidents that could result in the release of radioactive hazardous
materials to the environment, or could result in significant property damage. These have been
described in Sections 3.1.4 and 3.1.5, and include techniques such as Failure Modes and Effects
Analysis (FMEA), Hazards and Operability Study (HAZOPS), "What If' sessions, checklists,
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and Event Tree analysis. These are not mutually exclusive, and the choice as to which method to
use may well depend upon the severity of the perceived consequence of the facility being
evaluated.

3.1.7.2 Source Term Determination

The total quantities and types of material that can be released, their physicochemical form, the
pathways (e.g., air, surface or ground water), and the rates at which they are released to the
environment, must be determined for each of the identified accident scenarios. Typically, if the
total inventory of radionuclides and/or hazardous material is known, some reasonable default
assumptions are used to determine the fractions that are likely to be released to the air, surface
water, or ground water, based upon their physical state (gas, vapor, liquid, finely divided or bulk
solid), and characteristics such as solubility, stability, and volatility. For example, it is usually
assumed that 100% (release fraction RF = 1) of a non-reactive gas will be released to the air and
be transported to the downwind receptor point, compared with only 50% (RF = 0.5) of a volatile
or combustible liquid. Some other assumed release fractions are an RF = 0.01 for semi-volatile
liquids, and an RF = 0.0001 for nonvolatile solids. U and Pu metal are assumed to have an RF =
0.001, Reference 40. Methods for consequence analysis in the chemical industry are discussed in
Reference l.

Some examples of source term determination in specific cases follow.

3.1.7.2.1 Masses of Materials Involved in an Accident

Amounts of materials involved in specific accidents are typically determined from available
inventory data, process information, material balance data, routine monitoring or observation
(e.g., of storage tanks), etc. These quantities are then applied categorically to the event being
analyzed as a whole rather than attempting to estimate the fractions of the totals that might be
involved in any particular operation involved in the event. The values may be grouped primarily
according to activity level (e.g., natural or enriched uranium compounds), contaminated process
chemicals, cold chemicals (e.g., ammonium hydroxide, hydrogen fluoride, nitric acid, tributyl
phosphate),.and water.

Three statistical functions are calculated for each group of accidents: the mean and median mass
of material. and the 90% error bounds of material released beyond the confines of the facility.

In the absence of more specific data, one-half of the maximum content (capacity) of the vessel
involved in the accident may be used as the mean mass in the evaluation. Maximum credible
masses ar assumed to be the masses contained in the largest vessels in the applicable operation.

3.1.7.2.2 Curies of Material Involved in an Accident

Curies of materials involved in a process accident are based on the measured concentrations in
process solutions, and on the masses.

Appropriate computer codes may be used to calculate the quantity of radioactive material
released to the environment following an accident which results in the spillage of liquid. The
evaporated mass will depend upon the rate of evaporation of the pool of liquid, which in turn
depends upon (1) the surface area of the pool, (2) its temperature (both absolute and differential
with respect to the air), (3) the vapor pressure of the spilled liquid, and (4) the time that elapses
before recovery or sequestration of the liquid. All of these parameters would be expected to
change with time after the initial spillage occurs, because the temperature differential between
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the air and the liquid, the vapor pressure of the liquid, and the size of the spill may all decrease
with time. The amount of material reaching the environment also depends on other factors such
as mechanical dispersion from splashing, plateout, and resuspension.

If the evaporating liquid contains dissolved uranium compounds, the residue would comprise
uranium compound sludge or powder, so consideration would have to be given to possible
dispersion mechanisms. Usually, an energy source (e.g., a fire or an explosion) would be
necessary to create a credible airborne source term in this way. NUREG-1 140, Reference 40,
recommends use of I E-3 as the release fraction for nonvolatile powders of this nature.

Scrap recovery processes should be examined for possible source terms for accidental radioactive
release source terms. The total quantity of uranium involved can be estimated from a material
balance calculation: The quantity of uranium input (e.g., from UF6 cylinders) is known, and the
total quantity of uranium loaded into fuel tubes (as U02 pellets) is known by calculation or
measurement. The difference represents the quantity of material somewhere in the process lines,
vessels, filters, columns, etc. The distribution and chemical form of this uranium will be a
function of the process.

To be conservative, the total inventory is assumed to be available for dispersion in the event of
an accident. The only mitigation (apart from physics, i.e., the physicochemical characteristics of
the source material) that can be considered in calculating the consequences are those items
(barriers) that have been put there for the purpose, and are qualified to remain operable for the
scenario (e.g., tornado or earthquake) being analyzed.

3.1.7.3 Consequence Calculation

This section discusses techniques that are useful for determining the consequences of credible
accidents at the points of interest. This has to be done for both qualitative and quantitative
analysis. For fuel fabrication facilities, the only radionuclides of interest as source terms for
most accident scenarios will be the uranium isotopes. One exception is a criticality accident
where fission products will be present. (See Reg. Guide 3.34.)

Consequence calculations for airborne release resulting from postulated accident
scenarios involve atmospheric transport and radiological dosimetry calculations. This
section provides technical guidance for dose calculations using conservative analysis
techniques.

Calculation of radiological dose, in terms of 50-year Committed Effective Dose
Equivalent (CEDE), has to be performed for each accident scenario. For materials of
greatest interest for fuel cycle, the dose from inhalation pathway normally dominate the
dose, and therefore, dose contributors from other exposure pathways can be dismissed.
However, for situations in which the dose contribution from ground contamination and
cloudshine exposure pathways is relatively significant, special considerations should be
given.

Radiation doses resulting from inhalation of radionuclides in air depend on the amount of
radionuclides released, the dispersion characteristics, the physical and chemical nature of
the radionuclides, and various biological parameters. Inhalation dose can be calculated
using the general equation:
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CEDE = Qjx (X/Q) x BR x DCFi
i

where

CEDE = Committed effective dose equivalent (rem) from inhaling
radioisotope i

Qi -Source term (Ci) for radioisotope i
X/Q = Expression accounting for dilution of release at a point under

given meteorological conditions (sec/m3)
BR = Breathing rate (m 3/sec)
DCF = 50-year inhalation dose commitment factor (rem/Ci) for

radioisotope i

For the sake of conservatism, X/Q should be determined using adverse meteorological
conditions (e.g., F stability class and I m/sec windspeed). Dispersion models for ground-
level and stack releases, as presented in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.145, Reference 41, art
recommended: Gaussian plume models with the adaptations of the straight-line
trajectory. These models are provided to calculate relative concentration from stack
releases and from releases through vents or building penetrations.

Breathing rate is dependent on age and physical activity. To ensure reasonable and
consistent inhalation dose calculations, a breathing rate of 3.5E-4 m 3/sec is
recommended.

To ensure reasonable and consistent inhalation dose calculations, the inhalation dose
conversion factors as presented in DOE/EH-0I, Reference 42, or ICRP 56, Reference
43, are recommended. The inhalation dose factors were generated using ICRP
Publication 30, Reference 44, methodology and the associated dose commitment is
extended over a 50-year period from initial intake. In this model, radioactivity is I
fractionated between various organs immediately after inhalation, and eliminated using
effective biological clearance half-times. Inhalation dose factors account for daughter
ingrowth once the nuclide has been inhaled. To account for skin absorption of tritium
oxide, the inhalation dose factor for tritium oxide should be increased by 50% over the
value given in DOE/EH-0071, Reference 42.

Airborne releases into high-velocity winds must be given special treatment. Dispersion
modeling of straight-wind or tomnado-caused release can be quite complicated. However,
if the straight-wind or tornado-caused release involves only solution spills, upper-bound
approximation of air radionuclide concentration can be made by considering that air
entrainment of the spilled solution and the dispersion of airborne radionuclides are under
normal meteorological conditions (i.e., after high wind or tornado passes). Under normal
meteorological considerations the entrainment (and evaporation) rate thus estimated may
be too low because of low wind speed. However, such underestimate of the source term
is overly compensated by the conservatism in the dispersion modeling (normal
meteorology vs. straight-wind or tomado).
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If the straight-wind or tornado-caused releases involve radionuclides in gaseous or
powder forn, then an appropriate dispersion models of straight wind or tornado with
some conservative assumptions must be made.

3.1.7.4 Consequence Severity Determination

Having determined the consequences of each accident scenario, one should evaluate them
qualitatively. This may be accomplished by comparing the consequence with an approved set of
criteria. NRC policies or regulations will determine both the criteria and the required mitigative
action associated with each accident consequence level (rank).

3.1.7.5 Identification of Potential for Propagation of Accidents

It is possible that the consequences of an accident could stretch beyond the originally assumed
accident scenario. For instance, if a tank were to explode it could release its contents, but
shrapnel from the tank could breach a nearby tank. The second tank could leak, catch fire, or
explode releasing at least some portion of its contents. Thus the original explosion accident
could propagate to a second tank.

It is important to remember that the propagation does not have to take place in a direct manner.
Frequently it takes the form of loss of support systems. An accident could result in a nearby
transformer being damaged or destroyed. The resulting loss of power could cause another vessel
to overheat or explode (due to loss of cooling or ventilation).

It is also possible for accidents such as fires to propagate through the ventilation system.

When determining the consequences of an accident, the potential for propagation by all possible
pathways should be examined and the consequences of the propagation included as part of the
consequences for the accident.
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3.1.8 Determination of the Risks of Accidents

After evaluating the consequences of each key accident scenario and estimating the likelihood of
its occurrence (i.e., the expected frequency), the user must establish defensible criteria against
which to judge the acceptability of those consequences. In general, the smaller the expected
frequency of occurrence of an accident the larger the acceptable consequence. The classical
approach is to consider events that are expected to occur with a frequency greater the once every
ten years to be routine (normal) and, therefore, covered by occupational exposure guidelines.

3.1.8.1 Risk Identification (Qualitative Method)

This section brings together the qualitative safety evaluations discussed above and summarizes
the results in terms of the potential accidents categorized largely by frequency and consequence
estimates.

Figures 3.1-4 and 3.1-5 and Tables 3.1-5 to 3.1-7 provide examples of risk evaluation and
ranking methods. More than one example is provided to indicate that there are more than one
correct approach. These are based on adaptations of methods in Military Standard 882B (March
1984).

The approach used at any specific facility should be based on the detail appropriate for the
accident, the facility, and the expertise of the analysis team.

Figures 3.1-4 and 3.1-5 are graphic examples of typical frequency- and consequence-ranking
matrices. The logic behind Figure 3.1-4 is explained in Tables 3.1-5 to 3.1-7.

In other cases of facility-accident combinations a four-by-four matrix may be more appropriate.
Elsewhere, a nonsymmetrical matrix could be used, such as a four-by-five or other arrangement

Although they differ in appearance, the philosophical basis and objectives arc the same. The
ranking method is designed to eliminate the majority of the low-risk accidents, indicate high-risk
accidents for further attention. The moderate-risk accidents between the two extremes are also
identified for further analysis and attention.

The tables provide typical definitions of frequency and consequences for the rankings. Although
this process is essentially subjective and qualitative, a numerical basis for the judgments has been
used to provide consistency in the analysis. For example, a simple method for frequency
estimations would be to begin with an initiator frequency and assign a probability of 1.0 to
nonindependent events, 0.1 to human errors, and 0.01 to independent failures.
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TABLE 3.1-5 Qualitative Consequence Severity Classification

Severity Descriptive
LIvel Word lesintion

0 No Negligible onsite and offste impact on people or the
environs.

I Low Minor onsite and negligible offsite impact on people or
the environs.

2 Moderate Major onsite impact on people or the environs; only
minor offsite impact.

L 3 High Major onsite and offsite impacts on people or the
environs.

L
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TABLE 3.1-6 Qualitative Frequency Classification

Descriptive
Word

Estimated Annual
Probability of

OmcuirrenreLevel Dmi~~rntinn

3 Anticipated 12p>1E-2 Incidents that may occur several
times during the lifetime of the
facility. (Incidents that commonly
occur.)

2 Unlikely lE-22Žp> 1E-4 Accidents that may occur
sometime during the lifetime of the
facility. Natural phenomena of this
probability class include: UBC-
level earthquake, 100-year flood,
maximum wind gust.

I Extremely Unlikely E-4Ž2p>IE-6 Accidents that will probably not
occur during die life cycle of the
facility. This class includes the
Design Basis accidents.

0 Incredible IE-62p Accidents that are not credible.
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TABLE 3.1-7

Risk
Level*

0

2

Description

No impact or incredible

Low severity and extremely unlikely

Moderate severity and extremely unlikely
or low severity and unlikely

Qualitative Risk

Risk
Evaluation

Acceptable

3
High severity and extremely unlikely or
low severity and anticipated Marginal

4 Moderate severity and unlikely

6
Moderate severity and anticipated or
high severity and unlikely

9 High severity and anticipated

*Risk level - severity level x frequency level.

Unacceptable
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RISK ZONES

RISK = FREQUENCY x CONSEQUENCE

RISK ZONE A ONREQUIRED
6 & 9 Risks require prompt mitigation with comprehensive demonstration
3 & 4 Risks require management attention and a rational degree of mitigation

with the engineering basis documented
I & 2 [ Risks do not require further formal treatment

Figure 3.1-4
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Risk Zone Assignment
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3.1.8.2 Risk-Based Analysis (Quantitative Method)

Section 4.2 discusses quantitative methods used to determine accident frequencies and Section
4.3 discusses quantitative methods used to determine the probable consequences of accidents. In
this section, methods to combine these frequencies and consequences to give a measure of risk
are reviewed and discussed. Several methods of presenting risk estimates are discussed and
guidelines for choice depending on the expected use of the results. Large uncertainties are
associated with risk estimates and methods for treating these are discussed in Section 3.1.8.3.

Traditionally, risk has been estimated in four basic ways:

* The judgmental, or qualitative, approach (Section 3.1.8.1) involves a subjective comparison
of risk. If used by an experienced analyst it can give adequate results. If it is based on public
perception, the results can be highly erroneous.

* The cost/benefit approach compares the cost of risk mitigation to the cost of risk acceptance.
Although it is an effective risk management tool, this approach does not provide information
that can be used to compare the risk of one facility to another and is not discussed in this
manual.

* In a deterministic approach, consequences are postulated and compared to an upper limit, but
the accident mechanism is not identified and the likelihood of the accident is not estimated
The deterministic risk approach does not actually provide a measure of total expected risk
and is not discussed in this manual.

* In the probabilistic approach, accident mechanisms are postulated and both the likelihood and
consequences of the accident are estimated. This is the approach most suitable for the ISA of
complex facilities because it provides information on the relative contributions of different
types of accidents to the total risk.

3.1.8.2.1 Formats for Presentation of Risk Results

In general, risk of an operation in terms of either economic loss or human injury or both is
desired to be known. This manual discusses methods for estimating human injury. Economic
risks and their determination are a matter of internal policy for individual companies. There are
many different ways to present similar information, some of which are more appropriate than
others, depending upon the intended message. In some instances, there are multiple ways to
interpret the same information.

Typically, risk is calculated as the product of frequency (Section 3.1.6) and some measure of the
consequences (Section 3.1.7) of an accident. The frequency of the outcome will be expressed in
expected events per unit time. A number of outcomes may be feasible as a result of the initial
event and event/fault tree sequence analysis can be used to establish likely sequences. The event
outcome is itself the combination of the frequency of the event occurring and a particular final
outcome. The frequency analysis may be simple estimates or the result of sophisticated fault and
event tree analyses. Consequences may be evaluated as facility damage individual uptake of a
chemical or radiological material, injury or fatality depending on the desired measures and the
intended use. Consequences may be determined using simple estimates from empirical models
or more complex mechanistic models to evaluate phenomenological behavior of source,
dispersion and effects. For complex facilities multiple incidents may be analyzed to fully
characterize the safety envelope of the facility (i.e., an Integrated Safety Analysis).
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The level of detail and effort spent to determine the event frequencies and consequences, and as
will be seen later the uncertainty analysis, establishes the level of detail upon which the risk
estimates are made and the credibility and usefulness of the analysis. Simple broad brush
treatments are appropriate for simple facilities with low hazard potential. For more complex
facilities with numerous interactive systems and with the potential for catastrophic consequences,
detailed analyses to produce a complete Probabilistic Risk Analysis are most appropriate. A
PRA provides a better picture of the risk of operation to the public rather than a deterministic
estimate which significantly overestimates the risk. The PRA also provides the basis for
selecting operations and systems that may require additional measures to lower the overall risk of
operation. A full analysis including uncertainty is termed a Probabilistic Risk Analysis PRA or a
Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA).

The outputs of the analysis include a wide variety of risk measures, of which a selected subset
may be presented. These risk measures, such as onsite and offsite prompt or latent fatality risks,
can be made available in different formats depending upon what information is to be conveyed.
Special calculations are performed with specific sets of assumptions to produce results for direct
comparisons to such measures as the NRC safety goals.

Typical presentations of risk estimates are simple point estimates, individual risk measures and
population or societal risk measures. These will be elaborated on below.

3.1.8.2.2 Complementary Cumulative Distribution Functions

The risk of operation is determined by comparing the frequencies of accidents to their
consequences. However, a gross total of the frequency and consequence products (i.e., a point
estimate) can be misleading. Risk is expressed in terms of separate frequency and consequence
numbers; therefore, high-consequence, low-frequency events are not easily compared with
low-consequence, high-frequency events. The risk should be presented to show both the overall
risk and the distribution of the risk. This is usually done with a graphic presentation.

A risk curve is a graphic representation with frequency plotted versus consequence for the set of
accident sequences developed by the fault tree/event tree analysis. There are several variations
to the risk curve involving uncertainty bands, comparison to other risk curves and comparison to
acceptable limits.

The Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) is the most complete description
of a measure of risk. A CCDF plot, Figure 3.1-6, is essentially a family of curves, with each
curve representing one complete quantification of the full PSA, from accident initiator through
consequences. The abscissa of the plot describes the magnitude of the risk measure, and the
ordinate describes the frequency with which the risk magnitude will be exceeded. One curve is
produced for each sample member and thus a complete family of CCDFs for a particular risk
measure could require the plotting of multiple separate curves. The number of curves is
determined by the number of statistical samples required in the sampling analysis to determine
uncertainty. Monte Carlo sampling routines can be used to develop a family of curves that
represent the spectrum of events with a high degree of confidence. However, a large number of
curves plotted together would impart very little useful information. Therefore, the next most
complete representation of risk would be to present "typical" and "bounding" curves to represent
the expected range of the risk as well as the predicted mean. This is accomplished by analyzing
the family of curves at many points along the risk measure axis. At any one risk level, there will
be many estimates of the frequency of exceedance of that level of risk; one from each of the
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CCDF curves. Statistics can be calculated from this multi-point sample, and the 5th, 95th, and
median percentiles calculated, as well as the sample mean. When this is done at many points
along the risk axis, many estimates of the 5th, 95th, etc. statistics are generated at many values of
the risk, and can then be plotted as just a few curves. These curves can be taken as a summary
description of the full set of curves in which only a small amount of information is lost.

In the CCDF plots there are two different types of variation, along a curve in the direction of the
consequence measure, and vertically between curves along the exceedance frequency axis.
These two types of variation have different sources. For the raw CCDFs, the variation along a
curve is typically caused by meteorological variation only for offsite consequences. For the
statistical measure CCDFs (mean, 95th, etc.), however, variation along the curve is produced by
variability in the weather status at the time of the accident, as well as the frequency of different
types of accidents. Thus, the different types of accidents which may occur, coupled with the
consequence analysis use of probabilistic models of the weather over a year's time produce the
variation along the summary curve. Variation between the curves vertically, however, is
produced only by variation in the input parameters for the accident, accident progression, and
source term analyses. The parameters in these analyses which have been assigned probability
distributions and have been propagated throughout the full PSA model cause this curve-t-curve
variability. The two forms of variation also have different interpretations. The variation along a
raw CCDF represents stochastic variability with respect to the effect that weather patterns
characteristic to a site have on the consequences from a given source term. Variation along a
summary CCDF, however, is a mixture of stochastic and model uncertainty since points along
each summary curve may be derived from raw CCDFs produced by different sample members.
The curve-to-curve variability for both raw and summary CCDFs is caused by variation in
parameters which is caused, for the most part, by imprecisely known dam or models. This
variation is, therefore, mainly non-stochastic in nature. Thus, more accurate models and dam
would decrease the spread between the curves, but would do little to decrease the variation along
the curve.

3.1.8.2.3 Annual Risk

It is often desired to obtain a single estimate of a measure of risk for comparison or other
purposes. A CCDF plot does not accomplish this. It is possible, however, to utilize the CCDF
curves to derive multi estimates of mean or "annual" risk. This is accomplished by integrating
each of the CCDF curves and reducing it to a single value; i.e., the mean risk for each curve.
This, then, will produce a complete sample size of mean risk values, one for each curve. In
performing this operation, however, all information relating the frequencies of the various risk
levels is lost and all that is left is the average of the risk over a year's time period. Statistics can
then be formed on the samples of annual risk, and a mean value formed to represent a "point-
estimate" of risk. Note that there is really very little information contained in this point-estimate;
it is essentially the mean of the mean (annual) risk.

Results may be presented in two forms: as societal risks, which will be the predicted levels of
consequence within a population at risk (Figure 3.1-6), and individual risk, which can be
interpreted as the frequency of the analyzed consequence happening to an "average" individual
within the zone of interest for the accident (Figure 3.1-7). The societal risk implicitly includes
the distribution of the population within the zone of interest for the accident. The individual risk,
however, has "averaged out" this population distribution, and cannot actually be thought to apply
to any single individual within the zone of influence.
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3.1.8.3 Uncertainty Analysis (Quantitative Method)

In Section 3.1.8.2, the method for obtaining an estimate of the risk of plant operation was
described. The initial value of risk obtained will be referred to as a point estimate with no
additional qualifiers. It is preferable not to characterize this as a "best-estimate" (mean or

! otherwise) value of risk, unless significant effort is spent by the analysts to assure that all the
inputs to the various codes, and the models themselves, are truly the best available estimates.
Whether mean, median, or mode is used is a judgment for the analyst. The most conservative
result is easiest to defend.

Whether the risk estimate is thought of as merely a point estimate or as a best-estimate value, the
single value has little real meaning. As with any engineering analysis, some representation of the

L uncertainty associated with the value obtained is essential. Since PRA results may well be used
in making decisions relative to overall plant safety and the need for design improvements, the
importance of putting the point-estimate result in the context of the associated uncertainty is
crucial. Considering the sparseness of the data and the incompleteness of knowledge regarding
some of the phenomena that are modeled, the uncertainty can be significant. Both the analysts
and decision-makers would like to know which of the various uncertain aspects of the PRA
models contribute most to the uncertainty in risk. This information can then be used to guide
data-gathering programs and research into severe accident phenomena so that they focus on
issues for which added knowledge will reduce uncertainty with regard to plant risk. In the course
of performing a uncertainty analysis, sensitivity studies are usually performed to determine the
effect of various input parameters on the risk results which yield important insights on the
relative importance of operational parameters on the risk.

Uncertainty that stems from both incomplete knowledge of phenomena and the stochastic nature
of some of the physical processes involved requires that the accident analysis be probabilistic.
Incomplete knowledge of the phenomena leads to what will be referred to herein as model
uncertainty. For a given context (i.e., series of events leading up to the point in time under
consideration), the particular outcome of a single event in the accident progression may not be
known. A number of possible outcomes can often be defined for each event considered. For
example, an accident mitigating system, such as the carbon filters, can (1) operate as designed
and retain all absorbed halogens; (2) overheat and release part of the adsorbed halogens; or (3)
burn and release all deposited radionuclides. With a given aerosol loading and airflow, the
expected filter response can be determined with reasonable accuracy using available engineering
models and the uncertainty is relatively small. However, it is frequently the case that more thani
one model can be applied to predict the outcome for a particular event For models that represent
more complex severe accident phenomena, it is not uncommon for different models to predict
different outcomes. Sufficient data to validate these models is typically not available for many
severe accident phenomena.

The extent of damage resulting from a steam explosion is an example of a phenomenological
event which is treated with large model uncertainty. In the context of evaluating accident
progressions, a steam explosion can be sufficiently energetic to (1) permanently breach the
confinement structure; (2) cause a momentary bypass of confinement; or (3) do no significant
damage. Even if the conditions associated with the steam explosion are well characterzed, a
specific outcome cannot usually be assigned. Since there is uncertainty associated with the
outcome of the event, there are multiple paths along which the accident can proceed, given a
situation in which a steam explosion can occur. In an accident progression event tree (APET),
each event outcome or branch is assigned a branching ratio. Where model uncertainty causes the
specification of multiple possible outcomes, the branching ratio (in the point estimate) represents
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the analyst's level of confidence that the indicated outcome would actually occur based on their
knowledge of the phenomena.

APET branch points may also represent events for which uncertainty in the outcome is due to
processes best modeled as random events. Examples include events that depend on hardware
performance or human action. This type of variability in the outcome of an event is referred to
as stochastic uncertainty. These events are treated using traditional reliability analysis
techniques. Fault tree analysis is applied to determine the branching ratios that characterize the
failure frequency of active system components, which are considered in the APET. Human error
frequencies are evaluated for human actions that are modeled in the APET. The frquencies thus
determined are used as the APET branching ratios for this type of event. Where the phenomena
are governed by processes that are too complex to be reasonably modeled (i.e., no amount of
research or data collection would allow resolution of which outcome occurred for a particular
condition), they are represented as stochastic uncertainties. Weather and the probability of a
steam explosion occurring are examples. Empirical evidence or data collection are combined
with subjective judgments to evaluate branch points representing these uncertainties.

3.1.8.3.1 Method

In a simple engineering analysis, uncertainty can be propagated analytically. For instance, if the
specific heat of a substance is measured using a calorimeter, an expression for this property
would be written as a function of measured temperatures and the properties of materials used in
the apparatus. Assuming that the dominant source of uncertainty was the thermocouple
measurements, the uncertainty in the measured value of specific heat would be expressed as a
function of the partial derivatives of the specific-heat expression with respect to the measured
temperatures. Using this expression, combined with the known error in the thermocouple
readings, an estimate of the uncertainty in specific heat is obtained.

The concepts used to estimate uncertainty in a PRA results differ little from those introduced by
the above simple example. However, the risk model to which these concepts are applied is
immensely more complex than the simple expression for the specific heat of a substance in terms
of calorimeter measurements. The model for risk that is developed to obtain the point estimate is
the basis for the uncertainty evaluation. This model actually consists of the ensemble of models
for each module in the PRA (the accident initiation, the APET, the Source Term Algorithm, and
the Consequence Model). Each module has a number of inputs that are uncertain. In some cases,
most notably for the accident progression assessment (i.e., the APET), these inputs reflect
uncertainty with respect to the most appropriate model to use for a certain phenomena. Because
of the complexity of the risk model, numerical methods must be applied to characterize
uncertainty and obtain the equivalent of the model's partial derivatives with respect to the
uncertain inputs.

Monte Carlo Sampling techniques are usually used to evaluate the response of the model to
variations in the uncertain inputs. The sampling process randomly selects sets of values for the
model-input parameters that are considered to be uncertain. The model, and the module assembly
process, is then exercised with each set of values in the sample to propagate the uncertainties
through the entire calculational process. The mapping from input value combinations to risk
estimates can be investigated using statistical techniques to obtain estimates of the relative
importance of the various uncertainties considered.

To summarize how the uncertainty evaluation is accomplished, each module in the risk model
ensemble should be viewed as a model with inputs that have some associated uncertainty. Each
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module can be thought of as a function of its parameters; i.e., for output Y of the module, and
inputs XI -Xn, the response may be formulated as:

Y =f(Xl, X2, ... , Xn),

where the analytic form of the function fis indeterminate but can be numerically approximated.
The process of evaluating uncertainty involves three steps: identification of important
parameters, assignment of probability distributions to those parameters, and propagation of these
distributions through the function (computer code) to arrive at a distribution for the output
variable. The final step amounts to an empirical characterization off by constructing the partial
(due to the finite number of parameter combinations evaluated) mapping from its inputs (Xi) to
its output (Y). This process is similar to the generation of a response surface.

3.1.8.3.2 Sources of uncertainty

Uncertainty is inherent to the models that constitute the PRA, and is considered only within each
module. The interfaces between the modules are not considered as sources of uncertainty. The
grouping of results is required in order to reduce the size of the problem to a manageable level.
In reality, errors in the assessed risk could be introduced at each interface. This would occur if a
result from a module were placed in an inappropriate group for consideration in subsequent
modules. Quality assurance procedures are used to minimize the likelihood of such ears.

Typical sources of uncertainty are:

* Plant damage state frequency
* Plant damage state uncertainty
* APET uncertainties
* Source Term Calculation Uncertainty
* Consequence Calculation Uncertainty

3.1.8.4 User-Established Criteria

Several organizations and/or agencies have proposed risk-based guidelines to assist the user in
evaluating the acceptability of accident consequences. These include, inter alia, the U.
S. Department of Energy Office of Defense Programs (DP), the U.S. Army (MIL), the
Westinghouse M&O Nuclear Facility Safety Committee (NFSC), the Westinghouse Hanford
Company (WHC), the Westinghouse Savannah River Company (WSRC), E.G.&G. Rocky Flats,
and Martin Marietta (ORNL). The NFSC has recommended comprehensive risk acceptance
guidelines for both radiological and nonradiological hazards. The latter are of interest to NRC
only if the chemical hazards can cause or exacerbate a radiological accident scenario.

The user may choose to evaluate the accident scenario consequences against one of these existing
sets of risk acceptance guidelines.
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3.2 Assurance that Controls are in Place and Capable of Controlling Hazards or Accidents

Operating facilities must provide assurance that the hazards and accidents identified in Sections
3.1 A and 3.1.5 are accompanied by controls that are in place and capable of functioning as
intended. A system is presented to illustrate a method that can used effectively in the nuclear
industry.

3.2.1 Operational Safety Requirements

Operational Safety Requirements (OSRs) are derived from the analyses and evaluations
presented in License Aplications, Safety Analysis Reports, Integrated Safety Analyses, or other
formal evaluations of the facility safety. The OSRs define the envelop of authorized operation of
the nonreactor nuclear facility and formally documents the requirements in the following
categories:

* Safety Limits and Limiting Control Settings
* Limiting Conditions for Operation
* Surveillance Requirements
* Design Features
* Administrative Controls

3.2.1.1 Safety Limits and Limiting Control Settings

Operation outside of a Safety Limit results in immediate shutdown of the affected portion of the
facility, notification to the licensing authority, and approval of the licensing authority to restart.
Safety Limits are specified only for those conditions that if exceeded could pose a serious risk to
operating personnel or to the general public. For operation outside of an OSR other than a Safety
Limit, operations within Technical Specifications are restored and the incident investigated and
reported.

Limiting Control Settings are those numerical values (e.g., pressure, temperature, concentration)
chosen such that if exceeded corrective action can be accomplished before the Safety Limit is
exceeded. Failure to conform to these value should result in immediate shutdown or in
restoration of operations to less than the Limidting Control Setting.

3.2.1.2 Limiting Conditions for Operation

Limiting Conditions for Operation defines those instruments, monitors, controls, and equipment
that must be operable to ensure that the Safety Limits are not exceeded. All facility standards,
tests, manuals, or operating procedures must be within the limits of the OSR. Also specified are
the applicable actions and completion times required should failure to comply with a limiting
condition for operation occur.

3.2.1.3 Surveillance Requirements

Surveillance and testing requirements are imposed on those instruments, monitors, controls and
equipment required to be operable under limiting Conditions for Operation. Numerical values
for the maximum interval allowable between surveillance and/or testing are documented in this
section.
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3.2.1.4 Design Features

Design features to be included are those features of the facility such as materials of construction
and geometric arrangement, which, if altered or modified, would have a significant effect on
safety, and are not covered in the sections above.

3.2.1.5 Administrative Controls

Administrative Controls are the provisions relating to organization and management, procedures,
record keeping, review and audit, and reporting necessary to assure operation of the facility in a
safe manner.

3.2.1.6 Bases

This should be an appendix to the OSR requirements. The appendix should provide summary
statements of the reasons for the operating limits and associated surveillance requirements. The
bases show how the numeric value, the condition, or the surveillance fulfill the purpose derived
from the ISA.

Examples of portions of OSRs for a nonreactor nuclear facility are presented in Appendix D.

3.3 Assurance that Controls are Maintained

The accident analyses in the ISA should furnish the logical basis to derive comprehensive
Operational Safety Requirements for the facility and its operations. In tun then, the most
important role of the Operational Safety requirements is to ensure that the ISA is applicable to
the process authorized. The Operational Safety Requirements require that those safety systems
(for which credit is taken in the ISA) must be available to the process. Otherwise, the ISA is not
available, and the facility is operating outside the ISA envelope.

Therefore, the ISA must conspicuously highlight the commitments (e.g. Limits, parameters,
assumptions on which the ISA conclusions depend) to clearly identify those items that are
important to the safety of the facility.

3.3.1 Availability of Safety Systems

In order to ensure that the ISA is properly in effect, the availability of the safety systems to the
extent required must be ensured by the combination of administrative controls, inspections,
preventive maintenance, periodic calibrations, and testing. A safety system that is not available
when needed is of no use in protecting the workers, general public, or the facility. The
percentage availabilities of these functional systems depend on their importance to the analysis.
If the system has adequate backup, a 90% availability may be adequate for those events for
which the consequences are acceptable. However, other systems may have to be available at a
much higher percentage to mitigate serious hazards.

The ISA should identify the organizational structure and controls that are in place to ensure
adequate availability of important safety functions.

3.3.2 Preventive Maintenance

In order to provide the reliability assessed in the ISA, certain instruments, equipment, and
systems must be given preventive maintenance. Preventive maintenance consists of regular
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servicing of instrumentation and equipment (such as lubrication, recalibration, set point
rechecks, and flow tests) so that the failure frequencies of vital equipment are effectively
minimized so that the risks of operation are reduced in the ISA to acceptable levels.

The ISA delineates the provisions for preventive maintenance, the scope, and the frequency and
timing of it. Sufficient information should be included to demonstrate a commitment to
preventive maintenance as a tool for safety assurance. This information should include:

* A general description of the maintenance organization, objectives and philosophy.
* Responsibilities for maintenance functions.
* Structures, systems, components, and equipment included in the formal maintenance

program.
* The management systems used to control maintenance activities and a description of the

interfaces between the maintenance department and other organizations.

3.3.3 Testing

Testing may be done in place or on a bench. The purpose is to determine that the response to the
input produces a result that is within the parameters described by the ISA. The ISA and
Operational Safety Requirements delineate the provisions for testing, the scope of the tests, and
the frequency and timing of the tests. The ISA furnishes the technical basis and describes the
program for testing.

Thus the ISA should identify the plan for testing (and calibration of the test equipment) to
determine that the safety-related items are acceptable for their intended use.

3.3.4 Administrative Controls

Administrative and procedural controls for a facility should be documented to delineate (1) clear
lines of responsibility and methods for safe operation under normal and emergency conditions,
and (2) a system of configuration control that requires internal and independent safety review, at
a level of independence commensurate with risk, of all changes to components, equipment,
procedures, and systems required for nuclear facility safety. Such an administrative and
procedural control system ensures that basic and important decisions are made after review
throughout appropriate elements of the organization and that decisions which could significantly
affect nuclear safety are reviewed by at least one organization not directly responsible for
operations.

Types of information that should be considered in formal policy include:

* Company organization. This delineates overall authority, responsibility, and accountability.

* Management policy. The overall facility activity should be considered as a system involving
interaction of process, people, facilities, and procedures.

* Organizational responsibility. This clearly details the responsibilities of each
suborganization in the hierarchy and the interactions among them.

* Authorization basis documentation. These controls, such as Operational Safety
Requirements, provide the bounding condition for operation of the facility within the
licensing requirements.
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* Operating procedures. These controls prescribe detailed actions that are prescribed for
normal, abnormal, and emergency conditions for the facility.

3.3.5 Emergency Preparedness

One of the elements of assurance that controls are maintained is an adequate emergency
preparedness program. Presented is an overview of a typical emergency preparedness plan
consisting of fourteen sections that can be used as a model.

3.3.5.1 Introduction

This section defines the purpose and scope of an emergency plan and provisions to identify
hazards. The plan should be applicable to the following:

* Events (operational, transportation, etc.) with the potential to cause releases above allowable
limits of hazardous materials to the environment.

* Events such as fires, explosions, tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes, dam failure, etc., that
affect or may effect safety systems designed to protect site and offsite populations and the
environment.

* Events such as bomb threats, hostage situations, etc., that reduce the security posture of the
site.

* Events created by close proximity to the facility with a significant hazards potential.

The emergency plan should identify measures that are intended to provide maximum protection
for onsite and offsite person, limit damage to facilities and equipment, limit adverse impacts on
the environment and minimize impact on site operations and security.

3.3.5.2 Emergency Response Organization (Internal)

This section identifies the positions, responsibilities and operations of the onsite emergency
organization. Included are directions on the declaration of an emergency, activation of
emergency response facilities, and specific duties of emergency management personnel.

3.3.5.3 Offsite Response Interfaces

This section addresses the role of offsite organizations and expected assistance and response.
Included are specific contacts that need to be made.

3.3.5.4 Operational Emergency Event Classes

This section addresses classification of operational emergencies at the facility. The objective is
to promptly classify an emergency condition using Emergency Action Level criteria into levels
commonly understood by on and offsite officials to provide for a graded response. Figure 3.3-1
shows an example of a prompt classification matrix.
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3.3.5.5 Notification and Communication

This section provides information on the notification processes and the communications systems
used if there is an emergency at the facility. The notification/communication process includes
the following:

* The facility emergency response organization

* Site populations who may be required to take protective actions

* Appropriate offsite authorities including other agencies that may assist in the response upon
request

* Appropriate offsite regulatory agencies as required by law (e.g., Comprehensive
Environmental Recovery, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA), Emergency Planning
and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA), etc.

* Members of the general public
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ATIACHMENT 1- PROMPT CLASSIFICATION MATRIX
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3.3.5.6 Consequence Assessment

This section describes the methods, systems and equipment available for assessing the actual or
potential emergency conditions and the impact of an emergency on the facility. This includes the
initial assessments made in the early stages of an emergency, the extended assessments that may
continue for several days and the post-accident assessments that may continue for several years.

3.3.5.7 Protective Actions

This section deals with equipment, procedures and response actions at the facility necessary to
provide maximum protection for onsite and offsite populations. For hazardous material
emergencies, protective actions are designed to keep onsite and offsite exposures As Low As
Reasonably Achievable (ALARA). This is accomplished by minimizing time spent in the
vicinity of the hazard, keeping as far from the hazard as possible and taking advantage of
available shielding. For emergencies based on safeguards and security events, protective actions
are designed to provide maximum physical safety on onsite personnel while maintaining
operational and security integrity of the facility.

3.3.5.8 Medical Support

This section identifies the medical resources available onsite and interactions that occur with
offsite sources of assistance.

3.3.5.9 Recovery and Reentry

This section describes the planning, stipulations, roles, and responsibilities related to entry into
and conduct of operations during the recovery phrase of an emergency.

3.3.5.10 Public Information

This section discusses the organization and facilities used to provide accurate and timely
information to the public for facility emergencies. This section also discusses the requirements
for providing pre-emergency information to the public, offsite authorities and local media.

3.3.5.11 Facilities and Equipment

This section describes the emergency response facilities and equipment identified for use in an
emergency to support the activities of members of the emergency response organization.

3.35.12 Training

The purpose of this section is to define the emergency management training program and
administration requirements for all personnel at the facility It encompasses the following major
training plan elements: emergency management training goals, organization, responsibilities,
methodology; courses for planners and hazards assessment personnel, training requirements,
examination, record keeping; offsice programs for personnel, training support, and training; and
instructor training and qualification.
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3.3.5.13 Drills and Exercises

This section identifies the process whereby drills and exercises are conducted to develop,
maintain and test response capabilities of the emergency response organization members, and
validate adequacy of emergency facilities, equipment, procedures, and training.

3.3.5.14 Emergency Management Program Administration

This section delineates responsibilities related to management of specific elements of the
facility's emergency management program. It addresses plan and procedure development and
administration of the emergency response organization.

3.4 Assurance that Integrated Safety Analysis is Adequate

3.4.1 Training of Analysts

Adequate training of analysts is a prerequisite of an effective integrated safety analysis.
Experience has shown that untrained or inadequately trained personnel will not produce a quality
product primarily due to errors of omission in identifying hazards and in a lack of accounting for
common mode effects. For quantitative assessments, a novice will generally underestimate the
frequency of an accident by two orders of magnitude.

Formal training courses are available through professional societies, such as the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers, and through a number of private engineering firms specializing
in hazards and risk assessment. Ideally, those personnel who will be performng the assessments
should receive both text book training and on-the-job training by qualified instructors. Formal
training of personnel that will not be directly involved in assessments is usually not cost effective
nor should there be a significant delay between the training and the assessments.

Core competency can be maintained by bringing on new personnel in the actual assessments.
Failure to do so can result in loss of corporate memory and a return to square one on the ISA
updates.

3.4.2 Management Support

Effective integrated safety programs must be vertically integrated from the worling teams
through the site manager. This may be accomplished either by direct line organization or by
recognized sponsorship. No program will be more effective than the interest and resources
supplied from the top. Management must recognize that the safety effort is not a one-shot
proposition but a continuing effort in which the integrated safety analysis becomes a living
document to be reflected throughout the lifetime of the facility.
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3.4.3 Lessons Learned from Accidents

To protect against recurrence, it is vital that lessons are learned from accidents that occur, the
basic reason that they occurred, and that corrective measure be implemented. Two methods are
presented that may be used for this purpose, Management Oversight and Risk Tree and root
cause analysis.

3.4.3.1 Management Oversight and Risk Tree

MORT is a comprehensive analytical procedure that provides a disciplined method for
determining the causes and contributing factors of major accidents, Reference 45. Alternatively,
it serves as a tool to evaluate the quality of an existing system. While similar in many respects to
fault tree analysis, MORT is more generalized and presents many specific elements of an ideal
"universal" management program for optimizing environment, safety and health, and other
programs.

The MORT principle has two meanings:

I. A total safety program concept (viewed as a specialized management subsystem) focused
upon programmatic control of industrial safety hazards

2. The actual logic diagram which displays the structured set of interrelated safety program
elements and concepts comprising the ideal management program model called MORT. This
universal logic diagram becomes a master "work sheet" for use in analyzing a specific
accident or alternatively for use in the evaluation and appraisal of an existing safety program
for accident potential

As an ideal management program, MORT is designed to include the following:

1. Prevent management oversights, errors, and omissions.

2. Result in identification, assessment, and referral of residual risks to proper management
levels for appropriate action.

3. Optimize allocation of resources available to the program and to individual hazard control
effort.

Integrated into the MORT program model are the best features of exemplary safety programs
found in the U.S. (i.e., management implementation, hazards analysis, human factors analysis,
work processes, monitoring, information systems, and organizational systems and services).

Innovative concepts, such as the sequential role of unwanted energy flow, barriers to energy
transfer, error, change, and risk are systematically related along with the most current concepts of
the behavioral, organizational, and analytical sciences.
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Translated to "analytical MORT' (the MORT logic diagram), these features of "programmatic
MORT' accumulate to over 1,500 "basic events" (i.e., causative problems or preventive
measures related to an ideal safety system). These, in turn, underlie nearly 100 different generic
problems identified in successively broader areas of management and accident prevention.
Incorporated into the above listed concepts are some 50-70 "new ideas". (The actual number is
highly subjective, depending upon a person's background and experience.) The way in which the
MORT concept (programmatic MORT) is schematically represented by a logic diagram
(analytical MORT) is shown in Figure 3.4-1.

Fundamental to a successful accident investigation or safety program evaluation is the
assignment by higher management of technically qualified, competent, safety motivated
personnel to participate in the investigation. More details of the MORT process are presented in
Appendix E.

The strengths of this method are:

* Widely accepted

* Thorough

* Depicts idealized safety system

* Works well in conjunction with HAZOPs

Limitations are:

* Considerable training required

* Trees are cumbersome

* Always leads to management problem

* Not equipment oriented

3.4.3.2 Root Cause Analysis

The Root Cause Analysis system, Reference 46, is designed for use in investigating and
categorizing the root causes of occurrences or accidents. Root Cause Analysis is simply a tool to
help investigators describe what happened during a particular occurrence, to determine how it
happened, and to understand why it happened. Only when investigators are able to determine
why a failure occurred will they be able to specify workable corrective measures.

Most incident investigation systems allow investigators to answer questions about what
happened during an accident and about how the accident occurred, but often they are not
encouraged to detennine why the failure occurred. Assume an occurrence during which an
operator is instructed to cose Valve A; instead, he closes Valve B. The typical investigation
would probably result in the conclusion that "operator error" was the cause of the occurrence.
This is an accurate description of what happened. An operator committed an error by
manipulating the wrong valve. If the investigators stopped at this level of analysis' however,
they have not probed deeply enough to understand the reason for the mistake. Generally,
mistakes do not "just happen." They can be traced to some well defined causes. In the case of
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MORT is simply a diagram which arranges safety program eement in an orderly
and logical manner. It presents a schematic rpresenton of a dynamic,
idealized (universal) safety system model using Fault Tree Analysis methodology.

MORT structu the largely unstructured safety literature and current best
safety practices nthree levels of rdationships:

a. Generic Events (Problems) 98> G|

b. Basic Events (Causes) Possible

c. Criteria (Jugment aionale from
the MORT t) to Judge Adequacy

MORT makes explicit:

a. The funions necessazy to
complete a process.

b. The steps to fulfill a function. F Funcions

c. Judgment areia (from the MORT text)
by which to judge when a step is well
done or is "less than adequate (LTA).

It provides relatively simple decision points in an accident analysis or safety
system evaluation and enables an analyst or evaluator to detect o ,
oversights, or defects.

FIGURE 3A.1 MORT Logic Diagram
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the valving error, we might ask if the procedure is confusing. Were the valves clearly labeled?
Was the operator who made the mistake familiar with this particular task? These are all
questions that should be asked to determine why the error took place.

When the investigation stops at the point of answering what and how the recommendations for
preventing recurrence of the accident may be deficient. In the case of the operator who turned
the wrong valve, we are likely to see recommendations like "Remind all operators to be alert
when manipulating valves" or "Emphasize to all personnel that careful attention to the job should
be maintained at all times. Such recommendations do little to prevention of future occurrences.
Investigations that probe more deeply into why the operator error occurred are able to provide
more specific, concrete recommendations. In the case of the valving error, examples might
include, "Revise procedures so that references to valves match the valve labels found in the field"
or " Require trainees to have a training procedure in hand when manipulating the valves."

The Root Cause Analysis system provides a structured approach for investigators trying to
discover the whys surrounding a particular occurrence. Identifying these root causes is the key to
preventing similar occurrences in the future. The added benefit of Root Cause Analysis is that,
over time, the root causes identified across the population of occurrences can be used to pinpoint
major opportunities for improvement. For example, if a significant number of investigations
point to procedure inadequacies as root causes, then resources can be focused on procedure
improvement programs. Trending of root causes allows tracking causes of occurrences,
development of systematic improvements, and assessment of the impact of corrective programs.

Further information on Root Cause Analysis is presented in Appendix E.

The strengths of this method are:

* Simple to use

* Structured

* Minimal training required

* Built-in verification

* Relatively fast

* Identifies all causes

Limitations are:

* Some subjectivity required

* Finite number of root caused defined

X Not widely known system
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3.4.4 Good Practices

This section contains a number of practices used by seasoned risk analysis organizations that
have proven to be effective. Recognize that these practices are by no means the only acceptable
methods and presented only to provide some ideas for further thought.

3.4A.1 Team Approach

If possible a team approach should be used in conducting the procedures outlined in this manual.
Generally, individuals do not have all of the qualifications necessary to ensure that a
comprehensive and accurate analysis will be done. In an idealized environment, a team leader
should be appointed that has been trained in the various techniques to be used Otherwise, the
analyses will tend to drift away from the ultimate goal of the ISA. In addition to a team leader,
the following personnel should be considered.

* Process engineer. This person should be thoroughly familiar with the design of the process
and how it should respond to process transients.

* Facility operator. This person should be thoroughly familiar with how the process and
equipment realistically behaves, the reactions that personnel can accomplish under various
event scenarios, and the history of the past events. Maintenance and electrical mechanics
also can provide a perspective valuable for an ISA assessment.

* Safety specialist. This person should be familiar with mandated requirements imposed on the
facility and the various safety features available should the ISA indicate the necessity for
changes to the design.

3.4A.2 Employee Buy-In

Facility employees, especially operating personnel, must have buy-in to the contents of an ISA if
the analysis is to be highly effective in controlling safe operation of the facility. This requires
participation in the preparation wherever possible, training on what the document contains, ready
access for reference, and rapid response to suggested improvements. The most effective safety
programs are those in which the employees feel that they are truly a part of the program. This
culture must stem from top management in a committed fashion.

3.4.4.3 Incident Records

Corporate memory has historically been short where accidents are concerned. Retirement,
changing job assignments, and time contribute to this loss of memory. As a result, many
accidents tend to repeat themselves. One very effective method of maintaining this memory is
through the use of a computer data base containing process upsets, accidents, injuries, releases of
hazardous materials, and equipment failures. Such a data base has many uses far beyond direct
ISA application as shown in Table 3.4-1. Reference to one such system is presented in
Reference 47.

Although such a data base must be protected to prevent inadvertent altering or erasure,
employees should be allowed read-only access and encouraged to use the information. One
direct application is in accident investigations in which the history of similar occurrences are
resurrected both as a reminder and as training for new employees.
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TABLE 3.4-I Uses for an Incident Data Base

* Failure rate data
* Equipment breakdown histories
* Generic incident histories
* Data for Integrated Safety Analyses
* Dates of specific incidents
* Consequences of incidents
* Data for design studies
* Data for quality assurance studies
* Trend analyses
* Data for project justification
* Data for process hazards analyses
* Training
* Process problem solving
* Management decision data
* Studies of effectiveness of administrative controls
* Incident audit information
* Data for reliability studies
* References to source documents

3.4.4.4 Unreviewed Safety Question Determination

The Unreviewed Safety Question process is an effective method of ensuring that the proper
authorization basis for an existing facility has been properly identified and validated. It is
especially useful for an existing facility in which changes are proposed or in which discoveries
are made for situations that have not been previously analyzed. The process is detailed in DOE
Order 5480.21, Reference 48.
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4.0 DOCUMENTATION

Elements of good practice in safety documentation are presented and discussed here.

4.1 Purpose

Proper and complete documentation is important to:

* Record the details and the results of the analysis for:

- review and comment
- approval
- use in license applications or renewals
- future reference
- a baseline for comparison to future changes in safety-related process equipment

* Identify the detailed assumptions in the analysis:

- as a basis for operational safety requirements
- for future reference
- for use in revising the analysis

The assumptions made in an analysis are the foundation for the scope and breadth of an
integrated safety analysis.

4.2 Quality Assurance

Most successful organizations in nuclear operations have a Quality Assurance (QA) program that
specifies requirements for recording the details that comprise their compliance documentation.
Through implementation of these requirements, the organization will successfully implement and
maintain a prevention oriented QA Program ensuring that their products and services met
requirements, are suitable for use, and satisfy the customers' expectations. Baritng such an
existing program, this manual presents a proven method to achieve these goals. Included are a
description of requirements, responsibilities, and controls necessary for systematic
implementation of sound QA program for documentation of an ISA.

Basically, three individuals or groups of individuals must assume these responsibilities; the
originator, the reviewer, and the management.

The originator.

1. Prepares the formal documentation in accordance with this procedure.

2. Responds to the revieweres questions and comments, and take necessary action to resolve
them.

3. Obtains management review and approval for any deviations from the procedures.

4. Ensures that the completed analysis is filed in a control system and issued to the requestor.
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The reviewer:

1. Reviews the adequacy of the analysis.

2. Signs and dates the analysis to document the review and the resolution of review comments.

The responsible manager (or designee):

1. Assigns qualified personnel as Originators and Reviewers.

2 Ensures that preparation and review, as described in this procedure, is implemented.

3. Resolves any comments on which the Originator and Reviewer cannot agree.

4. Reviews and approves, when appropriate, deviations from standard methodology.

5. Approves the completed analysis.
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APPENDIX A.1 URANIUM FUEL FABRICATION CHECKLIST

In this example, the checklist method is used to study criticality hazards in a Uranium
Fuel Fabrication operation. The process, shown in Figure A.1-l, begins with a roll-type
compaction unit that takes U02 powder and binder-lubricant and combines-it before
feeding to the pellet presses where pellets are formed. The pellets are transferred in boats
to the sintering furnace, where the pellets are sintered in a hydrogen atmosphere to 95%
theoretical density. The pellets are then ground to precise dimensions, and dried. Dried
and inspected pellets are loaded into empty fuel tubes which are pressurized and sealed.
Finished fuel rods are loaded into and stored.
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APPENDIX A.1

Example "What-If' Analysis of Uranium Fuel Fabrication

Process Section:

Subject:

Pelleting

Criticality

What-If/cause Consequenc R d Safeguard
Modeateon Control Fails
Because:

-hydraulic fluid leaks

-powder is not dry enough

-room floods

-bulk powder storage container
collects and holds liquid

moderator reaches powder/
criticality

moderator reaches powder/
criticality

moderator reaches powder/
criticality

moderator reaches powder/
criticality

all hydraulic fluid systems
are shielded from powder

multiple qulaity control
steps for analytical results

no piped water systems in
bulk powder handling areas

bulk containers are moved
with sealed opening facing
down

Geometry Control Fails Because:

-cart tips over safe geometry exceeded/
criticality

-powder builds up in pelletizing
equipment

-small powder storage container
breaks

-sintering boats are stacked too
high

safe geometry exceeded!
criticality

safe geometry exceeded!
criticality

safe geometry exceeded/
criticality

passive stops welded to
bottom of carts

buildup prevention devises
within equipment

containers are of rugged
construction, containers are
administratively protected

training, administrative
controls
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APPENDIX A.1

Example What-If' Analysis of Uranium Fuel Fabrication (Cont.)

Process Section: Fuel Rod Loading and Bundle Assembly

Subject: Criticality

I
What-if
Moderation Control Fails
Because:

ConsequenceAklazard Safeguards

-assembly shroud collects moderator moderator reaches rods/
criticality

shrouds are split to prevent
accumulation

no piped water systems in
bulk powder handling areas

-room floods moderator reaches rds/
criticality

Geometry Control Fails Because:

-stored fuel rods are stacked

-assemblies are stored too close

-assemblies are spaced too closely
during cleaning

-rods dissolve during cleaning step

-poison inserted to supplement
geometry is removed

safe geometry exceeded/
criticality

safe geometry exceede
criticality

safe geometry exceeded/
criticality

safe geometry exceeded/
criticality

safe geometry exceeded/
criticality

storage and transport
containers have controlled
thickness, only one channel
of rods may be rnswed
at a time, adminsistrative
controls and training

storage racks control
spacing

wash tanks have spacers to
control distance

wash tank contents are
strictly controlled

boral shelves are fixed
inside carts
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NOTES TO EXAMPLE PROCESS MATRIX:

A. JF6 is a radioactive, toxic, unstable, and reactive compound.
B. Flammable solvents are fire hazards.
C. Fire is a hazard where it is part of the process.
D. Represents a list of additional hazards. This list of hazards is typical, but incomplete. The

analyst should complete it from other sources, such as HAZOPS or "What if...?" meetings.

Node 3.3B, for example, is translated as "Flammable Solvent (Fire) Hazard in Solvent Extraction."
Node 1.2A is "UF6 Hazards during Vaporization."
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APPENDIX A.3

Example Chemical Matrix for ADU Process

UFR UNH I UOF) I ADU HF I HNOI I NHAOH I NH- STEAM I N2

_ _ v _._ , , __ _x___,_, = __ _ _ _ _x

X_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ X X

.. 2A!_ X X _X

NEI4OH ~ ~~~~X XI

NH3~~~~~~~ X X

H20 X

I I _ - -_ _

X - indicates Incompatability, Potential Worker Hazard
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Table A-3-2 List of Chemicals for which Limit Parameters were Analyzed

No. CHEMICAL NAME Chemical formula CAS No. State MP BP Units M
QC DC

1 Ammonia NH3 7664.41-7 G -77.7 .33.35 pxn 17.0

2 Ammonium Hydroxide NH4OH 1336-21-6 L n77 35.06

3 Hydrogen Fluoride HF 7664-39-3 G 483.1 19.54 ppnm 20.1
4 Nitric Acid HNO3 7697-37-2 L .42 86 Win 63.0

5 Uranium Hexanuoride UF6 7783-81-5 S c 64eC 64i5V - n hn 352.0

6 Uranyl Nit= (UNH) U02(NO3)2.6H 20 13520-83-7 S c 602-C 60.2 118 mgft3 502.1

7 Stearn H20 G> 100 C 1S
8 waer H20 Lc 100C 0 100 IS

Table A.3.3 Concentration Limit Parameters found for Chemicals listed in Table A.3-2

A B C D
No - V CG E 7L TV- 3TV E G EA FEL- TLV EM EVGL T N

lWA TWA E 1 El STEL S TWA LW TLV.C IWA E - IDLR
= - (1) () -M --- -(4) (015) (6) (1O (1)ll 3) (14)

l- 50 2 5 R:" 20aW 1000

-2 3 4 0 y - l CO

0.2". 301
-r (2 1 7_

Note= 1. Vale vocated by count order
2. Soluble compounds
3. hIsoluble compours

* PELT IWA, PEL-STEL, and PEL-C values are OSHA workplace rgulatory limits (29 CFR 1910.1000)
* nLV-TWA, ILV-STEL, and 7hV.C values ae workplace guidelines published annually by the American

Confaence of Governmental Indumrial Hygienists (ACGOIH), headquartered in Cincinnati. Ohio.
* EEGL (Emergency Exposure Guidance Levels for 30 or 60 minute exposures) and CEGL (Continuous

Exposure Guidance Levels for 90 day exposures) were developed by National Academy of Sciences committee
for military use.

* ERPO (Emergency Response Planning Guidelines) values are being developed by a technical committee of the
American Indubial Hygiene Association (AIHA) for use in emergencies for increasingly severe exposure
situations.

* LOC (Levels of Concern) were published by the EPA, DOT and FEMA as pan of their Technical Guidance for
Hazards Analysis: Emergency Planning for Extemely Hazardous Substances (1987).

* IDLH (Immediately Hazardous to life or Health) values were developed by NIOSH for use in the event of
respirtor failure in the workplace.
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Table A.3-4 Handbook of Reactive Chemical Hazards

No CHEMICAL NAME Hazard Informaton Bredwrick 3rd e
Reference page

1 Ammonia Potentiallyviolentor xplosivereactionsoncontactwithnitric acid. AjetOf 1177
ammonia will ignite in nitric acid vapor (ambient temperature).

___________ I1compatable with HF. NICO, and UF6. Emits toxic fumes of NO2 when heated.
2 Ammonium Hydroxide Incompatable with HF. HNO. and UF6. 1205
3 Hydrogen Fluoride Violent reaction with NH4 0H 1044

React withisteamorwaterioproducetoxic ande o sivefumes
4 Nitric Acid The common dcenical most fequently involved in reactive incidents, reactions 110

do not generally require addition of heat.
Ignition on contact with HF. Incompatible with NH40H
WM react with steam or water to produce heat and toxic and corrosive fumes

___________ The oxidisng power and hazard potential of HNO increases with concentration.
S Uramumn Hexanuoride Violent reaction with water. 1078
6 Uranyl Nitrate (UNH) Decomposes at 1=00C 1302
rSteam
B Wtr

Notes: 1. MP at 2 atmospheres. Volatile crystals aublime. Triple point -64.00C.

Chemical reactions:

1.
heat

UF6 + UO2(NO3)2.6H2O + water -> U02172 + 4H3F + UO2(NO3).6H2O +

or, in the absence of water, UF6 could srip some water from UNH, eg.,
3UF6+ 2U02(N03)2.6H20 -> 3U02F2 + 6HF + U02(NO3)2.3H20
(Other similar reactions are also possible).

2. UF6 + HN03 + water -> U02F2 + 4HF + HN03 + heat

3. UF6 + 2H20- U02F2 + 4HF

4. UF( + Steam- U02F2 + 4HF

5. HF + NH4OH -> NH4F + H20

6. HF + NH3 -> NH4 F

7. HN03 + NH4OH -> NH4N03 + H20

8. HN03 + NH3- NH4N03

None of the above reactions require elevated temperatures or pressures.

Ammonium fluoride (CAS No. 12125-01-8) has MW = 37.1 and decomposes on heating. It is
corrosive to tissue. Ammonium nitrate (CAS No. 6484-52-2) has MW a 80.1 and MP = 169.60C
and decomposes above 2100C, evolving nitrogen oxides. A powerful oxidizer, it may explode
under confinement and high temnperatres.Urnium, oxyfluoride (CAS No. 13536-84-0) has MW
= 308.0 and emits toxic F- fumes when heated to decomposition. Its regulatory limits are
measured as uranium.
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Table A.34 Handbook of Reactive Chemical Hazards

No CHEMICAL NAME Hazard Information Bretherick 3rd e

Amonia Pntially violent or explosiv actins on contact with niiric acid. Ajetof 1177
anmons will inste in nitnic acid vapor (ambiet temperatr).
Incompatable with HF. NO%, and UFP. Emits toxic fumes of N02 when heated.

2 Ammoniun Hydroxide Incompatible with HF. HNO. and UF6I. 1205
3 Hydrogen Fluoride Violent reaction with NH40H 1044

_~ Acid Ream with iteam or water to produce toxic ard corrosive fumes
4 Nitric Acid The common chemical most frequently involved in reactive incidents, reactions 1100

do not generaly require addition of heaL
Ignition on con=a with HF. Incompatible with NH40H
Will raca with steam o waer to produce beat and toxic and cooive fumes

_ Uranium Hexafluomid Tlhe oxidising power and hazard potential of HN03 inmcrases with concentration.
5 Uranium Hcxa21ride Violent raction with waer. 1078
6 Uansyl Nitrate (UNH) s t 100°C 1302
7 Stea._
_ Water

Notes 1. UP at 2 &anospteres. Volatile crystals sublime. rple point - 64.0°C.

Chemical reactions:

1.
heat

UF6 + UO2(N03)2.6H 2O + water --> U02F2 + 4HF + U02(NO3)2.6H2O +

or, in the absence of water, UF6 could swip some water from UNH, cg.,
3UF6+ 2U02(N03)2.6H20 -> 3UO2F2 + 6HF + U02(N03)2.3H20
(Other similar reactions are also possible).

2. UF6 + HN03 + water -> U02F2 + 4HF + HN03 + heat

3. UF6 + 2H20 -, U02F2 + 4HF

4. UF6 + Steam -U02 2 + 4HF

5. BF + NH4OH- NH4P + H 20

6. HHF + NH3 -> NH4F

7. HN03 + NH4OH -> NH4NO3 + H20

8. HN03 + NH3 -> NH4N03

None of the above reactions require elevated temperatures or pressures.

Anmonium fluoride (CAS No. 12125-01-8) has MW = 37.1 and decomposes on heating. It is
corrosive to tissue. Amonium nitrate (CAS No. 6484-52-2) has MW a 80.1 and MP = 169.60C
and decomposes above 2100C, evolving nitrogen oxides. A powerful oxidizer, it may explode
under confiement and high temperatures.Uranium oxyfluoride (CAS No. 13536-84-0) has MW

308.0 and emits to'xic P- fumes when heated to decomposition. Its regulatory limits are
measured as uranium.
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APPENDIX A.4

THE HIT METHOD

SETUP

Before beginning the HIT method, set up the problem by defining initial
conditions. Figuratively, a dotted line is drawn around the operation to indicate
explicitly what facilities, components, and functions are being considered.

Frequently, an operation that is normally considered a unit should be divided
into several phases. If an operation has several steps, each unique in some way, the
various steps might best be analyzed as separate operations. Uniqueness might be found
in materials, procedures, or level of personnel involvement.

A step that brings in a new component or a new set of conditions should be
analyzed separately. For instance, if a technician sets up a piece of equipment which
then functions automatically to do a job, the operation may best be divided into two or
more phases. Many maintenance activities clearly involve different equipment, energy,
and personnel from normal operations. A storage operation may involve accumulation of
larger quantities of materials than are normally present during an operation, Some of
the phases that might be considered for separate analysis are setup, normal operation,
shutdown, storage, decontamination, and maintenance activities.

Once the functional extent of the operation has been decided, the physical limit should be agreed
upon. A physical boundary may be an ESS, a physical barrier, or an administrative line. The
boundary may be as small as a reaction vessel or as large as a room. However, it must be
defined.

Finally, after the operation has been divided into reasonable and manageable phases and the
physical extent of the operation has been delineated, the initial conditions must be set.

PROCEDURE

Step 1: List all components of the operation

Even with relatively small systems, the list quickly becomes long and not readily manageable. A
useful tool is to arrange the components into four categories forming fundamental lists of
material, equipment, energy, and personnel (Figure A.4-1). The categories accomplish two tasks.
First, the categories lend some structure to the list. Second, the categories direct thoughts along
specific channels, forcing more completeness. However, categories should be seen as tools, not
restrictions. Whether an item is material or equipment is not important. As will be seen in the
next step, all categories are treated equally.

Compiling the material and equipment lists is relatively straightforward. Whether an item is
equipment or material may not be clear, but in which category an item is placed is not critical.
Generally, items that are intended to perform some mechanical functions are equipment, and
items that have a critical chemical or physical property would best be listed as materials.

A possible question with the equipment lists regards the degree to which items should be
resolved into their constituent parts. Usually, if an item is intended to function as a unit, consider
should be named separately. As the analysis proceeds, additional resolution may be necessary.
The list may be supplemented at that point.
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In the energy category, consider both the energy required as input to operate the equipment or
perform the operation, and energy produced within the operation, either intentionally or as a by-
product. Some examples of energy types to be included are electrical, thermal, chemical,
nuclear, kinetc, and potential.

In the personnel category, the list should include personnel who interact directly with and could
be considered part of the operation being analyzed. Personnel who may simply be "in the room"
are of interest in evaluating the magnitude of the consequences of an accident, but unless those
persons have some son of effect on the operation, they can be left off the list.

As the material, equipment, energy, and personnel lists are being generated, it is useful to
annotate the lists with information that may be pertinent to later analysis. Some useful pieces of
information are quantity, physical form (gas, solid, liquid), chemical form, (e.g., oxide nitrate,
metal), and material characteristics e.g., flammable, corrosive, acid, caustic);

However, as the analysis proceeds, ask more situation-specific questions about the properties of
the items on the lists. For example, if a beaker is being heated, some of the beaker properties one
may eventually have to know are:

* Is the beaker heat resistant? To what temperature?
* Will it become brittle at elevated temperatures?
• Is it inspected for embrittlement?

In this fashion, the list will be annotated with information needed to complete the analysis.

Step 2: Form all potential interfaces

Now the list of all potential interfaces between items on the Iist should be formed. For
convenience, these interfaces are divided into ten sets:

* material - material
* material - equipment
* material - energy
* material - personnel
* equipment - equipment
* equipment - energy
* equipment - personnel
* energy - energy
* energy - personnel
* personnel - personnel

To begin, match every item on one list of the set with every item on the other list of the set
(Figures A.4-2 and A.4-3). If the paiing is an interface that occurs as a normal part of the
operation, add it to the list. If, however, the pairing represents an interface that is not physically
possible with the operation being considered, do not add it to the list.

"Not physically possible" means that significant changes from the expected initial conditions
must occur for the interface to exist. That is, if an intermediate reaction, or failure of a physical
barrier, or sabotage must occur for the interface to exist, the interface is not included on the list.
Fnally, if the pairing is an interface that is not a part of the normal initial conditions, but
physical barriers are not preventing it, the interface and the circumstances should be considered.
Generally, the interface should be added to the list, but some judgment should be used here.
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A word of caution before proceeding to Step 3: at this stage, the analyst should only be
cataloging, not screening. All potential interfaces should be listed, even the intentional and
obviously innocuous ones. The next step will eliminate the uninteresting interfaces
systematically and, for the most part, fairly quickly. However, if the final analysis is to be
complete, it is critical for the initial component and interface lists to be complete.

Step 3: Examine the interfaces

The real analysis begins by examining the first interface. One component of the interface is
labeled "active" and the other component is labeled "passive." Ask "Can the active component
cause the passive component to change state?" Figure A.4-4 illustrates this assignment of roles
and subsequent questions. A change in state is defined for the purpose of this exercise as a
change of any physical parameter. These parameters may include material properties such as
strength or ductility; physical conditions such as temperature or pressure; chemical state or form;
or physical state such as solid, liquid, or gas.

If the answer is no, the active and passive roles should be reversed and the question repeated:
"Can the active component cause the passive component to change state?" If the answer is again
no, the analysis for this interface is complete. However, if one component can cause a change of
state in the other component, the analysis continues with the next question: "Can the change of
state lead to new interfaces?" These new interfaces generally result from new interactions or
reactions that can take place as a result of the state change. New materials may be formed or
materials already present may undergo a change of physical state. If no new interfaces are
created, then analysis is complete for that interface. If, however, new interfaces can exist
because of the change of state, these new interfaces are listed and analyzed. The new interface
list is made by pairing new materials or new physical states of materials with each other and with
items on the original material, equipment, energy, and personnel lists, thus creating second-
generation interfaces.

If while working through a sequence of interfaces, an initial condition interface (first-generation
interface) that had previously been overlooked is noticed, add it to the original list This
interface should then be treated likc all other interfaces. When or in what order an interface is
considered does not matter, only that all interfaces are considered.

Analysis of second-generation interfaces proceeds just as with the first generation by asking
"Can one component cause a change of state in the other component of the interface?" and "Does
the change result in new interfaces?" If the interface itself is benign, and the answer to either
question is no, the analysis for that interface is complete. If the interface is interesting or if both
questions have been answered yes, the analysis proceeds. If one of the components of the
interface is an ESS, or if either of the components might be considered a "target" (that is, it has
the capacity to sustain damage), the interface is interesting provided that the other component has
the capacity to cause damage. How to proceed from here is a function of the purpose of the
analysis.

Step 4: Complete the analysis.

The degree of completeness and the extent of the analytical process are based on the objective of
the exercise. If the objective is to stimulate the thought process to find potential accidents that
are not immediately obvious, then continue the process until thoughts are so stimulated. If,
however, HIT is being used as a design tool or to perform a risk analysis, the method should be
carried through more thoroughly.

If the method is being used as a design tool, then one is looking for criteria for components of the
system and one wants to know the critical control points. If one is using the method as a risk
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analysis tool, one wants to find potential accident sequences and weak links in the control of the
operation. If one is doing either design or risk analysis, one wants to know the conditions under
which controls and ESSs must function. Analysis is continued, keeping in mind the sort of
information sought.

Returning to the last decision made in Step 3, if the interface itself is interesting or if it leads to
other interfaces, refer to the previous generation interface and ask "Area there controls over the
original interface to prevent the second interface from occurring?" The control may be active,
such as a thermostat, or it may be passive, as with material properties. The passive controls give
the designer material selection criteria.

If an ESS or an endpoint target has not been reached, continue to cycle through generations of
interfaces until reaching one of those two unless the sequence fails to produce an interesting
consequence.

A good idea is to follow an interface sequence to the end, even when controls are present,
because the ultimate consequence of control failure determines the importance of a control or set
of controls. We ar more interested in control effectiveness and reliability if the event sequence
ends in a catastrophic accident than if the sequence has trivial consequences. Thus, the method
finds the critical control points and the weak links in the operation.

NOTE: When the original active component is the (H)azard and the final passive component is
the (T)arget, with the two being linked by a series of (I)nterfaces, then the reason for the name,
the HIT Method, is clear.

EXAMPLE

To illustrate the use of the HIT Method, a simple example is presented. The example is a
simplification of an operation performed in chemical research and development facilities at Los
Alamos. The number of components involved has been reduced to a small number to allow a
full discussion of the example. Even with this simplification, there are a large number of
possible combinations of components, which are quickly reduced by the knowledgeable analyst.
The knowledge needed is not that of sophisticated systems analysis techniques, but rather that
knowledge possessed by the experienced operator/ designer of a system. The knowledge
associated with the operation of the system is quickly applied to eliminate from further
consideration those interfaces that lead o triviality or are benign in nature.

Consider the example illustrated by Figure A.4-5. The example is used to illustrate the
usefulness of the HIT Method as a design tool and as a hazard/safety analysis tool. The contrast
in applications of this tool for these two tasks will be clear.

The first effort is to define the boundary conditions and initial conditions of the operation. It is
important to do this to limit the scope of subsequent considerations. Because HIT works best
and proceeds quickly as a group activity, all participants must be thinking about the same
process. By clearly stating the boundary conditions and initial conditions, everyone involved can
focus on a finite set of components within a clearly defined physical boundary at an agreed-upon
stage within an operation. In the example, define the boundary to be the glove box and its high-
efficiency-particulate-air (HEPA) filter placed in the exhaust connection to the building exhaust
system. This defines the boundary conditons-a physical enclosure and the items enclosed
(Figure A.4-5).

As initial conditions, assume that the person in charge of this operation has set up the operation
and has physically left the area of the glove box. Thus, human interactions with the operation
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will not be part of our example analysis. (Note that for maintenance, setup, shutdown, and
decontamination operations, include the personnel interfaces.)

As the first step, list all of the components within the physical boundary that are present at the
start of the operation. This list is divided into four categories for convenience (Figure A.4-6). At
this point, two comments should be made. First, it is not important to which category a
component is assigned as long as the component appears in one category. If a computer is used
to form the interfaces, dividing the list of components into categories is not useful, but rather let
the computer form all possible combinations of components. [The appearance of self-interfaces
(e.g., Pu-Pu) are of no real concern here.] The categories, however, also aid in forming
interfaces.

The second comment is that when making the list of components, use judgment in how detailed
the component list should be. Some components may be whole systems. For example, the hot
plate includes many internal components that may not be of interest at the moment, but if the
details of how the hot plate functions are needed later, a new problem can be defined that
includes these internal components. In this example, the power cord is a separate component
because it acts as an independent system for the purposes of this analysis.

Now that all of the components are listed, proceed with Step 2, the formation of the interfaces.
Figure A.4-7 shows those potential interfaces that satisfy the boundary conditions and the initial
conditions. Judgment and experience with the process being analyzed are important here. Many
theoretical combinations were eliminated from the interface list because they are not physically
possible under the initial conditions, e.g., beaker-glove box. If doubtful as to whether to include
an interface, include it. Notice that many interfaces listed are intentional, e.g., Pu-HN03. It is
as important to consider these interfaces as it is to consider the unintentional interfaces, e.g., hot
plate-glove.

To demonstrate this importance, select a few interfaces and follow through with the HIT Method.
From the material-material interfaces, refer to Pu-HN0 3. This is an intentional interface, but the
quantities of material may be important as seen from later steps in the method. Assign the active
role to PU and the passive role to HN03. Can the Pu act on the HN03 to change its state? The
answer is yes because of the chemical reaction:

2Pu + 6HN03 = 2[Pu(N03)31 + 3H2

Does this change of state cause new interfaces? Yes, hydrogen, which may stay in solution (new
ion species in solution) or escape as a gas (gas interfaces), is now present.

The new interfaces associated with the gas are formed by pairing H2 with all of the components
it may come in contact with, such as the beaker, hot plate, power cord, glove box, gloves, and
HEPA filter. In addition, H2-air, H2-electrical, and H2-thermal interfaces should be considered.
The importance of quantity now becomes apparent. If a sufficient amount of hydrogen is

evolved to form an explosive mixture with air (H2.air), an interesting interface is created.
Likewise, H2-electrical poses an explosive or fire potential. Now there is an air/hydrogen
mixture (a new component). A possible interface is airibydrogen-electrical. Certainly electrical
energy could ignite an explosive mixture of air/hydrogen. Such an explosion would result in a
rapid rise of temperature and pressure in the glovebox. These conditions (temperature and
pressure) are challenges to the glove box and its gloves' ability to continue providing
containment.
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The boundary of our problem is now reached in that the last set of interfaces, high-pressure gas-
gloves, high-pressure gas-glove box, and high-pressure gas-HEPA filter, have ESSs as their
passive components.

Identified along the way was a "new" hazard, hydrogen, not originally on our list of components.
As mentioned, the amounts of HN03 and H2 involved are important. If the amounts are not
sufficient and the reaction rate is not great enough, an explosive mixture cannot be formed, and
the hazard (hydrogen) is controlled by the amounts of materials (Pu, HNO3). For the purpose of
hazard identification and control in design considerations, prepare a list of items that must be
considered in starting this operation. Also consider the compatibility of materials with hydrogen;
there needs to be an inspection/maintenance program that ensures the electrical insulation
integrity of the electrical cord and its connections to the hot plate and the electrical feed through
at the glovebox surface.

For the purpose of safety analysis, a different application of this tool, there was identified a
sequence of events that can lead to an explosion within the glove box. If the amount of hydrogen
formed and the potential concentration is known, one can calculate the explosive forces that
would challenge the glove box containment ability. Once these challenges are characterizes, the
glove box and its associated systems can be analyzed to see if they provide adequate
containment. Once the level of containment is known, an estimate of the amount of Pu that
could be released is easily calculated.

Controls were identified that need to be provided to prevent the hazard from proceeding to an
accident that damages the target (glove box): quantities of materials, concentration of
air/hydrogen mixture, proper electrical insulation, and nonsparking electrical connections. To
prevent deterioration, use hydrogen-resistive materials to the extent possible. A new control was
identified - some means to exhaust the hydrogen before an explosive mixture can occur.

Now examine an unintentional interface: hot plate-glove. Here the hot plate as the active
component supplies thermal energy that could act on the glove causing the glove to melt and to
become porous or have a large hole. Already identified is a hazard, hot plate (or thermal energy
supplied by the hot plate), and a target that is an ESS, glove. Depending on the ability of the
exhaust system to maintain a negative pressure (challenge to an ESS), new interfaces could now
exist outside the glove box. Thus, it would be important to ensure that the gloves would not be
inadvertently drawn onto the hot plate by a negative pressure or by gravity. Notice that HIT has
identified a sequence of events that can lead to a leak in the glove box system. This puts some
constraints on the capabilities of the exhaust system to maintain negative pressure and hence
inward flow of air.

In the example, the HIT Method identified hazards, their targets, and controls over these hazards
much as one would when preparing safe operating procedures, operating requirements, etc. Also
demonstrated was how HIT identifies sequences of events that can lead to potential accidents. If
the consequences of these accidents warrant the effort, then more formal analysis may be
performed by experts as is often done for safety analysis reports.

Again in the safety analysis mode of application, the HIT Method can be used to identify the
controls that are critical in preventing a sequence of events from continuing to a set of
unacceptable consequences. Once these critical controls are identified, then the more formal
systems analysis techniques (fault trees, event trees, cause/consequence, etc.) can be used to
provide more quantitative information on the likelihood that these controls will function as
intended, given the challenges they face. Remember that the controls may be hardware,
procedures, or administrtive limits. The HIT Method treats all controls the same. Experience
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with HIT shows how much dependency there is upon administrative controls. HIT also identifies
the number of levels of control that exist between the hazard and the target.

SUMMARY

The HIT Method is a simple analysis tool that can be used to find hazards and their targets, find
potential accidents and their initiating events, and determine design criteria and critical control
points. Areas where this sort of information might be useful are in facility or system design, in
risk analysis, and in preparation of standard operating procedures.

The HIT Method should be used as a means to obtain an end. It is a very flexible tool that can be
modified by the used to fit his needs (the end). Modify the details of the technique using the
structure of the fundamental idea to fit the problem to be addressed. HIT is not intended to be a
rigid procedure; it is a way of organizing thinking to achieve a systematic identification of
hazards and their controls. As the example illustrated, there are different applications of the
basic technique resulting in a variety of final products. The technique is simple and flexible,
hence powerful.

In the application of the HIT Method, some steps should be performed thoroughly and
conscientiously, regardless of the users needs. Other steps should be modified to fit the
situation. The first two steps of the method have to be done thoroughly if the technique is to
work at all. The material, equipment, energy, and personnel lists and the first-order interfaces
must be complete to define the operation and to stimulate thinking about all aspects of an
operation.

However, the interface analysis should be done to the extent needed for the analysis being
conducted. When only trying to see if a particular type of accident is possible, stop when that
accident is found. When trying to prove that such an accident is not possible, follow every
interface through every step.

HIT proceeds quickly and works best in an informal setting. A small group of operating people
can easily interact to determine which interfaces lead to "interesting" sequences and outcomes
and which interfaces are trivial and should not be followed in great depth.. The value of the
group is that interfaces that might be dismissed by one person may appear important to another.
Experience shows that if an atmosphere of "what if play can be created, then the human trait of
"one-upmanship" can be a positive contribution. If possible, the group should comprise equals
and not be dominated by a single participant.

One potential difficulty with applying the HIT Method is the number of interfaces. Because of
the large increase in the number of possible combinations forming potential interfaces as the
number of components increases, complex systems should be subdivided into smaller,
manageable units. And remember that a large number of interfaces usually are quickly
eliminated as uninteresting.

Another suggestion is to avoid becoming bogged down in details. If the point of discussion
requires more detail or expertise than is available at the gathering, document the question, refer it
to the experts, and come back to it when more information is available. Also, the group should
stop their development of a sequence of events when the group reaches the limits of their
expertise. For example, if a major fire is possible, but no one in the group has experience with
the development and propagation of industrial fires, it is appropriate for the group to document
that a fire is possible and would involve estimated amounts of combustible loadings in a well-
confined space. Fire protection engineers can then characterize the fire and predict the
consequences.
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Finally, think creatively and consider all of the possibilities. Be open to, new thoughts and ideas
so as to let this method work. Just because an event is not supposed to happen, or has not
happened yet, does not mean it cannot or will not. Let your imagination run with unfamiliar
ideas. Be prepared to think about an operation in ways not yet considered.

Reference: Hilliard H. Howard and Cheryll L. Faust, "The HIT Method: A Hazard
Identification Technique," LA-1 1507-MS/LJC-707, March 1989.
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Figure A.4-1. Fundamental lists.

UST: ItMFA=:S

MATER"L M&TRIAL - MATRIAL

Mat I Mat I - Mat 2
Mat 2 = Mat I -Mat 3
Mat a b Mat 2 - mat 3

%a:-rn 94nIt. befode add"q * Ae"bft Aceffa ft Me &Lt
metwfe i Xt ie OflOrU4ft 03**M #4E VW to 6t
uOEeu waevme 01"_itefts.

Figure A.4-2. Formation of possible interfaces from within lists.
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Lists:

MATERIAL EOUIPUCNT

Mat I __ Equip I

Mat I - Equip 2

Interfces

material - £aulpmont

Mat 1 - Eawip I
Mat 1 - Equip 2

Mat 2 - Equip I
Mat 2 - Equip 2

Figure A.4-3. Formation of possible interfaces between lists.

1. Assign active and passive r0es:

Material - Equipment

Mat I - Equip 5
"active" "passive"

Can mat I act on Equip 5 so as to change the state
of Equip 5? Ar now interfaces possible? Are any
of the new interfaces interesting?

2. Reverse the roles

mat I - Equip 3

"passive" active'

Can Equip oact an Mat 1 so as to change the state
of Mat 17? Am nw interfaces possible? Are any of
the now interfaces interesting?

Figure AA-4. Assignment of roles.
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Figure A.4-5. Example operation.

MATCRIAL COUIPUCHT

0MW Th~erMmew

Cleve
"EPA MAW~

£NEROY

Thermo

PERSONNEL

me .mtFI~
in eteoAWOS

Figure A.4-6. Component list.
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WA1!R&AL - SaA?!RL4

pu - "'4t40
PING. - Air

WATY74L - ltOAPWO?

KNO. -

AW -

AW -

Air -

Air-

AW -

lErker
boober
"at plate
Power cord
cl&vadx
cleov
HUA Mltr

VAYMLL - CHgv..

Pw - Thermal
Pg - Radiation
PW - ChamsAU

HNO. - Thermal
"NO. - Radiation
"HNO - Chemnloa

Air - Tnheoa
Ar - Cobiotion
Air - Chemiceal

Figure A.4-7. Interfaces.

MATERIAL - PERSONNEL EOUIPMENT - COWPPMENT

-Wm~eBeaker - MAt plate

we PON - _hmm

at plot - Pee

Net plt - Coloeu

Vet lat - Claw

Thermeetat -Clew

p*e Sam - oaesa

P*e a_ -Clde
Cuewe. - Gae_
Clewae. - MoA noie

Ca. - "CPA flier

Figure A.4-7. (cont.)
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APPENDIX B.1

ACCIDENT LISTS

Table B.1-1 GENERIC ACCIDENT LIST

DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS 1. Fire
2. Explosion
3. Criticality
4. Power Failure

TYPICAL ACCIDENTS 1. Pipe Leaks
2. Breaching of a tank
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TABLE B.1-2. SPECIHC ACCIDENTS LIST

U1NT OPERATIONS ACCIDENTIsINCIDENTS

1. Conversion

1.1 UF6 Receipt, Handling, and Storage l.lA.l
l.lA.2
l.1D.1

Overweight Cylinder
UF6 Release
Fire in Cylinder Storage Area

1.2 Vaporization 1.2A.1 UF6 Leak
1.2A.2 UF6 Line Pluggage

1.2D. 1 Pluggage of condensate line
1.2D.2 Vaporizer low or hi steam pressure
1.2D.3 Vaporizer high condensate level
1.2D.4 Vaporizer Instrument Failure
1.2D.5 Vaporizer-to-Hydrolysis-Tower

line Plugged
1.2D.6 Vaporizer Tower Liquid Siphoning into

UF6 Feed line
1.3D.1 Tower low water level
1.3D.2 Tower high uranium concentration
1.3D.3 Tower high temperature
1.3DA Tower power failure

1.3 Hydrolysis

1.A Precipitation

1.5 Centrifuging 1.5D.I Amnmonium nitrate explosion in a filtrate
pump during cleanout

1.6 Drying

1.7 Calcining

1.6C.I
1.6C.2
1.6C.3
1.6C.4
1.6C.5

1.7C.1
1.7C.2
1.7C.3

Excess Furnace Temperature
Air in a Furnace
Flame-Curtain Pilot Light Failure
Kiln High-Pressure Interlock Fails
Furnace T-control fails; High-T setpoint
limit exceeded

Loss of Combustion Air
Air in a Calciner
High Pressure in a Calciner

1.8 Interim Storage

1.9 Blending 1.9D.2 A human-error-caused powder spill in a
hood
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TABLE B. 1-2. SPECIFIC ACCIDENTS LIST (Continued)

UNIT OPERATION~S ACCIDENTS/INCIDENTS

2. Fabrication

2.1 U02 Receipt, Handling, and Storage
2.2 Powder Preparation and Pelleting
2.3 Pellet Sintering

2.1D.1 Airborne Activity in Work area

2.3C.1
2.3C.2
2.3C.3

Excess Furnace Temperature
Air in a Furnace
Failure of Flame-Curtain Pilot

2.4 Pellet Grinding

2.5 Fuel Rod Loading 2.5D.1 Pellet cart overturned into water

2.6 Inspection and Storage

2.7 Final Fuel Assembly

2.8 Storage

3. Scrap Recovery.

3.1 Cylinder Washing

3.2 Batch Processing 3.2D. I Zircalloy fire in plastic bottle
3.2D.2 Dissolver High Uranyl Nitrate Level
3.2D.3 Dissolver Batch Boil-Over
3.2DA Level controller failure causes

concentrator overflow
3.2D.5 Detection system fails to detect high U in

evap. steam condensate
3.2D.6 UN Storage Tank High Level
3.2D.7 UN Bulk Storage Tank Rupture

3.3B.1 Solvent Spill3.3 Solvent Extraction

3.4 Powder Blending

3.5 HF Recovery 3.5D.1 HF Reaction with Contaminants
3.5D.2 HF Storage Tank Overflow/Leak

4. Waste Disposal

4.1 Conversion Waste

4.2 Waste-Water Treatment

4.1D.1 Safety monitor failure

4.2D.I Uncontrolled reaction
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TABLE B.1-2. SPECIFIC ACCIDENTS LIST (Continued)

UNIT OPERATIONS ACCDENTSNICIDENTS

4.3 Incineration 4.3C. I High Incinerator Temperature
4.3D.1 High Incinerator Pressure

4.4 Calcium Fluoride Disposal

G. General GD.1 Interlock bypass switch disables a second
interlock
GD.2 Elevated stack discharge
GD.3 Fire in controlled area
GD.4 Valving error causes overheated

("deadheaded") pump
GD.5 Airborne activity release
GD.6 Power failure

I

Key to accident numbering:

* The first set of characters refers to the unit operation. For example, in 2.3C.1. the 2.3 refers
to the pellet sintering operation. Alternatively, the letter "G" refers to several operations, but
none in particular.

* Next, the letter refers to the hazard as listed in Table A.2. In 2.3C.1, the letter "C" refers to
Fire. As can be seen at the top of Table A.2, the letter "D" refers to a nonspecific list of
hazards.

* The .1 is only a number in a sequence.
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APPENDIX B.2 UF6 DRY CONVERSION HAZOP

In this example, the HAZOP Method is used to model the hazards in a UF6 Dry
Conversion Process. The process is depicted in Figures B.2-1 and B.2-1. In the process,
UF6 gas is converted to a dry powder. The UF6 gas arrives in large steel cylinders which
arc loaded into horizontal vaporizer chest, heated by circulating hot water sprays. The
vaporized UF6 and superheated steam are then introduces to a slab shaped disentrainment
chamber at the feed end of a conversion kiln. Here they undergo dry hydrolysis to form
U02F2 powder and HF gas. The powder falls to the chamber bottom and is continuously
removed to the discharge end of the kiln. H2 gas and superheated steam are fed to the
kiln discharge end to strip the fluoride and reduce the powder to U02. H2, HF, N2, and
steam are continuously removed from the kiln through process filters. Product powder is
continuously removed into a U02 check-hopper, which is nitrogen purged.

The first step in the HAZOP process is to apply guide words to process parameters, as
illustrated below for "Flow".

Process Section: Nitrogen gas line at vaporizer chest

Design Intention: Pressure testing pigtail

Guide Word: No Process Parameter: Flow

Deviation: No flow

Consequences: 1) Ineffective purging of UF6 line pigtail

Causes: 1) Low pressure

2) Valve fails closed

Safeguards: 1) Multiple pressure indicators

2) Administrative controls

The steps are then repeated for additional parameters and guide words, and the results
tabulated in the HAZOP study tables, as follow.
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TO FINAL HEPA
COOUNG

WATER

TANK
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I

II

HF VENT
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SYSTEM T
,J. __j

I

LEGEND
NORMAL FLOWS

--- EMERGENCY FLOWS
* t..AUTOMATIC CONTROL
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.
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WATER
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Figure B.2-1
UF6 DMy Conversion Process
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RMW .-...-2 our oIF

,. ! -; 4; DISCHARGE
HOPPER

~~~~~t .,4,. of..,, , .w1£~~~

KM ~~~~HYDROGEN
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Figure B.2-2
UF6 Dry Conversion Process
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APPENDIX B.2

HAZOP TABLE

FOR

UF6 DRY CONVERSION
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1.0 LIt - 120-PSIG WItROGW GAS (FON TESTING PIGTAIL cOW!CtlOWS)

1.1 High flew

1.2 Lowfne flow

high pressure (Item 1.7)

Low pressre (Item 1.8)

Valve felture (closed)

* Potential to overwhelm the
serubber resulting In a

potential UO2F1 rele"se in the
way Aree

* Potential license violation -
Ineffective purging of the U$6

* line pigtail

XCI - No credible comer

....... .Pressure regulator

Pressure relief valve

Multiple pressure Indications

I

Multiple pressre indications

AduinIntrotive procedures end
controls pevly to leek check
plottll prior to tes

Provisions to leek check WF6
cylinder-to-cwr.'.'ion system
soenectimn.

o0
1.3 Reverse flow ....... .Cheek valve

Multiple valves normally closed when
nitrogen purge Is not In use

Flex hose discontected ihen nitrogen
purge t not In use

Operator training

1.4 Misdirected flow
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1.6 Low temperature
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I.? Nigh proesurs

I. Low pLow

lo* fam nitrogn pressur
temuraim _d nItraens
pr" regator f*ilure

tee of prsure, n the
nitroen systm

PommI valve closed

Nitrogen prlure rgutltor
filHur (closed)

* iosh flow (Item 1.11

. Low/ro flow MtMt 1.2)

....... Preeure regulator

Presure relief vaolv

I Wttlpte presr indications

....... IuttIpte pressure indications

Operator training
oq

tOw
0-

1.9 1ifgh concentration of
contot ew ts

1.10 Lose of conteirumt

IICI No credible eom

ICI R Itelte of nItroen to
the e ltm eqe

MIC * to"s of pe"AtIon

2.0 LINE - 120-PUS PLN? S1EM to vIIIIRj

2.1 t Nish flow Item flow centrol valve
failure (open)

* wish teom ature In te
wee loopstem cet (It"

....... tVaporier emoomrmste drain

Passive overflow Mie

(A
w,

.n

"I
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centi u1d

IhuberI Deviatien Cae C | I I I Co I - I Safeguards Act I an

2.0 LINE - 120-1i1 PLAUT TmO TO v?"Ilt (contiuaed)

2.2 Lowfne flew

bo

w

Stm floew control valve
lt wve (closed)

itanua valve closed

Luw presnure (Item 2.60

PtluI"g ilre (dbls,
cerriseion)

failure of ptant stm eupply
system (bttile, etc.)

5 tererror * re M t
N n with pistal

stem treclfn or t stem
I Mrs

* Low toweretwe In the
vS orim at*_ dhet lta

oess of prodaetlon

2.3

2.4

2.5

Reverse l IVA

Pidlrected flu

fspowe to hlgh
#tow tmret w*

MCI

ICt

4 Potential for pers Ml bun
Inlwr

.......

...... 3.... Line Irmuation

Operator training

palt resistant PPE (glove, etc.)

2.6 Low tePeeture

2.? nigh prifaure

toss of stem tre lng to the
pigtaIl In the vwpvte

falure of puant stem etwy
esstem (bel er, Ote.)

Plith precare In the plant
team supply system

* Nei * pigtail PluggIng,.
resulting In a lose of
production

Potential lose of contettwrtt. 4
if the presue exceeds the
preeue retine of the lime
(Item 2.10)

:fgh pressure In the vaoriter.2
team Chest (Item 5.5)

a

E0

%C~0
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(Cont Inued)

I tal ~ ~ ~~~ase . LN ~ftUIActiano

|2. L | O l- 1eon t Snz TOthm | IM teJltl d)

2.8 Lew pre@wo Lon of Plant *tem SUPT'
wyotsm

b uLth flow (Item 2.2)

contseafunt o

2.10 tons of conttemlntX
90
w

Contminated stem suptp
syatas

Line etowin

Nigh pressure of te pressure
exceeds tie pressure retfm
for the Sis (Itsm 2.7)

Corrosion

EmtevmIl impact

Volvo or gesk@t follure

Ilqer mal" l

lCI- Potential for ine .......
pltuggin or acceierated
eorroolon

1 Potential for PerIo t hsnt . .3
injury

1

2

1

I

PUT tem respnaMble for plant
utilltie. minterane

Coerroen sppression cheMele
added to stem sltv

Numper cage around piping

Periodic visual irapection for leaks
performed by operators

PIT ten resns IbM* for plant
utilititz _ rints

coroion Wprsion chemicals
s~d to stm supptr

3.0 LINE t 20-PSIG OMMWaMN POCE GAS LINES 16 LIVtE VALV! 11M1IM11 A FILTfE RGECt

3.1 Nigh flow Valve failure (on)
Pressure Peulatot failure at
the presure redalfg station
(open)

Nigh presse (Item 3.8)

S Nighpr In the U t f ......
irne th Ilin (vie

Valvo) (item 7.7n

Nig presre In the valve hot .......
beoes

Flow orifice In the nitron pirg
to the 17 line

flow indication In the W16 line

RiOh flow slam in the tt17 line

flow indication at the purge pel

aGn

(1J

6

~0w
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(contirui

Ittem II I
Deviatien Iutse 1 1 I Consequnces fFE!1110I Safegud st

3.0 11i" - 20.PSIONITUOERW PMM! GAS LIVES (WF6 LIVE. "LVE NOT S A FILTMt piowAX (continued)

3.2 Lew/In flow Ranual Volvo eloed (fare
get-up)

Velve Failure clesed (e.g.,
UF6 line nitroen pke,

tins plugging

tew preee MItM 3.9)

Preesure regtlater fillure
feloedl

tIee of proeeu In the
nitrogN syst mid high

pressure I" the rN aty

2 to" of prodaetion from toes
of nitren prse

I PotentIal for Items*
violatlion criticslitr and
safety concern If nitroen
purs to not ovalil.e when

2 needud

I

I

......2 Flow nldication In the UV6 (1n

LOw flow *a1m In the Uf6 lIns
......3

sltfple prcetwo indications

Flow Indication at the purie penel

oo
rbwv 3.3 R"y"e flow * Potentil for cotrantnation of

the nitroen lyste with ur6
....... .Multiple chac* valves

fttIple Pressure Indications

3.4 *ovrte flow through
the 6101 Valvet

lote of prema in the
nitrogen oyton with the purt
Iira valve, open

* Potential for centsIratlon of
the nitrobgn syste with uW6

....... .. IbttIple ~ valves

3.5 Pledirected flow
(having p n
not

3.6 ligh te.rature

NCO

pCI

3.7 Low toe ntu tote of nitrogen line thee
tracing

2 CIt love of profation c
to ur6 lIrn plug from cold
Purge

...... I eet tracing indication and alto

:0

"a
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(contimrd)

Nuvber~t -T e I Canseqt " FXETIXO Safeguari
It" I Deviatimn I CM" I j I S fegsd.

3.0 LIVE - O-PSII PIPMOG! MME GAS LIW!S (U?6 LIhE. VALVE 1101BOXES A FILTER RO3ACK (cntmmtwid)

3.8 Nigh pte Pressure retdletr, failure
("_.)

. Nigh flow (It"t 3.1) ....... Psr. relioet vIlve

Pmmigp rtegulatoi

3.9 Low prwesnr Failure of the nitrogn suply . Lowin, flow (it" 3.2)
ey_

....... Itiple p"snue Inditlentis

0-
3.10 N12h caeentratln of

cemtmntrs
Lees of nitrogeo presuure
durlim D.E. Chaer filter
bloweck

Lest of nitrogn prnm e
duirr UF6 line pNW

* Contefratlen of th nitrogen .......
systm with Uf6 or kiln
of I-gsees

FhAtfpte dheck valwe

'OC pressure indicetlen and low
Pressure slm for nitroe purge

3.11 tell of eontelrt MCI 1 .. of pto tfn

4.0 LIII. ._E3 CT MKIu ..M_

4.1 Nigh flow Control vlve ttlure (opmn) ;. Nigh leel In the vporlIlr
stem dc t (Item 5.1)

....... Flow Indleetlon (t1e.l flow siter)

wAt Nsolation evave rmamrse
closed Wm syte n ot in ue

::qCA

by

'06
Zs.
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(contlined)

s tem I I tIIII
I Nubr Deviation Ieu C Conx" Ience.ISO~~ Safeguard Actions

4.0 LIVE - hI*RC!NCV COOLIWG IAMIN (Coentioud)

of:
w4

4.2 low/ne flew

4.3 Revere floau

4.4 Niedireeted flow to
the wrlng vporluer

4.5 WIgh level In the
erwg cootrIg

4.6 tow leve on the

emervened cool Ing

Low level In the emergency
coolng head ter (Item 4.6)

irie pl ginr

Control Valve failure (glowed) I

UanI valve clond I

leo of contrment (Item I
4.12)

Operator error - vat"
pleat l~mt

Failure of the high level
probe Interlo*k to stop
ftillrg coollng water tark

failure of the level probe
(fale. high readi)

Operator error - centrol volve
on the refill water line
switched to off md

Potenlel ilelnta violation -
Coollng water riot *valiable
for -Iergecy cool ing ,en
medede

1 igl teperature In the
ptin" steom Chest (Item

IIh preteur. In the ur6
gylinder In the VAMEOM
STEMN CNNT (Item 3.?)

MCI

Potential critIcality concrm
Failure to col dn correct

cyllider

MCI - spill of water through
the overflow lInr Irto the
V~st tren-cl

lo/neo flow (Item 4.2)

PoteOMi lileee violation -
Cooting water not evaileble
for emrgny ceoollr on

llC'

NCI

.......2

......3 Flow Indication (local flow meter)

11etem for tooling 11 cylinder

....... Operator training

.......

.... t. fo ct 6erm

....... btroo for eeteoll WY cyillder

4.?

4.8

4.9

Nigh t-operetur.

Low temerature

High presiure

En .

S0
'C

I0
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(continued)

i Itel ju I IUtuberj ~~Deviation ItueCowquences I 1~IbvOeIi Saflegprds Atianw

4.0 Lie* E1ME~NCY COOLINS ti teentinued

Oe.4.10 Lou preegr.

4.11 NIgh concntrtlton of
rust

Corrosion In water tine. and
eity wmter OWrv

clnih reretr .tle of not we .......debels itn the wpoi~ *W tem
chest tflo_ 5.9)

4.12 teen of eontabownt

to
M

Corroeion

Eateral iqmct

valv or gaet failure

iirower _intne

. Lown, flow Item 4.2) .... Periodic visual fination by
eper ter.

5.0 w n V-EM a gm TAN CE

5.1 Nigh ltet Level probe flturs I Potentiel eriticelity conern
-toe. of brttier0orm Iondetr1 nsate dreIn 2

er iele, S oer ptflo wd Potentilo safety Concern -
poasive oerflow l' e p(tsr piCide flostin., breaking
Nigh tlow In tho uervenev I
coeolng water line (Itm 4.1)

...... 3 VpOrIzr gravity droln

Pesiv overflow line itt straner
...... 3 to pINrent lIne plunging

Preoent Iva _Irntennce an vaOrizetr

AWhnfetrntive control to ch eo for
debris (foreiln _aterlal) following
oeintenarn" end prior to afdh
eyrInde Installatlon

* (Nott During the lt! It
we determl"nd ttat thile Intrlock
ea lot be r*ded oe a criticellty
eftety sigITficant Interlock for
slab thickness.)

Operability test of level float at
sed, cylinder Ineteltetlon

Nigh level alrm

:r

0
0
00
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tcent Ined)

It"ai11I| W | D l Ten Cause C Come |Ie mnea sfelds t ne I

5.0 WhSm * vl"R SAM MIt (eontlrued)

5.7 wigh pr In the
tn6 cylldwr

I.wtlm flow In t,. C l
*CMUNG NAMY (item 4.2)

ealt ovuefilled ovlitdhr frm
Oak Ridge

a Potential criticlty cncer ......
VMZtv-wtn In th v"pOfher) -
Due" pgstell and relas. 116

* to the vepeler mid twe
a tumetS,.?
Nigh flow in the uF6 line .......
to t"t kiln (Itsm I.1

glib preteure ftideetien mid lerm
in tF6 5 tIne to the kiln

AdmInietrative control. to wtift
net weight of ctinw a r lea tWon
_ Irs estae f TI li1to pf or to
wme

b

Oa

5.8 Low presure In the mptly 6 cur ylInder
Uf16 qylindr

* fotentlal criticality eenir .......
- o flow of maderstor Into
1176 cylrnder Ste r.3)

lew pM"e"we In the Ut6 We .......
line to the kiln (item 7.8)

5.9 wigh concentratlen of
dirt dst rusto and
debris

5.10 Nigh concentration of
1"16

Nigh cohenrtration of nost In
the *Incy coolin water
(Stew 4.11)

Aevuprletfon of dirt dbet
mid diwxis dringv _intennce

ur6 etifdewr leet or rqpture

Rerewm flow In the veporiver
stem cheat went line to S*675

l (SItew 6.3)

Low t eperature in the
poIster -lete c t valve

hot box. vepor Ier sofe sum
mi check hopmer ventn to
S-675 mnd 1.665 Aft (Item 6.6)

* et - Cm'wmtivity fate. .......

Potentill for plugging drain ......

* Potentll reletee or peremrme I......
"PM"te to U16 and/or hr acid

Potentiet criticelity concem .......

conwmtvlty manter

Wduinistrative control to check for
debelo ter f n Coateriel) followitn
mIntenm=ic end prior to each
cylinder Inetnllation

Vantiletion seonter to reetr
potential Ut6 or NI relmeee Snd
prItwet eesse to the atmoagA...

Mteet brooch of tf16
cOntamimnt In vWporit r

Cardativity moniter

e

:0
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(centinuetd)

It |6 Deviation I CPA I|I ten Ce It fmito |a I I

5.0 VESL - IMPORIM 11TUN LRET (co"entiuud)

9.2 Low level Ott

PI

%.0

5.3 Nigh teaoratwre

5.4 ltw teeperett

5.5 Nigh pressure in the
vwIor ste cheit

5.6 Law preews In the
ialowitr stem ch"t

nigh flow In the 120-pelg
plant stm to vparlter rew
stem) (item 2.1)

1owm flaw In the emergNCy
coolIn water line aen reda
(it", .2)

Low/no flow In the 120 -pel
plant stem lire to the
VaW"is er tita 2.2)

volvo in vent lIne closed

Nigh prese. In the stem
mtwp (It= 2.)

Law/n flaw In th veploIver
ateom het Vent IIM to I

Itow 6.2)

Rapid ecoolh of th *temo
chest or atee cerdbn notlen

Potential loI of contairuent
It the teaveretur'Oe doe the
taaperattae rtrIng of the
cyliid~r vessel Item 5.11)

Potential loss of profdation ......
ferm solid toPS plug In the
pfftell als.o uble to
ninnteln the cytinder prelets.

Releas of atem with the
potential ftor injury to
pIret WI (e.g.0 bun t

Potential Iek (It" 5.11)

Potential n~tre (Item 5.12)

Potential proces Wuatt

Nigh teature sate

toaprtureo Indication

toperature Indication

Coewrvat ion Vent Valvo an vaipowelt
vent line (relieves at 7 inches lee
prs

Coervat ion vent volve on v pel net
went lln e Ck ar air In at 1 infh I#
VnewM1

'0
'0ih
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(centtinued

rtem C OIoetim C .q Sofegumds Actla

5.0 WEML - VR I m mm C1n (CeORtwued)

S.11 La* of UP. cyttmrdr
in voporlam stem
thnt

wfis tereturt (Itm 5.3)

Faulty etonetimrm en te

Nigh PMu " (Item 3.3)

eytirvkr Valve Ikftl

Corrosln

Isternal impact

Volvo or j*ot failure

IlIr minta

otentlol eriticlity ceem .......

* Potential rtoie or p et .......
exposure to MG mr/or HP meld

Anrtniattive controls for chelcing
for lIot

Ito t ql c lot

00
so

w
~0-

CoIduttvlty "nmtor

ventilation Derubb r to rensve
potential 16 or atM reolse" and
pr vent release to the atmneoire

5.12 "ottr of WMG
cylinlder In vporl ter
atom dn t

faulty cenectiono an the
evi1ndr

Crtlirder Vovo lkIntre

Cru, failure

Pitalil failure

Cylinder fallure

Nigh prour film 5.5,

Corro Ion

nternal lat

* Potantiel criticality conern .......

Petant at releme or p " WI .......
* aupewr to l6 or Wl*eld

eylirdr recertification every 5
Yewrs

ventilation sen e to te
potential u16 or NY r eae and
prevent rPlms to th atmovire

Advinletrativn controls to verify
net wight of clider la left trao
WaIA aef fIl limits prior to
too

:0
CT

S:;
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(contimnu)

Devatin1I II I W10I I cios I

6.0 UIN! - "MOM2! SlAIM CWEST, VMtVE MY 68 *3 CNICK WOPME VMST

6.1 Nigh flow

6.2 tow/n flow

6.3 eerse flow

10
9.

8

Pstaeft of pieees vent
ecfir14, (putl too NIc

Volve fellre (closedt)

folhse of vwportler stem
det vent veAve (closed

too amm open mintwwme pitk

Voter vpr in vent of fossege
wwrmnsus in ontintnted vent
Jire wd tbon co rimd liquid
drfni bok ntno VWporIsor
stem det or U02 eck

reI ltwe of Feoesea vent
Scrift" fin,

Low pressure (Eltm 6.8)

Nioh pressin In the YMl ...
nTEM CREST (IEtm 5.3)

uigh sure (no ventilation)
In volvhettboRes

"t proe or In the 102 CNcK.
Mr."" . (Etm

13.5)

Potential to ovewht...
fre oon ntcnone plc * up
CZ=b a ctualyVM
positive)

Nish eoutn trotton of Uto6 in
the v Im nm cWny
(ltm 5.10)

Nigh Ceoentration of miletu .
In the t2 CIQ C OtPoE.

1crter controls arE
Intrmuentothon

Procedtrs control to verify vent
lim ard verIter EM valve
operataons

CondttvIty miseter In vpoe lRor
stem dest

De point nalYter in U02 check

aek hOprM pwder. *upled for
misture content

6.4 Niedrected flow

6.5 Nigh tlperturs

NRc

NCI

It



r- F r r--- r r- r-, n- r- r-- r- r- r- r-- r- r-- r- F-- U-

(tent lIed)

I It.. II Nwer Olet Ion

00
#0

w
tJ4

6.6 Lo teupette

6.? nigh pressure

6.8 Low peno

6.9 ligh coreetretlen of

6.10 Los of centeitnt

7.

7.1 nigh flow

.0 LIVE - VAPMUNQ STEM CNIESI

Low aIbnt t Ir tu

ater vper in vent of fg..
cm f- fes In eentaminted vmni
lIre -4 tn cor.nand (tqul
drains back Into vogrwite
stem chest or U2 dek

Nigh flow (Item 6.1)

.0 LoO - 16 GAS FM VrPMlm

Plow centrel vive failtwe
(Open)

Nigh pressue In the 016
cytlfrir (Item 5.?)

Exeensive nitrogn puig flow

| ct Coneqjences r lIo S

,VALVE ROT UOm AND CNCK MOMfN VMtS

Nigh concentration of UF6 In
thre VAftUW ST!M dNESt

* (Ite 5.10)

d Nigh cementration of ist o...
In the U02 tCHCK NOPlt

MCI - Laot of ventilation ....... Conervtion vnt vlv set at 7
Inches VC peure In vapor eltr
steo cheat vent Itne

ICI Pull teo .ci vem ....... Conervatlin vent valve *et at I
insh NC vctim In vporiter ste
Cheat vent (Ine

CI .......

NCI - Lost of ventilation .....

tHI'WO VALVE WIt 3on to Kite

ligoh tqrwatwo In the o ....... flow Indictleto
ch~.r (1t10.3)

Nigh flow stemu
Potential for unreeeted U96 In .......
the kiln of fga lIne (Itm Fl" orifice that helps prevent high
14.9) flow

Nigh retsure In tMe DE....
CRAMR (tem10.5)

I Actons

2

0

%0

ela
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tentIrued)

I ewletlon Cmrw I e CN..qmII CIII !TII ufu-I Actlem

r.0 LINE - UPS O.F3 POtRI TIIN 0CMN VAl! MT 10 KILO trentIufjd)

7.2 Lowinr flow

7.3 Nove flaw

clooed mnuat Volvo

Flow eatlot Volvo fuell"
Id coed)
Low tomrtus comingf MT to
sotlidif Od plUs line MIM

Lo" preuar (Item ?.8)

WEth etegentrstlen of meals
plwunlr the life (It" 7.9)

Low proswsr In the UF6
Cylinder (Itw 5.8)

. Ne - lon of produtian ....... Flow fnrdletlen

Low flow stem

OLM bhot tracing

'U
do
ft
w3

ciltielltalty coeem - Se low .......
of mofduetor fnta UPS cy1 I rdw

7.4 Nledirseted flo to
the wrof kiln

7.5 Nish terwtum

NOI ...... 0

1sltw. of bost treelng
Erunaway ta returs)

1 Ptental. lots of eonteirsmnt
Of the traetwre is 1figh
eob to wit teflon pstots
(I tom ..10)

Nigh preote (Item 7.7)

...... 3 MFttpqG towturo Imdlcmtlons

.......2

%0

%~a
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(cant inted

Item!IIli
| r| ton|Cn"" | e | | rxmo | 5cf | Actions |

NuWm. I Deviation 11Coewore, I1E31,3I safeguards I

7.0 LINE - 1316 GAS f*MW wPcciM TPtWCW MVEL ON M TO KILN (contiged

7.6 Low t .atattwe Failurs of hat treeing (no
t .a rturel

316 i line pluwvg, eowing
lowin flow fEta 7.2)

Potential for 06
contsminstion dring
mintemante

Potentiat licens violation -
Failure to detect late of hat
trelng dtnifg wperatIon

......2 Low t rtaure alta

feittfpte to"r tur indicatlens

...... .
Itrm hat tracingo
Line Irisutletn

.3.. ...

S r.r Nigh praeeura

.o

r.e Low prmrgw

Nigh flow In ft. 20-Psi . Potential Io of contelmegnt
iTROGlN Pum OAS tUU1S (U16 if pre o high Wh to

LINE WtE MT WOES a fll e da prw rating of line
ttiWiAC (ite" 3.1) or nntrt tite 7.10)

wNih tpersturv (Itm r.o)

Owbeira~t reaction of Uf6
with ctfrwntt Intprdted
Into I I'

....... ..ultipt presture indications

Low premsre In tle Vr6
clinrder fIt 5.8)

o"wtn flow (Ite t.2)

ftAltipta peweres Indleatleir

Low preente alam

T.9 NIgh Concentration of
ucale

W6 coatfng the line and
forming grate

Flow trmnsiitter or flow
control valve pgu"Ing,
causing low/re flow tite 7.2)

I

a

to
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(centnlued)

Number | e I | -,wrds itI | t e I
I - I Doviatien I Caumer j1j Cw mne Uf160 f m j t Ittom

7.0 LINE * UJVG QAS Flue V IM! fIURaG tALVE MT BnOX TO KILN (conthuus4)

7.10 Leak

X7go

Nigh toopatw. if the
to" etw Is high oflougl to

1t ttf lan paket fIlm 7.5)

Volve or godet fai"

External Ipt

iftell falth

Cytirder otethIw In npoxlter
stem chet, catalre the
pigtil to rmt"

tnstinormtateon falt..

Jet filure tt the kiln
(Irmtslmtion t, teelpumtt or
thtwr rets too hIgh)

Corrosion

leper mintN

Nigh pfesin. CIte. 7.T

I Omit roel, of tr16 - Airfon ...... 3
eontmlrmtion

3

I

I

4

4

oC testing of Jet to verify
integity

Centotrmnt wee at tm kiln

Cantaivmt area in th. bey

Leak ehk of the 16 tlIte as
gaqwfred by mIntennce

Operator wau"Itiuonc daring
Prodtion

F.igacy stdem proetakrn

pwts cylinde volvo st-off

4

4

I

(An'0
'I)

t
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(centifd)

wt "' I Deviation Icsur - e | IXtTIO| SWuars Actions |

7.0 LIEM - 16 GS FMf WOuM f t t VE NWIDMTo K1T11 ( meeettr

7.11 utqt'

'U

i

Volv or e failuel

Crone fail...

Eternal Impact

P13t*l0 foil..

Clrdw roteting In ntm
,cauing the pigtail to

Instrumntetion failur.

Jet failure at the kiln
(instellation. oiellrmnt or
thuq rate oo hig)

Corrosion

I.'lor p malnt

Prnmw. genersted fr
Imatirg solid W16 plug In tine
wd -W lao" to gami state

a

2

2

I

I

2

3

t~hontroCIAO ntl.., of UP6,
resting in ReC notification
Nid potential pactien
Shutdm ftor niwautIgetfon

Potentelt for poi Isl Injury

.4 1.efOtor stimelllneo daring
precetleon

oC tooting of let to verify
Integrity

Centelawnt arta at the kiln

Cmntalmnt area in the bay

Loo* check of the Uf6 line as
waptdred by mintmnmnce

lEMgoey shutdomn precedwes

e t* oytler Valvo shut-off

I

I

I

'0
"I)
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oeentinud)

Ihr ICausleton eCI e _ ftiOM Sferds Aetil

8.0 1I1E 111 9-Pt SmIRWATIO fM fMa D.E. CMWMUR MS RiLE UAnntL

9.1 Rid, flow to th loet

S.2 towitr flwe to th.
let

to

fleA control valve failure

Cloed ,ml valve

ster trap failure

Low preesure (Itm 8.11)

flow control valve failure
(closed)

Three ay valve (61t1) failure
iodirect stem to

calibration eaondor

Pledirmed flaw of stem frm
the lot to the W16 line (ltim
8.6)

Flow control vulva failure

Prodc qualIty concern

Nigh pressure In the DE
di, citam 10.5)

Pottl for contmination of
preceen vent serd~or 9yt"
(3-65) with t16 If ro stem
for reaction

Potential licens, violation

Righ pre In t,. 1K111
9AaffL (Ita 11.)

Potential provt qiulIty
Concern

....... Flanw indication

....... NO.i flow alaom

....... .Flow ifdication

LoW ftow *ste

. ......

........ Flow Indication

Nish flow al1m

U.S Wigh flow to the
diseharge of the kiln

8.4 towire flow to the
diaeharee of the kiln

tow Pressure (litm 9.11)

Closed mual valva

Its" trop feilure

Pladirected flow from the
stel at the dledharg of the
kiln to the cet tr (item
B.7

. Potential Ileens violation ....... .Flow indication

Low telw stem

:1

m

%a
w1
WA
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(continued)

It m~ f
I te Deviaetion Co -"-W QS b Safeguamrds Actiber

8.0 tlift - 9-mP 5UPiIeIATE Slutm f DA.. CMW 0 KIt AUnIII (eentinued)

8.5 Reverse flow ICI - Wo cdbl come .......

8.6 Pledirected flo, of tIo of tfw llower preure) . Lowto flo to tho lt -.......

*te tfrm the jetto in "to Ul6l Ina then "t .. e.t plutfnp tethMe lt dua to
the Ure1 lI dCbMr iCietft" reating with fS Was

fit- 8.2)

8.7 Niedirected flow frm Lo" of ok hopper n1tro Laots of berrtr * Item .......
the stem et the pars ftlowing Into cht hopper
discharge of the kiln
to the chck hoppelr lw p re (loer t he in Ni. ght Concentration of moisture

.the dier= . Ie d kiln) In the chek hoepper U02 poe*r
In the U02 he hopper (Itm
13.6) Low/m flow to the d led .......

of th. kiln (it" 8.4)

e.e Nigh terte CI .......

w
I4

ace
It

:t
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(centltsed)

u Dw IuC. letlon | tuee C||sequenes | I S|st& I Act I I

8.0 LI") - 9-Pit SMWEAIIETt SnAN FOR 0.E. CtIAN AND KILO 1flAL (centflod)

8.9 Low faxrstwe Itts stpertftest. fat lure

lout truefre folture (no
teupwte)

Potential citicalityt n orn .......
-Ste calrn In tihe o

* ridis or kiln bwrr.I

Teorsturo fndleetton

tow teawmture Mat

Onnteap Interlock an thi at*m
Gt *tr

oo

Line hast tracing

Line inutlation

8.10 nigh pe

8.11 Lou petwe

Presswe retltor foilure
(oepn)

prootwo steuotor failure
(cloeed)

Volvo fatIma Icloged

2 Ilhb pressur. In the of
Choi" fit-to.51

1Il In tlN kiln
bsnt (Item 11.53

* Leire flow to the let (Item
8.2)

evinoe flow to tte dlechrg
of the kiltn tM 8.4

......2 Relief Vl

le.z.2 # nt presume rgiulaters
*..... .. t2

Prmewe IldlcateIon

111h preosure aam

....... *edurdet peseu regltor

Presse Indication

Low presr* alam

8.12 nigh eoncentratlon of
conton lrow

NC, Potential for powrv
qllty Concerns 1 tem

ity.1. conltIneted

:0

el
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I n

(cant inued)

I 0~ Devilation Cmonte jC Cwoyiuque!et MX 190 ISfuguarsvd ci

8.0 LINEN 9 -PIl SulPERNIATID $TERMFJ OR 0A. CIWM MI KIMN BAMEL teontiMNKe

8.13 Loss of cOntoInl*t Correoson

external Ispset

Valve or gechert failu.re

Isprpepa inintone

Meoeue of stem with the
potential for Injury to
poleawtl (.e., burn heatrd)

....... Periodic vieual inspeeten by
pIer-term

9.0 LIVE - 3.5-Pill RT0RVUU OS TO KILN

Po

ft

9.1 Nigh flow

9.2 Low/e~ flow

9.3 Reverse flow

Preseure reutoItor failure
(open)

A ISM protees m uset

Wuuul Volve closed

nYdon flow control velve
failure (elcted)

Nigh level in the kiln
diseherge hoppe , blocking the
flew of hydrogen Item 12.1)

Orifice plue"e

toss of presure In the
nitrogen purge line with the
purM ine valve. open

NdC - heen bY& ogen In kiln
of I-ones

2 cM-Lose of prodtfen rnd
Mail qalityl
Potential crlticelity corrn

No l2 or 12 flow through
1 l1r darIng proaftion could

remit tIn f oca pie sweet
(preee Imalance) In the
dlee a.llowirw

I et to flew to the check
Ih er (t12M 9.6)

Potential to conteminate the
nitrogen purge lin. with kiln

*tmuAre

flom fiicetion

nigh flow arm

[marlaity hyroegen cu-off switch

Flow control Valve

...... 2 Flow indication

Low flow slarm

f mrgency hydren cut-off switch

Autematle nitrogen purge it
hydrog1e flow I* atOPd

Flow control valve

....... Namal cheek to vorify nitrogen
pM g to flowing

rA

.S

Zs
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eentfrwd)

I Deveation
' -1 I I I -II'1 I Fx1l90 IP -__ emon.ffe" saferNW& I Aetlen

W.WWw I - I - -.

9.0 LIl - 3.PSIG IITDWGOM US tO KILN (cmtfWd)

9.4 Plediredted flow to
the protews vent
to--

tMor error v aIve
minattIulynt

Vlve I failure (en)

motntisl fer an .vploulve
011ttur tbydees" rd air)
formi' at tO Ord1,er

..... Proces Interlock that helps to
pevent te Volvo to the scrAer
froo qlwfn vnlntentinlly

Oct9.3 Nigh tem"I two

'CI9.6 Low trataturo
M

sAo
4ye 9.? Nigh pressue

9.8 tow prewsure

9.9 11h cmncentrotion of
dr

Pressure regulator fellur.
(Open)

.*6 fam Waft (test of
t-*@en OWIpt)

Pressure regultor fatelur
(closad

Volvo failure (cleoe)

leufr flow (Item 9.2)

Las Into the hydr1 o lIn*
eroeud valves or fismpe
(Iring low pressure

contsatnat tle from vend

Islh ure in te kiln .......
beat (Mm11.3)

* Potetial erIticlity concern .......

* Potential for pn sielve .......
miture lhydievn wd sir)formIng

Nigh Pressure sterm
Poressure IndIcation
Reiuth"nt pr*tssr regulators

lowA orificee

Pressure Irdleotlon

Low prsuri stemala

RsadvOt pressure regrlaters

Veedr Al Ai procate @RIM proror

Periodic lina bn petion

GA'2:0

ta
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(cont "Ined)

[ttem rx Deietten | ue s| t |e x! 1is0 Sefe|id Action

9.0 LIVE - 3.9-Pit OTOM sGAS tKILNU (genthwed)

9.10 Loss of emtltfomt Corrnean

fetel bout

Volvo or get failure

lopo _ minttn

I ite te of hydogen with the .....
potential for en plo sien

I

I

h :rgn analyer en kiln barrel
mle

Portable Ildrogen IatytCr used to
periodically ehock for te1st

@0

t;1

umer guard on hyogen line ard
moreoed-typ shut-off sensors

10.0 VESSL - of CUM li

10.1 Nigh level Scroll failur

Low tesperettw - ecmuing
excessive stem conhenatio
(ltmo 10.4)

erlin fallure

Pressure greter then SO-palg,
couelro stem o en Iatlon
(item 10.9)

Potentlel criticollty ewe . .......
O f hh moihture eontent In the. 'Mr2

Nigh level In the kiln borrol .......
(Itm 11.1)

Operetoer surveillanee of kiln
beareigs

sereil design

10.2 Low leet MCI - Lote of protiction

10.3 NIgh tepsrturo "IOh flow In the 116 goe lIne
to the kilnn, Incresing
exotheric resetien rete (Item
?.1)

. Net * prockict quality concern ....... ultIple teepareture lrfdictls

Adtiptle high terperature atoes

En

:0

0

Po
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(eotimemd)

I item | I I ||

-o.0 "Mt, DE Cs"" e oi

10.4 tow trsmt"W

10.5 with proo wo

PC

6*

ii

failur of host tracing
Thsr~mteal failure

Cold cobon fitters (ion of
filter hoot tsteing

toss of es ctric powr

tow prI mm 1tms 10.6)

igh fmlow In the 9-psig
swihooted *te_ ltin to the

t et "t D.. chambr (It..r.
Operator aor * volvs

elet Irmont

lowfno flow In the kiln
off-gs lins (Items 14.2l

WIlh prenner In th 9-pelo
nw~wted stem llne (Itm

9.10)

Plureed carbon filter.

Nigh flow in the UF6 on frMo
Vwpo Ite through Vnlvw hot
bet to kiln (Item 7.11

2

2

3

Nigh tovot (Ite 10.1)

Illh coneontration of
wmrseted tf6 in tho kiln
off-gs lins (item 14.9)

. ... ..3

......3

3

2

Multiple hot tracing eircuts

Wultipt tomsrature Iwilctlon end
at""

tiln Iitation

Se|kw pOwN rvstomm

I igth tlvel (Ite 10.1)

Potontltl *irbo, releas.e of
Uf6, uWZ2 OF or i2i

2 Nigh pon fin tl Kit*
BAML~ (ites '11.33 tt

2 Potoflol criticlity ee n
(prouo "s 50 pfsi)
=tlr npVr col"Isng,

2 ritting In a higt
coneontrotion of solitur,
(ito s10.73

.. .. .. 3

.. * .. .3

Prsooe Indicotion (PI MOIW mid
high pro." Wlari
OpWeto trolnins

.... ..3

'5
S

P"
Ws
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tcontfmted)

| |uur Deviation | toe | t|onse"anse| fXET10 | If Action

*0.0 veMsn - O cwMm (eentilued)

10.6 Low prMure Pulltin too Much vatm from
the blower

Ilt fallur

w

inream' of air. potentially
rtetetifr In an expleutve
mixture formin (hythaoge mid*la t{Grw)t

Potential eritfeality n
- polling kiln atmopere
throuh PT reutting In a
high cancentrotle" of moisture
In the dste happr

hIgrove of ate por frm
the air, rowulhig In hif
conntr tion of mater £ te

Low tarmeture (Itam 10.4)

Ir rs"If tle KILN

*Pressure Indication Ord
....... . If PInu *IrUeatom

low preue alarm

Low prennureslam on the kiln stale

....... Presue Indleetilen an the kiln

sutatesttoS eMo "rtse ard
Inst ticontte

.......

.......

~aU)

PC
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qeontfmRK9

It.. Dllo I t I 1'ew I wOI t fIZto
I NowiesIation tasmes -I 1 C Pee 1 ti'11g01 Sefogu I Actions - e

10. Wis~t. - OR CIWUI teentfrasemI

10.7 Nlgh come itretlen of
noterM

Waterf" vaper eariwaf diS
to low temerature Itm 10.4)

Witer wpoi being cdrhi In
from the el, ri to low
presue. £1t 10.6)

fIqwwpr i mtntenc te.o
rft and bet" .et tisbtened

pi amIV)
Faiure of of Chaab heater
or host treaing

Revee flow In tlm KItU
OFF-GAS ?I'MON CRnlo
RANCMIP FILYM TO ST wsteit
(1tew 14.3)

Nigh pnnw (i1t" 10.5)

w

Potentlel ritleellt cm .......

Aeelwted corrosion....

Pete"ilt rolease of 0t6, ...... 3
W0212. 3? or 32

Pre wdet podewtor gordem tion
In OR 0t Ce

Preosur "dcation ord ltw pressure
strm an of Chabot soots

Controls to prevent low tuqmreturo
ewd high Presure

KIlnit left diesced following
mInntenamee

Pressure frwiletf aom

Opietor eurvailt onct of purg panel(checked twice lero sh

OpeWatoet rurval1 1e of kiln bEing
operat ion

Ptesure Indicetion *rd low pressure
stem on the kiln seats

10.8 toss of contal "I Eptertnl fpeet

Ilteper 3itnt i

feet failure

Perrot cracking

Corrosion

3

2
3

2

2

"a
(A
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(cent lruied)

I IteI I I I I
IhumberI D-lctl Causes _1C0 C _' "t11 ILat EA ActRNnI

11.0 VEML - KLNl BUM

11.1 Nigh revl Ifo level In the VE COMM
itz 10.1)

with level In the ln
dlcte r fer

hmn er greer (lan50 Iet.
""s' muetuu ea~wtlen

(Item, 11.5)

Seuir. rotetlen zlow angular
veioecty$ (Item 11.6)

tow tpeweturo - cauing
leergfliwanee lWn
Msi_ 11.4)

Rerf~ failur

Poential critieellty ceoeern ....... Opretor u.rwlllIine of Cheek
-Nigh mstute content In On hlem. Utight for powde floming to
"U2 the celc hlor

Operator hae the ceapbility to
eicu tost differential prce ure

betwe kIln mid cheek hoppr

Opertsr veillance of kiln
beringo

w1

11.2 Low 1ewi MCI - La" of produtfan .......

11.3 Nigh tpersturs NCI Product qlity ea ....... Mutiple t*orotwr indications

Mlltiple high t*o"tturo latm
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(centlied)

II,| D"Isti Can" | e||n|*wI
I-- I I CIwaII I C~nee eI'tISO1I SofegI R I Actions I

11.0 WITfl - 01.11 NAMI. (contlmovd)

11.4 tow tumture

0

w

11.5 Nish pressue

folure of eters

Temo flure

lee of elwtrie powr

Falure oflIet treeln

low Peosure (3Cm 11.6)

Nish pr In tle 9jpl
et*etlisetod *t Ire to the

R..~*h medvd the kiln
(itr 8.10)

Opeator ro e v lv
mutes 1usrnt

Nigh pressu In tbe 22-poll
- -..gsllte to tbe kiln

(It_9.n
N~ig pmrm n in te DC
CwM (fIt" 10.0)

Nigh flow to te dlethee of
th kiln In the 9-pets
e ete d Ster for 0.1.

cbher wd kiln berrel (Ite
8.3)

w* Nih level ltem 11.1.

Potentl eritileslty eoncemr
water vowt codan.Ing,

P rsuting in a hIsi
eenentlrtia" of water (tem

*11.9)

Potetiel *Irborn release of
076, t0t, ll or 12

i eh ISM (it"n 11.1)

PIlur poPVUo tlKn
In the dwe iwer (Item

ftAtipte twqerstun Indleatloe 1
tow teetur storm

bta tapower tra

P emnt mod-etr oton

Itrmstton

Net treeIn

Prewe Indleetton In the 0!

"Irat or treoning

Pr etnt meator eade t ion
In twe kiln

0

It.
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(continued)

I t a I . 1 1 IOwl-ten | t" | e I _ - I rxmEo ITs~f ActIons
11.0 WMIL - KILO LUM leontinued)

11.6 Low pressure PllinI too Mei vemu from
tle bteuae

Sea failure

tow preeu in t ieDE MVtU
(Ito 10.6)

Ire. of Sair, potentially
mutth7 in an axploelve

air)(ydge d

Irqme of moteor f*rm
tme oIr, resultin n fl bilh
cencefltStifa of mater (item
11.9)

Low tempture (Ite 11.4)

....... Presure Indication In the e

Low proeme atom on the kiln MIr

....... Preouire indicetlon on t, kiln
onto

Ab
" 11.7 feet rotation (fsh
MI ~a r velocity)

11.8 Slow/no rotation

11.9 High conemetratlen of
* ter/

PCI - Prodst qielity cmerm

Driver failure

seerire failure

Operetor error - valve
aieelwsmnt

lqrww mfanten e (a.#..
nuts and belts rtt tifhtened
Poaerly)

Water vpor belin dr m In
from t eair 61 to low
preewure (Ita 11.6)

Lo" tlaratur ((Item 11.4)

* wish level (item till)

* Potentl critetity en

Accelerated corrosion

High ancentretion of
contaminate In the Kitl

. 12.?)

....... .Operator survallamc. of drive
dwins pi tion

ear. periodicelly #eew

....... Valve lockout pocedure

Orevent (odeptewC ondometton
In Itl n

Preewur ei catlon and low prosew,
latmom kiln onle

Controls to pIevet low teapaature
and high preeswue

:0
O

10
%ib
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(contlined)

[ OavmDetion C| e| c Cdoqim1lCeI tor ' | fXE1teOm | Ie Actions

11.0 VEII - KILN IRRUII tcetlntud)

11.10 La" of eernealntu~t Creel to

meest falure

Ne"I Cracking

2 Potential raise" of UF6,
3 0O2, IN or P2

2

3

2

......3 Kiln berl Is lee1k dive ed
fellowiew mInteomwe

Operster eurveillsnce of pure panel
(dcec ed twice per shift)

Opetrtor eurveltlence of kiln during
epetien (torm CftOl-OS)

Perlodetic UT testi of kiln berrol

Pe
OD

w2

Pressure lrdleetien end low pnreoaw
lam an kiln *al.

12.0 ItML - Kuil DICME WI

I2Z *Iwill. level Plum in th lII"e feo tie
diedisg hoewe to the che

v"lVe follur-
tetoed)

wllsh lee In the 02 eck
hpm (tm {1t3.t)

W*it level int t kiln bemsl
(Ite. 11.1)

Previous licence violetlen

Potentil etitlelity e n
an to eoolir effect of

lbw/m flow In tie 3.9p
hythen Pe line to the Iiln
itM 9.2)

Lots of prodckt (2) flow to
the utoe mpler

...... Operator Ms the cepbIllIty to
celewlete differetalet pressure
betwen the De Ot er ad

....... tim Chec hoppe

....... 11troge blfte to eeer plugs s"

"sretor nvlllne of saMAIng by
..... .. the uto Molor drlrg agwatlen

12.2 LO. level Nce
Ii
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(centlftwd)

tem I . Inc I I Ift I

12.0 VEmS - KILN DItCRU OPPtI

12.3 N1ig to"reure eC- PwOemt qwllty concern .....

;4
92

to
Ca.
%0

12.4 Low t @eeeture

12.5 "Ishe preemae In
. the dieeherg nbop~r(ktiln) then In t

12.6 Lowr peew In
d lech r g hop er- t#,m
In the kiln

ftller. of best treeing

w§h prosture In the KILN 4
NAML 1tem11.5)

Wke In the !myog n proetur. 2

P119 temer ptge 2

Le of check hopper nitrogen 1
Pt

Lee at the BO1e eip

toIe of nitoGM Purge at te
check -

Mentlel eritleelity concern ..
- eedmnestion of water vOsi

ootentlel ef.Itet l .ty concern .3
- Cont"Iutlon of the eek
htc selt kiln atoshee
treludIng Wfseture

Pmtentlel critleeli eern .......
* Centminstlen of t
dlem hbar vIth kiln

*tootor mirtludre ooltret

Potentlel for Imydrt"en or
sterm (uw~iture) oeemAtlen
I" the d ledse hoer or the

deck hower

temperatue Indicetion nd Tto otam

Iper got of heet treeing

O apertor bas the ceapbillty to
celeulote differ eteIl p sewe
between the Ot Chetbwr NW
the dcelt eop 'e

Poel traecng of the dih hom
will help prerent corld" oteon

Indietion that somple cp Io
PIoperly Imted to syelr

12.Z HIgh coneentrotien of Nigh coneentratlon of
eontiInoeto centsminente In the KILN

IARIIL (te_ 11.9)

Potential criltletlty eone rn ....

Accelerated eorroelen .......

Proem n ontretl of kiln Q

M
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APPENDIX B.3 UNH BULK STORAGE HAZOP

In this example, the HAZOP Method is used to model the hazards in a UNH storage area,
shown in Figure B.3-1. Uranyl Nitrate solution is stored in bulk before processing in
ADU conversion operations. The vessels are large capacity cylindrical stainless steel
tanks in a 2 by 3 array outside the process building. The tanks are supplied with multiple
safety features such as on-line analysis units with readouts and alarms, continuous
recirculating system, electrical heat tracing, and temperature indicators. Tank design
includes a cone shaped bottom for solids collection.

The first step in the HAZOP process is to apply guide words to process parameters, as
illustrated below for "Level".

Process Section: UNH Storage Tank

Design Intention: Safely store bulk UNH solution

Guide Word. Low Process Parameter Level

Deviation: Low level in tank

Consequences: 1) Pump explosion

Causes: 1) Operator error, pump runs after tank emptied

2) Operator error, no indication from receivers
that flow has stopped

Safeguards: 1) Low level interlock

2) Pressure indicator in recirculation line

3) Low flow alarm

4) Administrative control to check pressure in
recirculating line

The steps are then repeated for additional parameters and guide words, and the results
tabulated in the HAZOP study tables, as follow.

Page B44
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APPENDIX B.3

HAZOP TABLE

FOR

URANYL NITRATE BULK STORAGE
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_________ INSTRUMENT AIR SYSTEM _____

Item Ienaer Description Failure Mode Effect Safety Response Actions
No. Number _ On Loss of Air

1 A12 Level Read" Cold Los of tak levd imument None

2 IA.12 Edct Ntri Acid Fail closed Shut down procs a of None
Supply Valves 3PV, lm Of transfer.
31PV.& 32PV __

3 . 13 Room Exhaust Control Exhurst System will function None
Dampers Fll open In spite of los of nstrument
Isolation Val"e#I Pailsopen Air.
Isolation Vale #2 Fails closed

4 iA 13 High Voume_ Air Fail cLO Of automai air S[w fbw* alarm ingiam_ to
monitoring Sym monitoring HP Ot the monitors we not
Isolation Vves IS09 functional. LCO 3.26 in the
& 1510 OSR requirs ht personel ms

monitored ta we not
wearing resphato protection
exit. Personnel can retum
wern rsiatr roeton
as determined by HP or if
corrpensatory air monitoring

.,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is es tablish ed ,,__ _
5 UA 13 Vent Condeer System Fi closed Lo= of cooling High vent temperature switch

Frmon Control Vale will automatically shut down

IV

0

6 I IA.10 Phase I (Ilovebox
Exhaust Control

Normal Exhatut Header
Lvhtiork

Falopen

Fails open

Fais sd

No eflect it the system is in the
normal mode. Automatically
switch to Normal Exhaust If
system is in the maitenne
mode. Potential air imbn e
between rooms resltdng in
flow reversl

None Recommend that an air
balance analysis be
performed for the exhaust
system functioning in the
normal exhaust mode with
a maintenance panel
remove&.

Mueader Iome

7 . IA-9 IIndepdtCool Fails open Non
WtrSupplyControl
valve 5040PV M~

%0

Example Failure Modes and Effects Analysis for Instrument Air
APPENDIX B.4



n- r-r r- F- n- w- r r r 7 r- r- r- F- F-

Item Header Description Failure Mode Effect Safety Response Actions
No. Number _ On Loss of Air _

a IA-9 Soft Structom Ar Los of clinrte conol in sft None
Haling Unit Controls strucure.

9 IA-9 Fie Dampers Fai closed with Redwced air flo i building. None. Ptefred fsta in case
223HV & 461HV mecharial stop. Set fire supprssio equipment is

for minimum 10% rxl

10 IA-9 Tern un Conitrol Fail closed Coo1ing wat continues to Nowe
Valves for Breating flow dtrough cempertv
AirCompressor cnaol vlve bypass.
L,_f .w.-

It IA-9 ooling WaControl
Valves To Air Sulppy
System Chillers ICWS
30M5Y & ICWS
316TY

Fail open Loss of hemitconl in
Supply Ar. COd resout In
false action o(NIMs ahd- fir detectom

Automatic ativation of the
Fire Suppsion Eqpet is
manuallybypassedanda rue
watch is set to activate rue
uprmsion, Ifeqoe& Fire

deftcionequipmen md
Buonai fire alam" freama
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12 LA-9 Air Supply Controls- Loss of Air Supply System Non
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13 IA-23 Gbvebox 3xhaust Fail open No ffect if die system iin in t Nome R ugommendt an a
Control Danper mal mode. Automatically ale a sis be

swith to Normal Thlast If performed frtde exCA t
Normal E t tkaft FAls open system is in die maintenance systm fctoning in die

solation mode. Potential air fImbne nomal exhaust mode with
between roonm resulting in a maintennce panel

Maintenance Exhaust Fal closed flowneversal.

14 IA-20 Bline Cooling Waer Fail closed watr w will be O.peratonloznr
Ma.e-p Va Inoperable. rather t aftyconoem.

I5 IA-20 U-ne Cooling Wter Low level indicatior Shuts off BCW PMps and Operator can mnually bypess Recommend Ot a step be u
Msap Tan Level cooling wat Is ost to die the low level interlock and added to die BCW
Ihdicator storae vaul, vessel vent he est fte pumps operag rocedma

exhan, l various poess man ysthe low p
Coolers, level inteok upon loss
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Example Failure Modes and Effects Analysis for Instrument Air
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Item Header Description Fai M e Effect Safty Response i
No. Number __. On Loss of Air

16 IA-20 B-Line Cooting W Fails open Reduced BCW preste i the None. Failure mode continues
Psure Control Valve leatexclhng. to maintain BCW pressure less
5042PV dan ICW, prventing

.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ co ntnam iation Of ICW .
17 A-20 Vessel Vent Scrubber ils open Increased flow of BCW to the Noe

TempeatueCon.rol heatechanger.
.______ ,Valve .ITV

1S IA-12 Level Readouts Cold Loss of it level instnunent Naoe
Feed M ltL

19 IA-729 High Volbme Air Faih closed Loss of monitoring capability. Non
Monitor Bfser.
Bypass Control Vale
425PV . .

20 IA-729 High Volume Air Fail closed LU of atomatic air Low flow alarm indiaes to
MonitorExl t monitoring HP dwt te monitors are not
Control Vales 430HV, funtmco,,aL LCO 32-6 in the
431HV OSR requires tat personnel in

monitored dfa t am not
wearingrespirat protection
exit. Personnel can return
wearing respftst(ry Protection
as determined by HPor if
compensory air monitoring
is es"tished.

21 TemperatureControl Fail open Maximum cooling Wte flow. Non
Vales, P.duct Storage
Vau Bath Cooling

.___ Coils

IV
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APPENDIX B.6 Qualitative Fault Tree Example for Release of Uf6 During Vaporization

In this example, Fault Tree Analysis is used to model the scenarios leaking to a UF6 release
during vaporization.

Figure B.6-1 shows an example system for vaporization of UF6. The system consists of a
vaporizer chest with steam supply, emergency cooling water, receiving tank, safe sump and
reservoir and scrubber system This fault tree, labeled "Example Tree for Release of UF6 During
Vaporization", is a qualitative model of the vaporizer chest only. The UF6 is transported in large
steel cylinders. The vaporizer chest is designed to enclose this cylinder and all its connections,
and the steam condensate line is supplied with a conductivity cell (with alarm, automatic steam
shutoff, and isolation capability) for the detection of leaks.

Analysis

The first step in the analysis is to define the problem by documenting the Top Event, Existing
Conditions, and Physical Boundaries. The vaporization process is studied and a logic diagram is
constructed that documents all the various mechanisms that can lead to a release of UF6, which
is the Top Event for this tree. The logic uses AND gates to represent events that must exist
simultaneously to result in the Top Event. For example, under Gate 2 in the tree, for a liquid
release to the building to occur, there must be two events; a release within the chest, and a failure
to detect and stop it in time (Gates 6 AND 8). The logic uses OR gates for events where any
singe one can result in the Top Event. For example, under Gate 8 in the tree, there are three
separate ways (failures for the steam condensate to carry UF6 out; instrument fails to detect, fails
to shutoff, or fails to alarm and operator does not catch this failure. Tree development uses this
logic to analyze until all events go to basic event, or the system boundary is reached. Mitigation
of such a release, to prevent its release to the environment, is a system boundary, and could be
analyzed separately in an event tree.

Evaluation

The next step in the analysis is to determine the minimal cutsets, shown in the table labeled as
such. Since no values were assigned to this example, the program (CAFTA), assigned a
probability of I to all basic events. Qualitatively, it can be seen that a release of UF6 to the
buildings can occur as a result of a single event, such as an impact to the piping or valve.
Quantification of this top event would require failure rates, human error probabilities and
historical operating data. Quantification may demonstrate that some events described in this tree
are in actuality a combination of events that would require further restudy (i.e., cylinder rupture
is a result of an overweight cylinder and failure to check weight upon arrival).

Page B64
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Gate/Event Name Page zone Gate/Event Name Page Zone Gate/Event Name Page Zone Gate/Event Name Page Zone
EVENTI 2 1
EVENT10 2 2
EVENTlI 3 7
EVENT12 2 3
EVENT13 3 2
EVENT14 1 3
EVENT15 1 2
EvENT2 3 3
EVENT3 3 4
EVENT4 3 4
EVENTS 3 1
EVENT6 3 2
EVENT7 3 6
EVENT8 3 6
EVENT9 2 2
G1 1 1
GI 2 2
G1O 1 2
G2 2 2
G3 2 4

¢ G4 2 3
G4 3 4
G5 2 4
G5 3 6
G6 2 1
G6 3 2
G6 3 5
G7 3 6
G8 2 2
G9 2 3
GT 1 2
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Cutsets for Example F6 Release Fault Tree

Set Event Description C B.E. Calc. Cutset
ft". Name Prob Result Prob

_T O.OOE+00

1. EENMli Leak Large Enough To Activate Relief Valve l.00E+OO

EVENT13 Pigtail Leaks

EVENTS15 REPA Filter Failure

2. EVENTlI Leak Large Enough To Activate Relief Valve 1.00E+00

EVENT15 FEPA Filter Failure

EVENTS Cylinder Leaks At Valve

3. EVENTI5 REPA Filter Failure 1 .OOE+OO

EVENT2 Cylinder Valve Damaged By External Event

4. EVENTiS REPA Filter Failure I .OOE+OO

EVENT4 Crane Kishandles And Damages Cylinder

5. EVENTIS5 RPA Filter Failure 1 .OE+00

EVF.W3 Piping To Rydrolyis Step Leaks Or Is Damaged By External
Event

6. MVClEil Leak Large Enough To Activate Relief Valve I.OOE+OO

EVENT1S IEPA Filter Failure

EVENTS Cylinder Rupture

7. EVENT13 Pigtail Leaks

EVEN1lS iEPA Filter Failure

EVENT7 Cheat Gasket Leaks

8. EVENTiS HPA Filter Failure
_ " _ l ~~~~~~~~~IOOE+OO

En

t

O0
S&
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Cuta-to for Example Ur6 Release Fault Tree (CONT.)

set Event oescription C B. I Ca. I Cuteet
N Name __1.1 Prob Result Prob

EVEWTS Cylinder Leaks At Valve

EVERST Chest Gasket Leaks

9. EVEIT 5 REPA Filter Failure 1.00+00

EVENTS Cylinder Rupture

EVENTS Operator Fails To geal Cheat

10. EVERS13 Pigtail Leaks 1.00E+00

EVENT15 RMA Filter Failure

EVENS Operator Fails To Soal Chest

11. EVENST5 HEPA Filter Failure 1.00E+00

00 EVENTS6 Cylinder Leaks At Valve

_ EVENTS Operator Falls To Seal Chest

12. EVERT12 Operator Fails To Detect Conductivity Coll Without-Alarm 1.00E+00

EVENT15 REPA Filter Failure

EVENT6 Cylinder Leaks At Valve

EVENT9 Steam Condensate Line Conductivity Cell Fails To Alarm

13. EVENT12 Operator Fails To Detect Conductivity Cell Without Alarm .0OE+OO

EVENT15 REPA Filter Failure

EVENTS Cylinder Rupture CA

EW.WT9 Steam Condensate Line Conductivity Cell Fails To. Alarm

14. ZVENT12 Operator Fails To Detect Conductivity Cell Without Alarm 1.00E+00

EVZST13 Pigtail Leaks *

-~~~~~~~~~ . ~~~~~~~~~~~~I I. I _ _ _ _ I.
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Cutesto for Example UF6 Roleao. Fault Tree (COl.)

set Event Description C B E Cal1 Cutset
No. name Prob Result Prob

I - I - - j~~~~~~~
_ _ _

EVETiS

EVENT9

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

EVEWTl4

ZVEWT6

ERT7f

EVESTS1

EVS5

EVENSt7

EVENST10

ZMENT13

EVE!"1S

EVERL1

EVENT S

yrWs6

EVEMSi

EYNiS15

EVENS5

EVENT

EVENSl3

EVENT 5

HEPA Filter Failure

Steam Condensate Line Conductivity Call Fails To Alarm

0TPA Filter Not In Place

Cylinder Leaks At Valve

Chest Gasket Leaks

REPA Filter Failure

Cylinder Rupture

Chest Gasket Leaks

Automatic Steam Shutoff Fails

Pigtail Leaks

MEPA Filter Failure

1 .OOE+00

1.00E+00

I.00E+00

l.OOE+00

1 .OOE+00

1 .OOE+00

Steam Condensate Line Conductivity

REPA Filter Failure

Cylinder Leaks At Valve

Steam Condensate Line Conductivity

HFPA Filter Failure

Cylinder Rupture

Steam Condensate Line Conductivity

Pigtail Leaks

HZPA Filter Failure

Cell Fails to Detect

Cell Fails to Detect

Cell Fails to Detect

%:0
_. . _ _j_
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Cuto-ts for Example UF6 Release Fault Tree (COMT.

S-t Event Description C BE. Cal. Cutset
no. name Prob Result Prob

21. EVENYIO Automatic Steam Shutoff Fails l.OOE+OO

mVERTIS REPA Filter Failure

EVEOT6 Cylinder Leaks At Valve

22. EVESIlO Automatic Steam Shutoff Fails l.OOE+OO

EVENS1S REPA Filter Failure

EVEZN5 Cylinder Rupture

23. EVENTll Leai Large Enough To Activate Rolief Valve l.OOE+OO

EVENT13 Pigtail Leaks

EVENT4 REPA Filter Not In Place

24. EV0R"ll Leak Large Enough To Activate Relief Valve 1.OOSEOO

EVENT14 REPA Filter Not In Place

EVENT6 Cylinder Leaks At Valve

25. EVEW?14 REPA Filter Rot In Place l.OOE+OO

EVEOS2 Cylinder Valve Damaged By External Event

26. EVEOS14 REPA Filter ROt In Place l.OOEOO

EVERTI Crane Mishandles And Damages Cylinder

21. EVEW14 REPA Filter Rot tn Place l.OOE+OO

EVENT3 Piping To Rydrolyis Step Leaks Or Is Damaged By External
Event

20. EVENT14 REPA Filter Rot In Place l OOE+OO

EVENTS5 Cylinder Rupture

VI:0

'0

%0
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Cutoete for Example Un6 Release Fault Tree (CONT.1

set Ewent Description DC .E. Cale. Cuteet
no. WNae Prob Result Prob

EV!WTS Operator-Fails To Seal Chest

29. EVE213 Pigtail Leaks 1.005+00

- 5V5WT14 TmPA Filter Not In Place

EVZRT7 Chest Gasket Leaks

30. EVEWT14 REPA Filter Rot In Place 1.005+00

EVENT6 Cylinder Leaks At Valve

KVEtWTS Operator Fails To "eal Chest

w7
AM

0

A
so'0
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APPENDIX C. 1 Quantitative Event Tree Example for Airborne Activity Release

In this example, Event Tree Analysis is used to evaluate the important accident sequences that
link ventilation failures to releases of airborne radioactive material from process equipment.

Introduction

The event tree is a logic method for identifying the various possible outcomes of a given
initiating event. The number of possible final outcomes depends upon various options that are
applicable following the initiating event. In this analysis, the initiating event for each tree was
chosen based on its energetics (i.e., medium). Events subsequent to the initiating event are
analyzed by system characteristics, and the sequence from the intiating event to final outcome is
diagrammed on the event tree.

Release sequences are naturally based on the physical confinement equipment (sometimes
referred to as confinement barriers). When dealing with airborne materials, the ventilation
equipment became the significant confinement barriers for releases. Event trees provided
combined accident sequences from the intiating event to the release of activity at the points of
interest. The points of interest are releases to the rooms and cabinets, which may ultimately
reach the outside and become a source of an airborne release from the stack.

Analysis

The event tree for this study is shown in Figure C. I - I. In the preparation of an event tree, the
first step is to determine which systems affect the subsequent course of events. Given an
initiating event (release to the room), the system which affects the subsequent course of events is
the ventilation exhaust system and the sand (or HEPA) filter. Each of these barriers are ordered
in their sequence across the top of the figure. The upper branch of the tree represents failure of
the system to fulfill its confinement function. There are known relationships (constraints)
between system functions. For example, if the room exhaust system fails, then no release to the
stack will occur because the activity cannot be transported to the stack for release. Once these
relationships are determined, some of the chains can be eliminated because they represent
illogical or inconsequential sequences. These reduced event trees are used in the analysis.

Evaluation

If the event sequences are independent, then the expected frequency of occurrence of a given
sequence is the product of the initiating event frequency and the individual demand probabilities
of the individual systems in that sequence. Since the failure demand probabilities are almost
always 0.1 or less, it is common practice to approximate success (l-p) as 1. It should be noted
that as indicated in Figure C 1-1, the event tree at each branch point provides only two options,
system failure or success. No consideration is given to the fact that partial system success may
occur within an accident sequence. Thus, an accident sequence is conservatively assumed to lead
to the total consequence. The effects of partial system failure are not treated, but are accounted
for by adjusting the consequence (in curies) to compensate for partial failure.

Input data for the sequence analysis include:

1. the frequency of releases to the room (5.OE-04/yr),
2. the probability of concurrent room exhaust failure (2.6E-04), and
3. the probability of concurrent filter failure (conservatively assigned a value of 1).

The first two values come from other sources (e.g., fault tree analyses). The third value is a
conservative assumption (p=l) that the filter will fail concurrently with the release to the room
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and with the exhaust fan failure. Consequence assessment determines the source term (6.5E-05
Ci), the release from the stack, by combining the release to the room (1.3 Ci) with the filter
penetration factor (4.9E-09). These values were determined separately.

Page C2
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APPENDIX C.2

QUANTITATIVE FAULT TREE EXAMPLE FOR NUCLEAR CRITICALITY

In this example, Fault Tree Analysis is used to assess nuclear safety in an enriched uranium (EU)
storage vault.

Introduction

To identify the major causes of a criticality event, Figure C.2- 1, a Nuclear Criticality Fault Tree
was drawn. Computer codes are available to evaluate this fault tree. All of the factors shown on
the fault tree were considered while the facility was being designed. These factors include the
density of the fissionable isotopes, geometry, reflection, and moderation. Safety features are
included in the design, and with the exception of geometry, they cannot be exceeded easily even
by human error. It is possible to exceed the safety factors designed into the facility for geometry,
and the most likely cause is human error. The next section discusses how these geometric
considerations could be exceeded.

Description

Since EU in the vault area is only handled or stored in DOT-approved shipping containers and
since the number of these packages (shipping containers) calculated to be subcritical is greater
than the capacity of the vault area, a nuclear criticality accident is deemed incredible.

However, the possibility exists for the storage of EU in the vault outside of a shipping container.
This would violate the normal storage procedure, and would offer some criticality risk. Feed
material which has not been placed into the processing stream by the end of the shift must be
returned to a vault for storage purposes. This material is presently being stored in vaults with no
shipping container. Other EU material is also stored in these vaults with only product cans for
containment. Since this is a normally accepted method of storage, it is possible, given the need
to store the materials (i.e., end of shift or the possibility of exceeding operating limits if material
is not moved), that material would be stored in the vault outside of a shipping container. This
would require basically two steps, a decision to store the material in this fashion in the vault and
the establishment of a criticality array.

Analysis

Violation of the geometric considerations would require a violation of the normal storage
procedure for this material. Failure to properly store a single can of material in the vault would
not result in a critical array. Upon the storage of the second container of material, the operator is
faced with a storage decision similar to that encountered for the first container (i.e., what
geometry should be used in storing these "odd" containers) and therefore the portability of failure
should be the same. The situation for the third and succeeding cans is not identical. By
placement of the first two cans, the operator has established a storage "plan" with which he is
comfortable and he will most likely continue this established pattern until corrected.

Page C4
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FIGURE C.2-1. A Nuclear Criticality Fault Tree
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APPENDIX D.1

EXAMPLE OPERATIONAL SAFETY REQUIREMENTS (OSRs)

The following tables illustrate the LCOs and the Surveillance Requirements that could result
from an ISA. Each of these applies to a ventilation system in a nuclear materials processing
facility. Other OSRs would be prepared for each of the other unit operations in the facility.

Table 3.5.1
Table 3.6.1
Table 3.62
Table 3.6.3
Table 3.6.4
Table 3.6.5
Table 3.6.6

Confinement Ventilation System (Nuclear Materials Plant)
Stack Exhaust System (Nuclear Materials Plant)
Dissolver Offgas System (Fuel Reprocessing Plant)
Dissolver Offgas System - Decladding Operation (Fuel Reprocessing Plant)
Dissolver Offgas System - Fuel Dissolution Operation (Fuel Reprocessing Plant)
Ammonia Offgas System (Fuel Reprocessing Plant)
Glovebox Offgas System (Nuclear Materials Plant)

Each OSR contains three parts: a set of LCOs, required actions (when the system fails), and
surveillance requirements.

The LOOs consist of a list of equipment, instruments, and systems that are assumed as part of the
safety analysis and that validate the analysis. Should any of these items not be available, the
safety analysis may be invalidated or inapplicable.

Required actions define the conditions (failures) for which action must be taken to correct the
deficiency. The required action(s) and response times are specified.

Surveillance requirements specify what must be inspected, for what ,and at what intervals.
Failure to comply with these requirements may be interpreted as failure to ensure that the facility
is maintaining safety-related equipment in the conditions assumed in the safety analysis.
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3/4.5 CONFINEMENT SYSTEM

3.5.1 CONFINEMENT VENTIATION SYSTEM

LCO: A. For (priar/seond) confinement, two Confinement Ventilation
Systems shall be OPERABLE with each system having the
following components:

* One su ly fan
* One exust fan
* One in-line chamoal filter
* One in-line HEPA filter
* Instrumentation:

- One exhaust flow indicator, with alarm
- One betagam radiation monitor, with alarm
- One gas temperatee sensor downstream of the filter

B. For (primary/secondary) confinement, one Confinement Ventilation
System shall be in operation.

MODE
APPLICABILITY: OPERATION, STANDBY, and PARTIAL SHUTDOWN

PROCESS AREA
APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS
CONDIION ACION COMPLETION TIME

A. One (Primary/Secondary) A.l Restore Confinement 72 Hours
Confinement Ventilation Ventilation System train to
System train is inoperable. OPERABLE status.

B. TheACflONand B.l Place the in FULL 6 Hours
associated Completion Tame SHUJTDOWN.
of Condition A are not met.

C. Both (Primary/Secondary) C. I Place the in PARTIAL I Hour
Confinement Ventilation SHUTDOWN.
System trains are
inoperable. AND

C.2 Restore one system to 2 Hours
OPERABLE status.

Page D2
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3/4.5 CONFINEMENT SYSTEM

3.5.1 CONFINEMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM (continued)

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
SURVEFAN REQUIREMENT FRMUNCY

SR 4.5.1.1 Verify that the (Primaly/Secondary) Confinement 8 Hours
Ventilation System train in operation is taking
suction on the (rmary/Secondary) confinement
zone at a rate of ( I scfkn or more.

SR 4.5.1.2 Verify that the (Primary/Secondary) Confinement 8 Hours
Ventilation System train in standby is aligned to
take suction on the (Primary/Secondary)
confinement zone and that the fan control is in
"AUTO" position.

SR 4.5.1.3 Operate each (Primary/Secondary) Confinement Monthly
Ventilation System train for [- 10 hours
continuous with the heaters operating or (for
systems without heaters) 2 15 minutes].

SR 4.5.1.4 Perform the following on each
(Primnry/Secondary) confinement exhaust flow
indicator and alarnm-

* CHANNEL CHECK Daily

* CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST Quarterly

* CHANNELCALIBRATION Annually

SR 4.5.1.5 Perform the following on each
(Primary/Secondary) beta-gama radiadon
monitor and alarm:

* CHANNEL CHECK Daily

* CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST Quarterly

CHANNEL CALIBRATION Annually

i .
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3/4.5 CONFINEMENT SYSTEM

3.5.1 CONFINEMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM (continued)

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)_________
SURVELIANC REQUI lENT FREQUENCY

SR 4.5.1.6 Perform zhe following on each
(Primary/Secondary) gas temperature sensor.

* CHANNEL CHECK Daily

* CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST Quarterly

* CHANNEL CALIBRATION Annually

SR 4.5.1.7 For ach (Primary/Secondary) Confinement 18 Months
Ventilation System train, verify that the filter
cleanup system satisfies the in-place penetrtion D
and bypass leakage testing ance criteria of
c [*% aand uses the test pcurc guidance in After any structural *

Regulatory Positions C.S.a, C5.c, and C5.d of maintenance on the HEPA
Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, M=ch 1978, filter or charcoal absorber
and verfy that the system flow rate is [ cfm housings
i10%.

QR
Following painting, fire,
or chemical release in any
ventilation zone
communicating with the
system

Page D4
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3/4.5 CONFINEMENT SYSTEM

3.5.1 CONFINEMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM (continued)

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT FREQUENCY

SR 4.5.1.8 For each (Primary/Secondary) Confinement 18 Months
Ventilation System train, verify, within 31 Days
after rtmoval, that a laboratory analysis of a QR
representative carbon sample obtained in
accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b of After any structural
Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, maintenance on the HIEPA
meets he laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory filter or charcoal absorber
Position C6.a of Regulatoy Guide 1.52, housings
Revision 2, March 1978. for a methyl iodide
penetration of 4**J% QR

Following painting, fire,
or chemical release in any
ventilation zone
communicating with the
system

SR 4.5.1.9 For each (Primary/Secondary) Confinement 18 Months
Ventilation System ain, verify a system flow rate
of t I cfm i10% during system operation when OR
tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975.

After any structural
maintenance on the HEPA
filter or charcoal absorber
housings.

Following paintng, fire,
or chemicarelease in any
ventilation zone
communicating with the
system
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3/4.5 CONFINEMENT SYSTEM

3.5.1 CONFINEMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM (continued)

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
SURVEILANUE REQ UIREMENT FREQUENCY

SR 4.5.1.10 For each (Primary/Secondary) Confinement After every 720 Hours of
Ventilation System tain, verify, within 31 Days charcoal absorber
after removal, that a laboratory analysis of a operation
representative carbon sample obtained in
accordance with Regulatory Position C6.b of
Regulatory Guide 152, Revision 2, March 1978,
meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory
Position C.6.a of Regulat Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978, for a methyl iodide
penetration of (**J%

SR 4.5.1.11 For each (Primary/Secondary) Confinement 18 Months
Ventilation System tain, verify theprssre
drop across the combined HEPA filters and
charcoal absorber banks is <6] inches WG while
operating the system at a flow rate of [] cfm
±10%.

SR 4.5.1.12 For each (Primary/Secondary) Confinement 18 Months
Ventilation System tain, verify that the filter
cooling bypass valves can be manually opened.

SR 4.5.1.13 For each (Primary/Secondary) Confinement 18 Months
Ventilation System train, vr=ify that each system
produces a negative pressure of a (1 inches WG
in the zone within [ I minutes after a start signal.

SR 4.5.1.14 For each (Prmary/Secondary) Confinement 18 Months
Ventilation System train, verify that the heaters
dissipate ( I ± [ 1 kW when tested in accordance
with ANSI.N51S01975.

SR 4.5.1.15 For each (Primary/Secondary) Confinement After each complete or
Ventilation System train, verify that the cleanup partial replacement of a
system satisfies the in-place penetration and bypass HEPA filter bank
leakage testing acceptance criteria of < [*]% in
accordance with ANSI N510-1975 for a DOP test
aerosol while operating the system at a flow rate of
[ cfm ±l0%.
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3/4.5 CONFINEMENT SYSTEM

3.5.1 CONFINEMENT VENTIATION SYSTEM (continued)

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
_URVEILANC RE UIEMENT FREQUENCY

SR 4.5.1.16 For each (Primary/Secondary) Confinement After each complete or
Ventilation System train, verify that the cleanup partial replacement of a
system satisfies the in-place penetration and bypass charcoal absorber bank
leakage testing acceptance citria of < [*]% in
accordance with ANSI- 1975 for a halogenated
hydrocarbon refrigerant-test gas while operating
the system at a flow rate of [] cfm ±10%.

* A value of 0.5% is applicable when a HEPA filter or charcoal absorber efficiency of 99% is
assumed, or 1% when a HEPA filter or charcoal absorber efficiency of 95% or less is
assumed in the ID staff's safety evaluation. (Use the value assumed for the charcoal absorber
efficiency if the value for the HEPA filter is different fron the charcoal absorber efficiency in
the DOE ID staffs safety evaluation).

* The applicable value shall be determined by when P equals the value to be used in the test
requirement (%). E is efficiency assumed in the Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for methyl
iodide removal (%), and Safety Factor (SF) is the safety factor to account for charcoal
degradation between tests (5 for systems with heaters and 7 for systems without heaters).
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3/4.6 FACILITY VENTILATION/CONFINEMENT

3.6.1 STACK EXHAUST SYSTEM (FUEL REPROCESSING PLANT)

LCO: The Stack Exhaust System shall be OPERABLE with:

* Two exhaust fans opetting
* Two HEPA filter banks on line
* Two exhaust air activity monitors operating

MODE
APPLICABILITY:

PROCESS AREA
APPLICABILITY:

Whenever any of the offgas subsystems (dissolver, ammonia scrubber,
or gloveboxes) are in OPERATION, STANDBY, or PARTIAL
SHUTDOWN

[ I

ACTIONS
CONDITION ACTION COMPLETION UIE.

A. One exhaust fan is A.1 Terminate opraions in 30 Minutes
inoperable or not operating. the dissolver, scrubber, or

gloveboxes.

AND

A.2 Verify isolation damper 30 Minutes
closure.

A.3 Place the 1in FULL 72 Hours
SHUTDOWN.

B. One filter bank is inoperable B. 1 Termnate operations in 30 Minutes
or not in service. the dissolver, scrubber,

and gloveboxes.

B.2 Place the in FULL 72Hours
SHUTDOWN.
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3/4.6 FACILlTY VENTLATION/CONFINEMENT

3.6.1 STACK EXHAUST SYSTEM (FUEL REPROCESSING PLANT) (continued)

ACTIONS
CONDTON ACION COMPLETION TI

C. One exhaust air activity C. I Conduct manual exhaust 8 Hours
monitor is inoperable. air activity sampling.

C.2 Place the ]in FULL 72 Hours
SHUTIDOWN.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
SRVEaLANE R-EURMENT FREQUENCY

SR 4.6.1.1 Verify that the exhaust fan flow alarms are Monthly
OPERABLE.

SR 4.6.1.2 Verify that the HEPA filters are OPERABLE as Frequency as stated in
specified in SRs 4.5.1.7, 4.5.1.9, and 4.5.1.11. SRs 4.5.1.7, 4.5.1.9.

and 4.5.1.11

SR 4.6.1.3 Perform the following on the beta-gama activity
monitoring system:

* CHANNEL CHECK Daily

* CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL CHECK Quarterly

* CHANNEL CALBRATION Annually

SR 4.6.1.4 Verify that the elxaust paths are open by ensuring Semiannually
that dampers are in the correct positions during
OPERATION.

SR 4.6.1.5 Verify that the isolation dampers are OPERABLE. Semiannually
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3/4.6 FACILTY VENTILATIONCONFINEMENT

3.6.2 DISSOLVER OFFGAS SYSTEM (FUEL REPROCESSING PLANT)

LCO: The Dissolver Offgas System shall be OPERABLE with:

* Offgas H2 concentrtion c 3%
* Offgas NH3 concentration s 14%
* Offgas 1-129 and 1-131 activity[ 1 ] pCim/ L
* Temperature of the inlet gas t the silver reactorŽ 196'C
* Temperature of the silver reactor a 196*C
* On-lne particulate filters upstream of the Dissolver Offgas

System or Stack Exhaust System interface

MODE
APPLICABILITY:

PROCESS AREA
APPLICABILITY:

OPERATION, STANDBY, and PARTIAL SHUTDOWN

[I]

ACTIONS S

CONDION ACTON COMPLETION TVIE

A. H2 concentration is > 3%. A. I Initiate cooling of the 15 Minutes
dissolver, and place the
]in STANDBY.

NH3 concentration is AM
> 14%.

A.2 Enter LCO 3.0.3. 1 Hour

B. Iodine activity is > B. I Inidatecoolingof the 15 Minutes
j±CI/mL dissolver, and place the

t]in STANDBY.

B.2 Enter LCO 3.0.3. 1 Hour

AMl

B.3 Perform an engineering 48 Hours
evaluation.
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3/4.6 FACILTY VENTIATIONCONFINEMENT

3.6.2 DISSOLVER OFFGAS SYSTEM (UE;L REPROCESSING PLANT) (continued)

ACTIONS (continued)
CONDMTON AC71ION COMPLETIONTIME

C. Silver reactor temperature or C. I Initiate cooling of the 2 Hours
gas temperature is < 196C. dissolver, and place the

[]in STANDBY.

AND

C.2 Enter LCO 3.0.3. 3 Hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT FREQUENCY

SR 4.6.2.1 Perform the following for the hydrogen
concentration, ammonia concentration, and iodine
activity indicators and alarms:

* CHANNEL CHECK Daily

* CHANNEL FUNCIIONAL CHECK Quarterly

* CHANNEL CALIBRATION Annually

SR 4.6.2.2 Verify that silver reactor and inlet gas temperatures Before placing the 1 in
arc within limits. STANDBY.AhM every

8 Hours thereafter

SR 4.6.2.3 Verify that the HEPA filters are OPERABLE as Frequency as stated in SRs
specified in SRs 4.5.1.7, 4.5.1.9, and 4.5.1.11. 4.5.1.7, 4.5.1.9, and

4.5.1.11

SR 4.6.2.4 Verify the exhaust path is open by ensuring Semiannually
that dampers are in the correct positions.

SR 4.6.2.5 Verify that the isolation dampers are OPERABLE. Semiannually
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3/4.6 FACILITY VENTIATIONICONFINEMEINT

3.6.3 DISSOLVER OFFGAS SYSTEM-DECLADDING OPERATION (FUEL
REPROCESSING PLANT)

LCO: The H2 suppression and ammonia scrubbers (of the Dissolver Offgas
System) shall be OPERABLE and operating with:

* H2 suppression
* Ammonia scrubbers OPERABLE with a water flow rate

[ I] gpm

MODE
APPLICABILITY:

PROCESS AREA
APPLICABILITY:

OPERATION, STANDBY, and PARTIAL SHUTDOWN during
Decladding Operations

I

ACTIONS
CONDITION ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Water flow rate to ammonia A.1 Initiate cooling of the 2Hours
scrubbers is c <3 gpm. dissolver, and place the

[in STANDBY.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
SURVEIAN REQUIREMENTS FREQUENCY

SR 4.6.3.1 Verify that the H2 suet chemical, NH4- Before placing the [ in
NH4NO3, has been charged to he dissolver with STANDBY during startup
concentration 21 ] gt

SR 4.6.3.2 Verifythat the water flow rate in the ammonia Before placing the ( in
scrubbers is within limits. STANDBY during statup

Ah1 every 8 Hours
thereafter
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3/4.6 FACILITY VENTILATIONICONFINEMENT

3.6.4 DISSOLVER OFFGAS SYSTEM-FUEL DISSOLUTIION OPERATION (FUEL
REPROCESSING PLANT)

LCO: The acid absorption units (of the Dissolver Offgas System) shall be
OPERABLE and operating with one OPERABLE acid absorption unit
on line.

MODE
APPLICABILITY:

PROCESS AREA
APPLICABILITY:

OPERATION, STANDBY, and PARTIAL SHUTDOWN during Fuel
Dissolution Opeations

[ I

ACTIONS
CONDTION AcHON COMPLETION TIME

A. An acid absorption unit is A. 1 Inifiate cooling of the 30 Minutes
inoperable. dissolver, and place the

1]in STANDBY.

ANM
A.2 Enter LCO 3.0.3. 3 Hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
SURVEMLLAN RE MMENT FREQUENCY

SR 4.6.4.1 Verify that at least one acid absorption unit is Before initiating fuel
OPERABLE. dissolution in

OPERATION
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3/4.6 FACILITY VENTILATIONjCONFINEMENT

3.6.5 AMMONIA OFFGAS SYSTEM (FUEL REPROCESSING PLANT)

LCO: The Ammonia Offgas System (AOS) shall be OPERABLE with:

* One AOS exhaust fan operating

* One prefilter/primary HEPA filter bank in service

* One secondary HEPA filter bank in service

* Primary and secondary HEPA filter differential pressure
alarrn/shutdown interlocks OPERABLE with:

- Alarms at 3.0 inches WG
- Automatic air bleed bypass at 4.0 inches WG
- Automatic fan shutdown at 5.0 inches WG

* Exhaust air from the AOS containing ammonia concentration
c [ I ppm and radioactivity (S [ I CijmL

MODE
APPLICABILITY:

PROCESS AREA
APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

OPERATION, STANDBY, and PARTIAL SHUTDOWN

[ ]

CONDON AMON COMPLEON TIME

A. One AOS exhaust fan is A. I Initiate cooling of the 30 Minutes
inoperable or not operating. dissolver, and place the

H in STANDBY.

A.2 Verify isolation damper 30 Minutes
closure.

AND

A.3 Plac the ]in FULL 24 Hours
SHUTDOWN.
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3/4.6 FACILITY VENTILATION/CONFINEMENT

3.6.5 AMMONIA OFFGAS SYSTEM (FUEL REPROCESSING PLANT) (continued)

ACTIONS (continued)
CONDITION ACION cOmplRON TIME

B. B. 1 Initiate cooling of the 30 Minutes
filter bank is inoperable or dissolver, and place the
not in service. [J in STANDBY.

B.2 Place thee [in FULL 24 Hours
SHUTDOWN.

C. One secondary HEPA filter C. I Initiate cooling of the 30 Minutes
bank is inoperable or not in dissolver, and place the
service. [1 in STANDBY.

ANDM

C.2 Place the [in FULL 24 Hours
SHUTDOWN.

D. An AOS exhaust air activity D. I Conduct manual AOS air Hourly
monitor is inoperable. activity sampling.

D.2 Place ethe in FULL 24 Hours
SHUTDOWN.

E. An AOS ammonia E. 1 Conduct manual AOS air Hourly
concentration air monitor is ammonia concentration
inoperable. sampling.

AND

E.2 Place the [in FULL 24 Hours
SHUTDOWN.
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3/4.6 FACILITY VENTIATION/CONFINEMENT

3.6.5 AMMONIA OFFGAS SYSTEM (PWME REPROCESStNG PLANT) (continued)

ACTIONS (continued)
CONDMON A ION COMPLETION TIME

F. The ammonia concenution P. 1 Initiate cooling of the 30 Minutes
in exhaust air is > [ ppm. dissolver, and place the

[]in STANDBY.

AND

P.2 Place the []in PULL 24 Hours
SHUTDOWN.

G. The dioacdvityin exhaust 0.1 Initiatecoolingofthe 30 Minutes
air is.> ] C/mL. dissolver, and place the

[n STANDBY.

G.2 Place the(inJFULL 24 Hours
SHUTDOWN.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SR 4.6.5.1 Verify that the AOS fan flow ularns ar Monthly
OPERABLE

SR 4.6.5.2 Verify that the HEPA filters ar OPERABLE as Frequency as stated in
specified in SRs 4.5.1.7,45.1.9, and 4.5.1.11. SRs 4.5.1.7, 4.5.1.9,

and 4.5.1.11

SR 4.6.5.3 Perform the following on the filter differential
pressure miami/shutdown interlocks:

* CHANNEL CHECK Daily

* CHANNEL FUNCTONAL CHECK Quarterly

* CHANNEL CALIBRATION Annually
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3/4.6 FACLlTY VENTILATION/CONFINEMENT

3.6.5 AMMONIA OFFGAS SYSTEM (FUL REPROCESSING PLANT) (continued)

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
SURVEILLAN RE UREMENT FREQUENCY

SR 4.6.5.4 Perform the following on the beta-gamma activity
monitoring system:

* CHANNEL CHECK Daily

• CHANNEL FUNCTONAL CHECK Quarterly

* CHANNEL CALIBRATION Annually

SR 4.6.5.5 Perform the following on the ammonia
concentration monitoring systemn

* CHANNEL CHECK 8 Hours

* CHANNEL FUNCI1ONAL CHECK Monthly

* CHANNEL CALIBRATION Semiannually

SR 4.6.5.6 Verify that the AOS path is open by ensuring that Semiannually
the dampes are in the correct positions.

SR 4.6.5.7 Verify that the isolation dampers upstream of the Semiannually
AOS and Exhaust Stack System interface are
OPERABLE..
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3/4.6 FACELITY VENILATION/CONFINEMENT

3.6.6 GLOVEBOX OFEGAS SYSTEM

LCO: The Glovebox Offgas System (GBOS) shall be OPERABLE with:

* Two GBOS fans OPERABLE and one GBOS fan operating

* Header vacuum relief valves set atu 4.0 inches WG

* Glovebox inlet and outlet filters OPERABLE with differential
pressures ,S 1.0 inches WG

* GBOS primary and secondary HEPA filters OPERABLE with
differential pressures 1 2.0 inches WG

* GBOS HEPA filter preheaters OPERABLE with air exit
temperature 80WC

MODE
APPLICABILITY:

PROCESS AREA
APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

OPERATION, STANDBY, and PARTIAL SHUTDOWN

[ I

CONDMTON AC~ION COMPLETION TVIME

A. Two fans are inoperable. A. I Terminate all glovebox 24 Hours
operations.

B. One fan is inoperable. B. I Tmninate all glovebox 48 Hours
operations.

C No fans are operating. C.1 Terminate all glovebox IMMEDIAIMY
operations.

D. Header vacuum relief valves D.1 Tcnminare affected 2 Hours
are inoperable. glovebox operations.

E. Individual glovebox inlet or E. 1 Taminate affected 2 Hours
outlet filters are inoperable. glovebox operations.
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3/4.6 FACILITY VENTILATIONONFINEMENT

3.6.6 GLOVEBOX OFPGAS SYSTEM (continued)

ACTIONS (continued)
CONDITON ACTION CO P~lNTIME

F. Primary or secondary F. I Taminate all glovebox 48 Hours
HEPA filters arn inoperable. operations.

G. HEPA filter preheater is G. 1 Taminate affected 48 Hours
inoperable. glovebox operations.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
_RVEILAN REUREMENT _JUENCY

SR 4.6.6.1 Performa functional test of each GBOS fan. Monthly

SR 4.6.6.2 Verify that vacuum relief valves are set within Annually
limits.

SR 4.6.6.3 Verify that the filter differential pressures are Daily
within limits.

SR 4.6.6.4 Verify that the temperatue of the air exiting the 4 Hours
preheaters, is z 80t
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APPENDIX E.1

Management Oversight and Risk Tree

Introduction

Frequently, management allocates resources to correct hazards without first obtaining sufficient
information to determine whether more hazardous conditions are being neglected, or whether the
corrective costs are justified by the benefit or the reduction in risk. In addition, management
frequently has little or no information of how risk compares to the actual value of a given
program, and thus must make decisions regarding safety without adequate background.

The Management Oversight and Risk Tree (MORT) methodology provides a system for
identifying management oversights and specific risks. Once risks have been identified, it is then
management's responsibility to provide required resources to reduce or eliminate specific risks
and to assume the residual risks. This example describes a few simple techniques which can be
used to quantify risks. It also presents a format for presenting risk information to management.
Dollar values can be assigned to indirect tangible and intangible costs, including the loss of life.
This enables one to present risks in terms of dollar resources which may then be compared to
dollar resources allocated to risk reduction.

This in not to imply that human life is of limited value or that it is simple to place a dollar value
on intangible effects. Nevertheless, placing a dollar value or some other quantitative scale is
necessary in order to approach risk management or to make decisions with logic and good
judgment. Dollar value are the simplest means of comparison to maximize benefits derived from'
risk control expenditure. If analysis indicates that the cost of reducing a hazard is not justified, it
does not mean that the hazard should be ignored. Rather, it indicates that management must
consider items that fall below established criteria in their decision making.

Risk Identification and Ranking

A systematic search for all risks greatly reduces the number if hazards which will be neglected
because of management oversight. Based on the premise that all accident result from unplanned
and unwanted transfers of energy, the Risk Identification Tree was developed at EG&G Idaho,
and is presented in the following example.

Block 1.0 defines the objective of brining to management attention "Residual Operational Risks"
that remain after a risk analysis has been completed and corrective action has been taken to
eliminate and control major risks. Subordinate blocks 1.0 through 5.0 define the necessary and
sufficient conditions to achieve fulfillment of the objective stated in Block 1.0. These conditions
are:

* AUl energy sources must be identified

* All potential targets of uncontrolled energy release must be identified for
each energy source

* All control mechanisms and barriers to energy release must be identified for
each energy source

* An analysis must be performed in each case to determine failure modes and
effects, in order to identify the residual risks
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The balance of Xce tree provides a guide for identifying all energy sources. The two lower tiers
on the first page-of the example identify the various forms of energy. The transfers relate to
tabulations of the specific risk situations that follow. The tabulations are general in nature, but
are traceable to specific hardware, locations, and organizational units.

The identifying of all energy sources and the tracing to specific hardware has the primary benefit
of preventing oversight of specific hazards. The safety analysis steps required would be time-
consuming, therefore the high risk energy sources should be consider first and the use of
analytical effort scaled to the degree of risk. The selection and scaling should be made by safety
specialists. Although the selection of high risk hazards does not quantify the risk, it will help to
prevent oversight of the high risk areas.
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6:36 AM, 12/6/92

Operators were
dispatched to the H&V
room to survey for
fire and/or smoke.

6:35 AM, 12/6/92

The Process Control
Room received a fire
alarm for zones
8A & 8B In the
H&V room

Process

Inside RCA'

KEYS
, Upt -

I I &I**" a - aet#ww.

* Aim bw
WIow le f I

Controller called the
eire Department to
confirm the fire alarm
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6:40 AM, 12/6/92

Fire Warden was sent
to door G to meet the
Fire Department
personne

Process

'U
to

Inside RCAW

6:40 AM, I 12/6/92

The Fire Department
confirmed receipt of
f6h And
*nc 09.1.4%
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The fire system 1
may have been activated

by a short circuit at
the MCS switch due to
. dirty or corrosive l

contacts
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7:00 AM, 12/6/92 7:30 AM, 12/6/92

An operator was
Instructed to place
the HVAAM Halon
bypass switch Into
bypass mode.

DC&S was notified.

-

co

7:00 AM. 12/6/92 7:30AM, 12/6/92

4.
An operator was
instructed to restart
the WVAAM exhauster.

L Fire Department
reset the fire system
for detection only.40

Events and Causal Factors Chart / Page 6
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9:30 AM p12/6/92 5:30 PM, 12/16/92

rV

q DC&S and Fire Department
tested the fire system
for zones 8A & 8B.

The Fire Department
returned the fire system
to full service.

Events and Causal Factors Chart / Page
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Causal Factor # 1 Paths Through Root Cause Tree Recommendations

IV
04

09

The fire system panels have not
been set up in the Work
Management System (WMS).

BACKGROUND

During the course of the
investigation as to the cause of
the Halon release, System
Engineer notes that the input
module may have been in service
for approximately 11 years. Per
vendor recommendation, the
module should be replaced around
10 years under normal operating
condition to maintain its
reliability, thereby minimizing
the false alarm leading to the
activation of Halon release.
However, the fire system panels
have not been set up in the WMS
for routine preventive
maintenance.

0

0

0

0

0

Equipment difficulty
Equipment reliability design
Equipment reliability program
Maintenance task requirement
Preventive maintenance for

equipment LT.A.

Preventive maintenance program
(WMS) was In place.
However, the fire system panels
were not registered in
the program.

This is a presumptive cause of
the incident. And it is also a
single isolated cause, therefore,
System Engineer recommends
adding all fire system panels to
the WMS, and replacement of the
Input module for zones 8A and 8B
with the new input module ZU-35.

ci
3

'0
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Causal Factor # 2 Paths Through Root Cause Tree Recommendations

The Manual Control Station (MCS) * Equipment difficulty This is a presumptive cause of
switch may have short-circuited. * Equipment reliability design the incident. And it is also a

* Equipment reliability program single isolated cause, therefore,
* Maintenance task requirement S Engineer recommends

BACKGROUND * Preventive maintenance for cleaning the MCS switch for zones
equipment LT.A. 8A and 8B.This fire suppression system has equipment LT.A.

been Installed for This MCS switch has been
approximately 11 yrs, therefore, Installed for approximate 1 1 yrs
the MCS switch may be corrosive based on the print W-721079.
or dirty due to the ambient
humidity and particles.

:0

Root Cause Summary Tables
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Item of Note #1 Paths Through Root Cause Tree Recommendations

CP-35 control panel and ZN-32 * Equipment difficulty System Engineer recommends
Input module are not Ut* Equipment reliability design upgrading all current input
compatible.. * Design modules (ZN-32) to ZU-35 DS.

* Design review verification
BACKGROUND * Incomplete review/verification
During the course of the The current fire protection
Investigation as to the cause of system violates
Halon release, It was discovered the Functional Performance
that the fire protection panels In Requfrements 2Q section 4.0

consists of CP-35 s (4.1 .a).
and ZN-32's, according to
vendor compatibility documents,
they are not UL compatible.
Per vendor compatibility
documents, the current fire
protection system does not have
an alarm overriding trouble
feature, and the module will not
supervise while the fire panel
Is operating on battery during an
outage.
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